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Abstract
Most software visualization systems and tools are designed from a single-
user perspective and are bound to the desktop and IDEs. These design decisions
do not allow users to analyse software collaboratively or to easily interact and
navigate visualizations within a co-located environment at the same time. This
thesis presents an exploratory study of collaborative software visualization using
multi-touch tables in a co-located environment. The thesis contributes a richer
understanding of how pairs of developers make use of shared visualizations on
large multi-touch tables to gain insight into the design of software systems.
We designed a collaborative software visualization application, called Source-
Vis, that contained a suite of 13 visualization techniques adapted for multi-touch
interaction. We built two large multi-touch tables (28 and 48 inches) following
existing hardware designs, to explore and evaluate SourceVis. We then conducted
both qualitative and quantitative user studies, culminating in a study of 44 profes-
sional software developers working in pairs.
We found that pairs preferred joint group work, used a variety of coupling
styles, and made many transitions between coupling and arrangement styles. For
collaborative group work we recommend designing for joint group work over
parallel individual work, supporting a flexible variety of coupling styles, and
supporting fluid transitions between coupling and arrangement styles.
We found that the preferred style for joint group work was closely coupled and
arranged side by side. We found some global functionally was not easily accessible.
We found some of the user interactions and visual interface elements were not
designed consistently. For the design of collaborative software visualizations
we recommend designing visualizations for closely coupled arrangements with
rotation features, providing functionality in the appropriate locality, and providing
consistent user interactions and visual interface design.
We found sometimes visualization windows overlapped each other and text
was hard to read in windows. We found when pairs were performing joint group
work the size of the table was appropriate but not for parallel individual. We found
that because the table could not differentiate between different simultaneous users
that some pair interactions were limited. For the design of multi-touch tables we
recommend providing a high resolution workspace, providing appropriate table
space, and differentiating between simultaneous user interactions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
“People who are really serious about software should make their own hard-
ware.”
Alan Kay. 1982
Software systems are becoming increasingly complex to design and support.
Software maintenance is reported to be about 70% of the total cost of a software
product [52, 307]. Understanding what causes these costs is an ongoing research
problem in software engineering. Developers face the task of understanding soft-
ware when they want to maintain, reuse, reverse engineer, or re-engineer a piece of
software. Visualizing the source code and run-time of software can give a greater
insight into the structure, behaviour, and evolution of software, to aid developers
in software understanding [77]. This thesis addresses exploring collaborative software
visualization on multi-touch tables for co-located software development teams.
Software maintenance is often a social activity and involves developers work-
ing within co-located environments (same room and time). Developers quite
often work in pairs within a larger team. These pairs carry out tasks including:
programming, code reviews, refactoring, and visualization of work flow. Some
of these activities use digital (e.g. code) and physical (e.g. post-it notes) artifacts.
Most software development tools and applications that support these activities
often involve analysis and visualization features.
Most development tools and applications are designed from a single-user
perspective such as Integrated Development Environments (IDEs) (e.g. Eclipse,
Microsoft Visual Studio). These tools make it hard for developers to analyse and
interact with software artifacts collaboratively using the same tool. For example,
in pair programming there is only one keyboard and mouse for input which is
controlled by the driver [22, 363]. When the observer wants to interact they have
to either swap positions or obtain the keyboard and mouse from the driver.
2
3Most software analysis applications contain a small range of visualization
techniques. If applications supported multiple visualizations this would allow
developers to visualize aspects of systems from different perspectives and reduce
the overhead of installing multiple applications. For example, in code reviews
developers often have to use multiple applications to explore different aspects of
software including test coverage, class dependencies, and class diagrams.
Most computer applications are viewed on displays that are oriented vertically.
The displays are usually only designed to support vertical orientation as opposed
to horizontal. Developers quite often have dual vertical displays with a large
number of pixels. When working in co-located teams it is hard to interact and
collaborate with information across multiple digital and physical devices. For
example, in visualizing work flows many development teams use physical de-
vices like white boards and physical artifacts like post-it notes. Visualizing work
flow is commonly referred to in the Agile software development community as
“information radiators” [67], “visible big charts” [147], and “KanBan boards” [123].
As post-it notes are physical, manipulating and transferring this information into
a digital context can be cumbersome.
Most computer user interfaces are designed for single-users and traditionally
have keyboard and mouse input. The advent of new technologies like touch
sensing and digital pens has enabled computers to have multimodal input for
devices including smart phones, tablets, and touch screens. These devices are
targeted towards single-users and are too small for a multi-user co-located envi-
ronment. Large multi-user and multi-input devices that are potentially suitable for
co-located collaborative software development teams include interactive surfaces
like horizontal or vertical touch displays or multi-touch tables and high resolution
visualization display walls.
Existing software visualization research has primarily focused on Graphical
User Interfaces (GUI) and Virtual Reality [77]. To date there has been limited
research on how tools support collaborative software maintenance [170, 214], and
even less has explored how visualizations can support collaborative software
maintenance. Storey et al. propose that collaborative software visualization can
improve team software maintenance [316]. Little research has been conducted on
how collaborative devices such as multi-touch tables and visualization walls help
support development teams with software development and analysis tasks.
This thesis addresses exploring collaborative software visualization on multi-
touch tables for co-located software development teams. We built our own large
multi-touch tables and developed a collaborative software visualization applica-
tion to run on the tables. We conducted user studies with professional software
developers using our multi-touch table and software visualization application.
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1.1 Research Context
We adopt a general definition for information visualization from Card et al. [56].
“Information visualization is the use of computer-supported, inter-
active, visual representations of abstract data to amplify cognition”
[56].
Software visualization is a field that is derived from information visualization
and is defined as follows.
“The use of the craft of typography, graphic design, animation, and
cinematography with modern human computer interaction and com-
puter graphics technology to facilitate both the human understanding
and effective use of computer software” [312].
“Software visualization is the application of information visualization
in software engineering and can show the structure of software, run-
time behaviour, and representation of source code” [77].
None of these above definitions take into consideration collaboration or multi-
ple users. Isenberg et al. [137, 139] defines collaborative information visualization
based upon the general definition for information visualization [56].
“Collaborative visualization is the shared use of computer-supported,
(interactive) visual representations of data by more than one person
with the common goal of contribution to joint information processing
activities” [137, 139].
We build upon these definitions for software visualization and collaborative
information visualization and use the term collaborative software visualization
to define our research context in the following way:
“Collaborative software visualization is the shared use of computer-
supported interactive visual representations of data to understand
the structure, behaviour, and evolution of software by more than one
person with the common goal of contribution to joint information
processing activities.”
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1.2 Research Scope
The research topic of this thesis lies at the intersection of three main computer
science research fields as illustrated in Figure 1.1: Software Engineering (SoftEng),
Information Visualization (InfoVis), and Computer Support Cooperative Work
(CSCW). The research scope of this thesis is a subset of collaborative software
visualization aspects:
Software Engineering (SoftEng):
• Software maintenance with the goal to analyze and understand existing
software systems focusing on the structure and evolution.
• Identification of possible refactoring opportunities in a software system.
• We deem other software maintenance tasks such as debugging, adding
new features to a code base, and performing actual refactorings out of
scope of this thesis.
Information Visualization (InfoVis):
• Representing different aspects of the software systems focusing on
software metrics for structure and evolution [96].
• Presenting multiple visualizations of the software systems (e.g. using
diagrams, charts, Polymetric Views [185]).
• Viewing the aspects of the software systems from different view points
and orientations.
• Interacting and exploring the aspects of the software systems in the
visualizations.
Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW):
• Co-located environments, where several software developers work for
the same organisation and in the same team.
• Developers who work together, where collaborative software under-
standing and programming occurs at the same time.
• Developers who share a single workspace for meetings and discussion
such as a white board, interactive table, or wall display.
• Developers working in small groups typically 2-3 individuals.
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Figure 1.1: The research topic of this thesis lies at the intersection of Software
Engineering, InfoVis, and CSCW. Diagram adapted from [137, 316].
1.3 Research Goals
Our research goal is to investigate how pairs from a co-located software develop-
ment team might use a collaborative software visualization application on a large
multi-touch table to understand existing software systems. We examine how pairs
work at the same time either as a group or as individuals in parallel. In particular
we wanted to address the following research questions:
Q1 What are the strengths of the visualizations and the multi-touch table?
Q2 What are the weaknesses of the visualizations and the multi-touch table?
Q3 What improvements could be made for the visualizations and the multi-
touch table?
Q4 Does the multi-touch table help with team collaboration, and if so how?
Q5 Did the pairs favour working as a group or as individuals in parallel?
Q6 Which coupling categories did the participants use when interacting?
Q7 Which coupling style strategies did the participants use?
Q8 Which physical arrangement styles did the participants use with the table?
Q9 Which visualization techniques did the participants perceive to be the most
effective?
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1.4 Research Approach
Our research approach has been to first look at the background literature within
our research scope. Based on the literature we used an existing set of design
considerations for collaborative information visualization [137, 138] and applied
them for designing co-located collaborative software visualizations.
Following an iterative design process we built two multi-touch tables to val-
idate the design considerations for a physical collaborative environment. We
designed a collaborative software visualization application for multi-touch tables
to validate the design considerations for collaborative information visualization.
To evaluate our software visualization application we followed a qualitative
grounded evaluation of information visualization process during the develop-
ment lifecycle [144]. This process used mixed methods and is suited for giving an
overview of a situation and to examine how and why users behave in certain envi-
ronments [71]. Other researchers have adopted a similar approach to understand
how groups of participants collaboratively use a multi-touch table in a co-located
environment [137, 141, 291].
Our evaluation process involved conducting preliminary user studies with
computer science students working in pairs during different stages of the develop-
ment life-cycle of the application. We then conducted a much larger study with
professional software developers. The aim of the user studies was to determine
how groups and individuals use our multi-touch table and software visualization
application and to assess the perceived effectiveness of the visualizations.
We used the following techniques as part of the evaluation process: obser-
vational studies, video recordings, interviews, and questionnaires. We asked
participants to think aloud during our studies so that we could capture their
thoughts about their actions, perceptions, and expectations regarding the appli-
cation’s interface and functionality [224]. Getting participants to talk about their
actions and thoughts enabled us to gain insight into how each user views the
computer system, identify their misconceptions, and determine which parts of the
interface cause problems.
1.5 Research Contributions
The thesis contributes a richer understanding of how pairs of software develop-
ers make use of shared software visualizations on large interactive multi-touch
tables to gain insight into how existing software systems are structured and how
they have evolved over different versions. Specifically this thesis makes three
contributions.
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Designing Collaborative Software Visualizations. We built two multi-touch
tables (28 and 48 inches) (§3). We conducted preliminary user studies with
18 computer science students (§5) using the 48 inch multi-touch table and
prototypes of our software visualization application. The user studies led to
a protocol which we used for the professional user study.
SourceVis: Software Visualization Application. We designed a collaborative
software visualization application, called SourceVis, for use on large multi-
touch tables (§4). SourceVis allows multiple users to interact simultaneously
or separately with the table either as a group or as individuals.
Evaluation of Collaborative Software Visualization. To evaluate the large
multi-touch table and SourceVis we conducted a user study (§6) with 44
software developers working in pairs performing software understanding
tasks. We wanted to find out if participants preferred to work as a group or as
individuals. We observed what collaborative coupling categories, coupling
styles, and physical arrangement styles participants used and how much
time was spent in these styles. We asked participants to provide feedback
on what the strengths, weaknesses, and improvements of SourceVis and
the multi-touch table were. We asked participants how the multi-touch ta-
ble helped with team collaboration and what visualization techniques they
perceived to be the most effective. We obtained both qualitative (§7) and
quantitive findings (§8).
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1.6 Key Findings
Our research revealed key findings for collaborative group work, designing col-
laborative software visualizations, and designing multi-touch tables.
1.6.1 Collaborative Group Work
Design for joint group work over parallel individual work. We found that all
pairs preferred joint group work over parallel individual work and chose to
do Section 3 of the user tasks as a group.
Support a flexible variety of coupling styles. We found that pairs used a variety
of coupling styles during both joint group work and parallel individual
work, but used more coupling styles when they were closely coupled. We
found that pairs spent more time in closely coupled styles.
Support fluid transitions between coupling and arrangement styles. We found
that when pairs were closely coupled they were more closely arranged, and
when they were loosely coupled they were loosely arranged. We found that
pairs regularly transitioned between many closely coupled styles and closely
arranged styles, but transitioned less between loosely coupled and loosely
arranged styles.
1.6.2 Designing Collaborative Software Visualizations
Design visualizations for closely coupled arrangements with rotation features.
We found that visualizations were primarily viewed from the long side of
the table where both participants were closely arranged next to each other.
When visualizations needed to be viewed from different view points (such
as in parallel individual work) participants used lightweight features for
rotating visualization windows to face different directions.
Provide functionality in the appropriate locality. We found that when pairs
were displaying a visualization at full screen and wanted to launch a new
overview visualization they they had to navigate to the start up screen rather
than having a menu on hand. Pairs, however, could launch new detailed
visualizations through the pie menu on elements in a visualization. When
a visualization was at full screen and a participant were on one side of the
table and wanted to select an option from a menu on the other side of the
table they had to ask their colleague to perform the action.
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Provide consistent user interactions and visual interface design. We found
that the navigation gestures behaved differently across the 13 visualization
techniques in SourceVis. Some participants found manipulating visualiza-
tion windows difficult. We found at times some menus were displayed at
different zoom levels and occasionally displayed half off the screen. We
found participants having difficulty entering text using the virtual keyboard.
We found that some participants occasionally lost context of what visualiza-
tion they were currently looking at and could not always remember what
the visual encodings meant.
1.6.3 Designing Multi-touch Tables
Provide high resolution workspace. We found that visualization windows often
overlapped each other which caused interference. We found that text was
readable when visualizations were at full screen, but reading text when
displayed in visualization windows was difficult as the visualization was
reduced in size. Providing a high resolution workspace would reduce win-
dows overlapping and make text easier to read.
Provide appropriate table space. We found that when pairs were performing
joint group work the size of the table was appropriate. We found that when
pairs were performing parallel individual work the size of the table was not
appropriate as the table forced them to primarily be physically arranged at
opposite ends of the table and visualization windows had to be reduced in
size. Depending on the task and number of users interacting there should be
appropriate table space.
Differentiate between simultaneous user interactions. We found that when
participants performed simultaneous navigation gestures on the canvas of
a visualization or manipulated the same element within a visualization the
system was confused as to what action to perform. The system should
differentiate between simultaneous user interactions.
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1.7 Thesis Structure
The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows.
Chapter 2: Background. We present background literature to our research includ-
ing information visualization, software visualization, collaborative software
visualization, and multi-touch technologies.
Chapter 3: Large Interactive Multi-touch Tables. We present our large interac-
tive portable multi-touch tables for co-located collaborative environments.
We describe our experience at designing and building our initial early proto-
types to our proof of concept working prototypes.
Chapter 4: SourceVis: A Collaborative Software Visualization Application.
We present our collaborative multi-touch software visualization application,
SourceVis. We describe the design, implementation, interaction features, and
illustrate the individual visualizations.
Chapter 5: Preliminary User Studies. We present three preliminary user studies
of computer science students using SourceVis at different stages of the devel-
opment life-cycle. We present qualitative and quantitive findings from the
studies. The studies led us to develop a protocol which we used for a study
with professional software developers.
Chapter 6: Professional User Study. We present our user study of professional
software developers using our multi-touch table and SourceVis. We describe
the design, participants, procedure and limitations of our user study.
Chapter 7: Professional User Study — Qualitative Findings. We present the
qualitative findings from the user study with professional software develop-
ers.
Chapter 8: Professional User Study — Quantitative Findings. We present the
quantitative findings from the user study with professional software devel-
opers.
Chapter 9: Conclusions. We conclude by presenting the contributions of this the-
sis. We then present the key findings from this thesis. We discuss limitations
of our research. Finally, we suggest directions in which our research could
be extended in future.
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In this chapter we present the background literature. We begin with an
overview of information visualization (§2.1). We describe the different areas
of software visualization (§2.2). We describe multi-touch hardware technologies
(§2.3). We describe optical based multi-touch tables (§2.4).
2.1 Information Visualization
Card et. al [56] define information visualization as:
“Information visualization is the use of computer-supported, interac-
tive, visual representations of abstract data to amplify cognition.”
After producing a visual representation, the following issues must be ad-
dressed: exploration, navigation, and interpolation of the data [57]. Several
overviews on information visualization exist [25, 56, 62, 119, 309, 352].
The theory of the visual display of quantitative information [337] consists of
principles that generate design options and that guide choices among the design
options. Tufte [337] describes graphical excellence of quantitative information, as
the well designed presentation of interesting data – a matter of substance, of statis-
tics, and of design. Graphical excellence consists of complex ideas communicated
with clarity, precision, and efficiency. This results in a visualization displaying the
greatest number of ideas, in the shortest time and in the smallest space possible.
An early example of graphical excellence is the original London Underground
map designed by Harry Beck in 1933 (see Figure 2.1(a)). Most people will use the
map as a visualization tool for planning a journey from one station to another.
People may memorise their route by colour or the direction of the lines involved,
which is known as a cognitive map [309]. Beck based the map on electrical circuit
diagrams which does not reflect the geography of the city above.
Ben Shneiderman [301] created a visual design guideline called the visual
information seeking mantra which says show an overview of the data first, then
zoom and filter, and finally show details-on-demand. He then proposed a task
by data type taxonomy which has seven data types (1-, 2-, 3-dimensional data,
temporal and multi-dimensional data, and tree and network data) and seven
tasks which a user can perform (overview, zoom, filter, details-on-demand, relate,
history, and extract). This visual information seeking mantra is one of the very few
methodical guidelines for designing information visualizations and it is the most
widely cited [70]. There are other user task heuristics but they are not as useful for
evaluating usability, focus on low level tasks, or are domain specific [5, 6, 189, 340,
379, 380].
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(a) Harry Beck’s 1933 original London Underground map, reproduced by kind permission of London’s
Transport Museum c©Transport for London [105].
(b) Many Eyes, Barrack Obama’s inaugural speech [343].
Figure 2.1: Information Visualization Examples.
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2.1.1 Collaborative Information Visualization
Collaborative information visualization can occur in many scenarios. Using a
space and time matrix, collaborative information visualization can be broadly
categorized according to where the visualizations occur in space (distributed vs.
co-located) and time (synchronous vs. asynchronous) [80, 137] (see Table 2.1).
Collaborative visualization may occur on different levels of engagement with
the visualizations including how users: view the information, interact or explore
within a visualization, and share discoveries about the visualizations [139].
Table 2.1: Time and space matrix [80] and adapted to collaborative information
visualization [137].
Same Place Different Place
(Co-Located) (Distributed)
Same Time Face-to Face Conversation Video conference
(Synchronous) Meeting room
Different Time Sticky Email, web based,
(Asynchronous) Shift work revision control systems
For distributed collaborative information visualization tools the Web is a com-
mon platform for sharing visualizations. Toolkits such as D3 [44] make deploying
visualizations over the web an easy process. Many Eyes [73, 342, 343] is a web
site provided by IBM research that has collaborative visualization services, see
Figure 2.1(b). The web site allows users to upload ASCII data sets, visualize them,
comment on each other’s visualizations, and then discuss their discoveries with
other people. Other similar information visualization web tools include Swivel1,
Data3602, and DataPlace3.
Isenberg [137, 138] suggest aspects to consider for designing co-located collab-
orative information visualization. For the collaborative environment the size of
the display should be an appropriate for the number of users. The display config-
uration should accommodate groups’ work practices, task, and goals. The type of
input will impact the possible interactions. The resolution size needs to be consid-
ered for both the input and display. The collaborative information visualizations
should support different communication strategies such as awareness cues when
data changes across different views. The visualizations should support coordinat-
ing between different roles with features for sharing and rotating data views. For
1http://www.swivel.com
2http://www.data360.org
3http://www.dataplace.org
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designing collaborative information visualizations multiple representation types
should be supported to allow integrated reasoning and sensemaking. Data should
be presented to allow for group access, copies of the same data, accommodation
of input methods, and compensations for the display resolution. Data should be
interpreted from multiple viewpoints and orientations. The visualizations should
support simultaneous actions by users for interacting and data manipulation.
For co-located collaborative information visualization multi-touch tables have
been explored. Cambiera [140, 141] is a system for information foraging activi-
ties on a multi-touch tabletop display (see Figure 2.2(a)). Group members can
individually search for documents, browse through search results, and read doc-
uments. Cambiera includes a number of features (collaborative brushing and
linking) that highlight where collaborators have found or read similar documents.
Lark [330] is a system that facilitates the coordination of interactions with in-
formation visualizations on multi-touch tabletop displays using an information
visualization pipeline (see Figure 2.2(b)). Hugin [164] is a graphical framework for
mixed-presence synchronous collaborative visualization over multi-touch tabletop
displays. Branch-Merge-Explore [209] propose a new collaboration protocol for
explicitly supporting varying degrees of coupling styles in co-located collaborative
visualization. They use a multi-touch tabletop display for a public view of the
data and tablets for private views.
For co-located collaborative information visualization multi-display environ-
ments have been explored. Yost et al. [374] conducted an evaluation to explore the
effect of using large visualization walls for information visualization. Their results
showed that performance on most tasks was more efficient and sometimes more
accurate because of the additional data that could be displayed, despite the physi-
cal navigation. Andrews et al. [7] conducted a study which demonstrated how
large displays support sensemaking. Ball et al. [14] identified that physical naviga-
tion helped improve user performance with large displays. Bi et al. [32] discuss
how interior bezels affect user behaviours, and suggest guidelines for effectively
using tiled-monitor large displays and designing user interfaces suited to them.
Other researchers have investigated large displays for daily desktop computing
tasks [33] such as navigation tasks [319] and window and task management [280].
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(a) Cambiera [140, 141].
(b) Lark [330].
Figure 2.2: Co-located Collaborative Information Visualization with Tabletop
Displays Examples.
2.1.2 Evaluation of Information Visualization
Researchers have largely focused on evaluating information visualizations using
quantitative approaches which focus on performance evaluations. This style of ap-
proach makes use of evaluation metrics such as task time completion and number
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of errors made. These evaluations of information visualization commonly occur
in controlled lab environments. These methods appear insufficient to quantify the
quality of an information visualization system since users are far removed from
their actual workplaces [144].
A workshop4 aims to explore novel information visualization evaluation meth-
ods beyond time and errors, and to structure the knowledge on evaluation in
information visualization around a schema, where researchers can easily identify
unsolved problems and research gaps.
Plaisant [248] argues there is a need to try and ensure that the evaluations
are grounded in the context in which they strive to assist users. Isenberg et
al. [144] propose a grounded evaluation of information visualization as a pro-
cess. They advocate for increased attention to the field of qualitative inquiry early
in the information visualization development life-cycle, as it tries to achieve a
richer understanding by using a more holistic approach considering the interplay
between factors that influence visualizations, their development, and their use.
There are several papers that propose for more qualitative evaluations and com-
plementary qualitative and quantitative approaches for evaluating information
visualizations [93, 208, 332].
2.2 Software Visualization
Diehl [77] defines software visualization as:
“Software visualization is the application of information visualization
in software engineering and can show the structure of software, run-
time behaviour, and representation of source code.”
The goal of software visualization is to help users comprehend software sys-
tems and to improve the productivity of the software development process [77].
Software visualization is essentially situated at the intersection of information
visualization, software engineering, human computer interaction, graphics, and
cognitive psychology [201]. Several overviews on software visualization ex-
ist [76, 77, 312, 378].
We give an overview of some of the tools that have been used to investigate
the three aspects of software including structure, behaviour, and evolution. We
then present systems that have explored collaborative software development and
visualization, and some approaches to evaluation of software visualization.
4BEyond time and errors: novel evaLuation methods for Information Visualization -
http://www.beliv.org
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2.2.1 Structure Visualization
Structure refers to the static parts and relations of software. In this section we
present source code and static structure, software metrics, 3D, and UML.
Source Code and Static Structure
Many systems have looked at visualizing the source code and the static structure of
software. SolidFX [322, 324] is an IDE for reverse engineering of C/C++ programs
and provides many advanced visualization techniques to explore attributes of a
code base such as call graphs, metrics, and UML diagrams. J3Browser [1, 2, 3]
explores Java class relations and their other tool VisMOOS [102, 103] is an Eclipse
plug-in. Hierarchical Net [15, 16] visualizes the structure of large software systems
as software landscapes. VizzAnalyzer [195] is a framework designed for reverse
engineering. VizzAnalyzer has a built-in tool Vizz3D [233], which can be used
for visualizing class and package interaction, program evolution, and program
quality. NosePrints [235, 236] visualizes code smells. Enhance [297] provides
information about exception handling constructs and exceptions’ flow from the
quantitative, the flow, and the contextual perspectives. Telea et al. [323] provide
an open toolkit for visualizing telecommunications software for the purposes
of reverse engineering. Clack [358] visualizes the structure of network routers.
Barrio [78] visualizes class dependencies using clustering techniques.
Software Metrics
A software metric measures some property of a piece of software such as the
number of lines of code [96]. Applying software metrics can help determine the
quality of software [187]. Chidamber and Kemerer [64] provide the most widely
cited suite of metrics. These include WMC (Weighted Methods per Class), DIT
(Depth of Inheritance Tree), NOC (Number of Children), CBO (Coupling Between
Objects), RFC (Response for a Class), and LCOM (Lack of Cohesion in Methods).
Code Crawler [184, 186] is a language independent reverse engineering tool
which combines metrics and software visualization techniques and was the first
tool to use Polymetric Views [185], see Figure 2.3(a). CodeCity [360] a tool that
stems from Code Crawler and Polymetric Views uses a 3D city metaphor to
display additional kinds of metric information (see Figure 2.3(b)). A further
study [361] extended CodeCity to focus on disharmony maps to look at the quality
of the system design by focusing on design flaws. The Mondrian toolkit [213]
aims to bring the Polymetric Views closer to the code by extending existing
programming languages to use embedded scripts in their programs to create
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(a) Code Crawler - Metrics Visualization [187].
(b) Code City - Metrics Visualization [360].
Figure 2.3: Software Structure Visualization Examples.
the visualizations as opposed to using another tool to generate the visualizations.
Bergel et al. [27] extended the Mondrian toolkit by displaying dynamic information
about CPU consumption in Class Blueprints. Softwarenaut [196, 197] also uses
Polymetric Views but focuses on the dependencies between modules. Lagrein
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is a tool that supports a number of Polymetric Views and augments them with
software requirements and change history information [148, 149, 150].
Churcher et al. [66, 162] visualize object-oriented metrics with a focus on
inheritance structures with cone trees, inheritance structures with metrics, hier-
archies with tree maps [151, 300], web sites [120], class cohesion [65], and class
clusters [136]. Various other systems and research groups have also looked at
visualizing object-oriented metrics including CrocCosmos [192, 193], MetaViz [277,
278, 279], and CocoViz [37, 38, 39, 40].
3D Software Visualization
Teyseyre and Campo [326] provide an overview of 3D software visualization.
Koike et al. [171, 172, 173, 175] described the significance of visualizing software
information in three dimensional space and the problems of 2D visualization. This
work also introduced the concept of a 3D class library browser to show method
inheritance. The class hierarchy was represented as a tree in the X-Y plane and
methods of each class were shown in the Z axis with the same X-Y coordinates.
Other early research has been done in 3D for visualizing Lisp programs [194],
different features of a program [255, 256, 257], the layout and structuring of object
oriented software in three dimensions as directed graphs (GraphVisualizer3D [97,
353, 354] and NestedVision3D [234]), SELF programs [82, 83, 122], call graphs [375],
design patterns [55], and software architectures [95].
Some researchers have even explored different 3D visualization metaphors
for source code comprehension. These metaphors include 3D cities (Software
World [167, 168, 169], Component City [61], 3D City [232], Verso [181, 182], and
CodeCity [360]), a 3D solar system metaphor [111], 3D self organizing maps [47],
3D file maps (sv3D [201, 202, 203]), and 3D computer game engines (Quake3 [178]).
UML Diagrams
Many systems have looked to reverse engineer systems in order to generate
UML diagrams of large software systems [77]. Recent systems have taken a
similar approach but given that software is more complex these days the software
visualization research has been aimed at improving the understanding of UML
diagrams by augmenting the UML diagrams with new features including areas
of interest [53], textures [54], automatic layout of UML use case diagrams [91],
semantic zooming [99], and digital pens and paper to create UML diagrams which
can then be transferred to tabletop displays [72]. Sharif and Maletic [298] have
also studied the effect of layout on the comprehension of UML class diagrams.
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Visualizations of various UML diagrams such as class, object, sequence, and
collaboration diagrams have been explored in 3D [75, 86, 107, 108, 210, 211, 253,
376]. Rather than representing strict UML diagrams in 3D, some research has been
conducted that represents UML diagrams as 3D geon diagrams [58, 133, 134, 135].
The geon diagrams are made from 3D primitives such as cones, spheres, cylinders,
and boxes. Another related area is visualizing CRC cards in 3D [285].
2.2.2 Behaviour Visualization
Behaviour refers to the execution of the program with real and abstract data.
Behaviour data is collected at run time by instrumenting the code, debugger
interfaces, byte code injection or extending virtual machines. In this section we
cover algorithm animation and execution trace visualizations.
Algorithm Animation and Program Visualization
Algorithm animation and program visualization are useful for education and
research into the design and analysis of algorithms and programs [312]. Sorting Out
Sorting [11, 12] was the first teaching film on algorithm animation and described
nine sorting algorithms.
There are various algorithm animation and program visualization systems
that have been produced and some early examples include: Balsa [48, 51] (the
first real-time interactive algorithm animation system), Zeus [49] (follow up to
Balsa), Tango [311, 310], Polka [313] (a follow up system to Tango), Pavane [282],
Tarraingı´m [225, 226, 227] (a tool for visualizing Self programs).
Some more recent examples include Blumenkrants et al. [36] which look at
narrative algorithm visualizations, Alspaugh et al. [4] explain algorithms using
scenario visualizations, SIV [118] visualizes inter-dependencies between scenarios,
Lumie`re [28] for visualizing scheduling based algorithms, visualization of the
computation tree of the Tutte Polynomial algorithm [328], and HDPV [318] for
visualizing C/C++ and Java programs to understand recursion and the effect of
programming errors such as buffer overflow. Python Tutor [114] visualizes the
execution of Python programs online.
Stasko and Wehrli [314] identified the need for 3D in program visualization.
They list the basic requirements for 3D computation visualization, define three
categories for characterising visualizations, and discuss their system for support-
ing 3D animation development by programmers. Other systems have explored
the use of 3D graphics for program visualization. Some of these systems include
Pavane [69, 282], Polka3D [314], Zeus3D [50], 3D-AAPE [110], JCAT [220, 221],
and Alice [74].
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Execution Trace Visualization
Jinsight [239, 240, 241, 242, 244, 245, 296], which stems from a wide range of work
from IBM, is a tool for visualizing and analysing the execution of Java programs
and is useful for performance analysis, memory leak diagnosis, debugging, or
any task in which a user needs to better understand what a Java program is really
doing. Figure 2.4(a) shows a brief overview of some of the visualizations produced
by Jinsight. Follow up systems have looked at visualizing the execution patterns
of web services [243] and streaming applications [238].
BLOOM [258, 259, 260, 261, 270, 271, 272] is a framework for understanding
software through visualization (see Figure 2.4(b)). BLOOM provides facilities for
static and dynamic data collection and offers a wide range of data analysis. The
system includes a visual query language for specifying what information should
be visualized. All these are used in conjunction with a back end that supports a
variety of 2D and 3D visualization strategies. Other systems include JIVE [262, 263]
for visualizing Java programs in action and JOVE [273] which provides slightly
more detailed information about where execution is occurring. A follow up system
focuses on more specific user abstractions [264]. Another system [303] focuses on
virtual machine code (IBM’s Jikes RVM) and how to optimise it as opposed to
user code. DYPER [265, 266, 267] does controlled performance analysis of Java
systems and can obtain a variety of performance metrics including CPU usage,
IO, sockets, heap utilization, memory allocations, phase analysis, and reaction
analysis. DYMEM [268, 269] provides a visualization of object ownership from
the memory of a running process.
Some researchers have explored using 3D for visualizing execution traces.
TraceCrawler [112, 113] and CCJUN [373] explore visualizing feature traces in 3D
of object instantiations and method sends to find which classes and objects are
most active during the execution of a feature, what are the patterns of activity that
are common in feature behaviour and which are specific to one feature. Bohnet et
al. [42, 43, 344] also do dynamic analysis to look for features in C/C++ programs.
Koike et al. [171, 172, 173, 175] has looked at visualizing large trace files in 3D of
computer processes from a number of computers running in parallel and com-
municating with each other. Storer et al. [315] have developed a tool for teaching
object-oriented programming concepts to introductory level computer science
courses. The tool provides Java3D visualizations of the execution of Java programs
including representation of classes, objects, references, and method execution.
The Rube [130, 166] framework uses VRML to produce finite state machines of
programs. We previously created VARE-3D [8, 9] to create visualizations from
execution traces using X3D and deployed over the web.
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(a) Jinsight - Debugging Visualization [239]. (b) BLOOM, Spiral views of the stack (sampled
during execution) [259].
Figure 2.4: Software Behaviour Visualization Examples.
2.2.3 Evolution Visualization
Evolution refers to the process of developing software and focuses on the changes
of the program code over time to improve the software and eliminate bugs. In this
section we cover visualizing software archives.
SeeSoft [92] and SeeSys [13] visualize various textual features of evolving
large and complex software systems using the space filling technique which tries
to convey as much information as possible with as few pixels as possible. The
features include software metrics, number and scope of modifications, number and
types of bugs, and dynamic program slices (see Figure 2.5(a)). The tools support
a number of different views including line, pixel, file summary, and hierarchical
representations.
Code Swarm [229] organically visualizes the commit history of open source
projects using animations programmed in Processing [104, 254] and displayed
as videos. Figure 2.5(b) shows a snapshot in time of visualizing the Eclipse IDE
project. The developers and files of a project are represented as moving elements.
Files are coloured differently for source code and documentation. Non-active files
or developers eventually fade away. A bar chart at the bottom left is a reminder of
the history of events. Another similar more recent system is Gource [59] which
uses a forced directed graph layout.
Other tools also visualize software archives. Voinea et at. [345, 346, 347, 348]
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(a) SeeSoft visualizing [92].
(b) Code Swarm visualizing the revision history of Eclipse [229].
Figure 2.5: Software Evolution Visualization Examples.
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describe a suite of tools CVSGrab and CVSscan for mining software artifacts
which display various artifacts using some advanced visualization techniques.
CCVisu [29, 30, 31] use a method for computing clustering layouts of software
systems for which the change history is available. WhiteCoats [212] visualizes
the evolution of software from CVS repositories. VRCS [174] visualizes software
revision histories using the Z axis as a time axis to represent the different revisions
of each file. Panas [231] visualizes the evolution of the signatures of software
binaries to find malicious code. Theron et al. [327] visualize the evolution of
baselines and revisions of artifacts from software repositories. Verso [183] uses
different views and animation to show structural and control version metrics of
evolving software. Other evolutionary work has included the evolution of UML
diagrams such as class diagrams [154, 155, 339] and model transformations [349].
2.2.4 Collaborative Software Development and Visualization
Ko et al. [170] explored how tools support collaborative software understanding for
co-located software development teams but did not focus on software visualization
per se. Of particular interest to us are software visualization tools and applications
that support co-located collaboration.
Storey et al. [316] propose that collaborative software visualization can improve
team software maintenance. They reviewed a number of existing software visual-
ization tools and found that most of them rarely support any form of collaborative
authoring and sharing of views. They recommend that designers of software
visualization tools for software maintenance consider the social and collaborative
aspects when building tools to help improve collaboration and usability, and
adopt Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) [368] methodologies for
evaluating collaborative visualizations.
Some prototypes have explored using different interactive devices to support
collaborative software development. FastDash [35] is an ambient visualization
system displayed on a projector for providing awareness about developer activities
in software teams. IMPROMPTU [34] is a framework for sharing artifacts in a
multi-display environment and a study was conducted with software development
teams. CodeSpace [46] uses shared touch screens, mobile touch devices, and Kinect
sensors to share information during developer meetings. CodePad [237] uses
peripheral interactive devices ranging from portable tablets to tables to support
developers in maintaining their concentration. CoffeeTable [117] is a visual system
that uses digital pens and Wii Remotes for interaction to assist with software
development processes such as what developers are working on, a summary of
the architecture, and work flow activities. CREWW [45] is an interactive CRC card
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system that uses Wii Remotes for collaborative requirements engineering.
Some prototypes have explored using multi-touch tables to support collab-
orative software development. MasePlanner [215], DAP [216], and Agile Plan-
ner [106, 350, 351] have explored planning software projects using horizontal touch
tables for Agile software teams. SmellTagger [218] uses a small multi-touch table
for code reviews to identify code smells in software with lightweight visualizations
and software metrics. Mueller et al. [219] use a small multi-touch table to explore
software modelling with CRC cards. Boccuzzo and Gall adapted their 3D software
exploration tool, CocoViz [40], to multi-touch tables [41]. Soro et al. [308] compared
observations of user behaviour in pair programming performed at a traditional
desktop computer versus a multi-touch table. MT-CollabUML [17, 18, 19, 20] is a
UML tool for multi-touch tables and a user study was conducted between the tool
on a multi-touch table and desktop computer.
These multi-touch table prototypes are focused on exploration, modeling, and
architecture of systems and use small tables. Any evaluation of these tables was
done with non professional software developers. Our research focuses on bringing
software visualization techniques such as visualizing the structure and internals
of software systems to large multi-touch tables. We also exclusively evaluate our
software visualization designs with professional software developers.
2.2.5 Evaluation of Software Visualization
There is no perfect method for evaluating software visualizations [121] nor any
benchmarks [198] to determine how effective a software visualization is. There
are various information visualization and software visualization design guide-
lines [223, 301], taxonomies [161, 230, 250, 249, 251, 281], and frameworks [8, 9,
84, 85, 199, 317] that can be used to evaluate algorithm animations, software
visualizations, and software visualization tools.
In a survey [176, 177] based on questionnaires completed by 111 researchers
from software maintenance, re-engineering and reverse engineering, 40% found
software visualization absolutely necessary for their work and another 42% found
it important but not critical. 7% think that software visualization is at least relevant
and 6% that they can do without it but it is nice to have. Only 1% believe software
visualization is not an issue at all. Finally, 4% did not answer the question. From
the same survey relatively few people consider software visualization their pri-
mary research (11%) or at least a substantial part of their research (18%). Many
people are doing software visualization research every now and then (20%), how-
ever most people are primarily using or integrating existing software visualization
tools developed by others (33%).
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Some recent studies [184, 286, 293, 294, 295] classified desirable features and
lessons learned from a number of software visualization tools for software main-
tenance. Several features were strongly desired by all users: IDE integration,
scalability, multiple views, and query support. 3D and animation were less desir-
able.
2.3 Multi-Touch Technologies
Multi-touch is an interactive technique that allows single or multiple users to
control graphical displays with more than one finger or mouse pointer on vari-
ous kinds of surfaces and devices. Multi-touch technology has been around for
approximately 25 years. Bill Buxton created an overview of multi-touch systems5.
In this section we describe some example multi-touch systems, research projects,
evaluation of multi-touch technologies, and multi-touch hardware approaches.
2.3.1 Multi-Touch Commercial Systems
Exposure of multi-touch technology to consumers occurred in 2007 with the release
of the Apple iPhone6 followed by the iPad7 in 2010. Google released Android8 in
2007 a touch mobile phone operating system. Microsoft released the Windows 7
in 2009 and Windows 8 in 2012 which both support multi-touch interaction. HP
and Dell both have laptops and desktops that support multi-touch interaction.
A number of companies have released multi-touch tables which are aimed at
supporting multiple users. Mitsubishi produced one of the earliest commercial
multi-touch tables the DiamondTouch table9 [79] (42 inches) in 2001 and is now
sold by CircleTwelve. Microsoft produced the Surface multi-touch table (30 inches)
in 2007 and now produce the Samsung SUR40 with Microsoft Pixel Sense10 (40
inches) since 2011. Microsoft subsequently acquired Perceptive Pixel11 which
produce a multi-touch wall (81 inches x 48 inches) and multi-touch workstations
(48 inches x 27 inches) [116]. Smart Technologies12 produce touch screen products
oriented towards the education market and produce a multi-touch table (42 inches).
5http://www.billbuxton.com/multitouchOverview.html
6http://www.apple.com/iphone/
7http://www.apple.com/ipad/
8http://www.android.com
9http://www.circletwelve.com/
10http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/pixelsense/default.aspx
11http://www.perceptivepixel.com/
12http://www.smarttech.com/
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Ideum13 produce a large mult-touch table (50 inches). Evoluce14 produce multi-
touch tables ranging in size (40–70 inches). Flat Frog15 produce a small multi-touch
table (32 inches). Some companies produce touch overlays which are mounted to
different sized TV screens including NextWindow16 and PQ Labs17.
2.3.2 Multi-touch Research Projects
Jeff Han [115] (see Figure 2.6(a)) helped invigorate research into multi-touch user
interfaces with his low cost multi-touch table, presented at the TED Conference18.
Han’s multi-touch user interface design philosophy is based on the following
principles: that no instructions are required for touch interfaces, no manual, and
almost no traditional desktop interface. Some other early research systems include:
VideoPlace [179], DigitalDesk [356, 357], HoloWall [207, 275], TouchLight [364],
Visual Touchpad [200], and PlayAnywhere [365].
A number of research projects have begun to explore what role multi-touch
table environments can play in different domains. These domains include brows-
ing photos [204], collaborative play [163], simulating origami [60], computer
games [247], and musical interfaces with robots [126, 127].
Integrating and adapting existing technology with multi-touch tables and
applications is another area that research groups are exploring. These technologies
include integrating digital pens for UML diagram sketching [98], integrating
mobile devices with tabletop displays [90, 367], integrating Access Grid technology
with multi-touch tables [63, 131], and adapting X3D for multi-touch [156].
Some of the multi-touch research has looked at providing different kinds of
input other than just fingers. These include integrating speech and gestures with
geospatial systems on multi-user tabletops [336], adapting multi-finger gestures to
emulate mice in a multi-touch environment [205], configuring a multi-touch wall
to support both hand and foot input [288], and new ways to enter text [165].
Another input technique for multi-touch systems is physical tangible objects.
The Reactable19 [152, 153, 159, 160] (see Figure 2.6(b)) is one of the first multi-touch
musical instruments. The Reactable allows many users to play electronic music
collaboratively by manipulating tangible objects to control different elements
like synthesizers, effects, sample loops or control elements in order to create a
13http://www.ideum.com
14http://www.evoluce.com
15http://www.flatfrog.com/
16http://www.nextwindow.com
17http://www.multitouch.com
18http://www.ted.com/talks/jeff han demos his breakthrough touchscreen.html
19http://www.reactable.com
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(a) Jeff Han, FTIR approach [115].
(b) Reactable [159, 152].
Figure 2.6: Recent pioneering multi-touch table examples.
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composition. Lumino [21] is another system that created 3D physical tangible
objects made out of glass fibre bundles which are used as building blocks for
applications such as checkers. Other tangible object projects include GeoTUI [68],
metaDESK [145], PhotoHelix [124], and SLAP Widgets [355].
Some approaches have tried to differentiate between multiple users touching a
multi-touch table simultaneously. These approaches include detecting hand track-
ing [81], shadows of the arms of users [377], shoes of users [276], fingerprints [129],
skin sensing [274], and assigning users to specific physical seats [79].
2.3.3 Evaluation of Multi-touch Technologies
Researchers have begun observing how people use multi-touch applications in
different settings, analysing what gestures people use to control multi-touch user
interfaces, and measuring the performance of the multi-touch system itself.
Peltonen et al. [246] analysed detailed observations of people using a large
multi-touch display as part of the CityWall project20. They found that strangers
acted mostly separately, but courteously, in parallel, and interacted with each other
mostly after a conflict. Other research has explored collaborative coupling [320],
public and private workspaces [306], casual to focused usage scenarios [284], reach
in table tops [331], and personal, group and storage territories [289, 290, 292, 291].
Researchers at Microsoft [369] established a taxonomy of multi-touch surface
gestures based on analysing 1080 user defined gestures. The gestures covered a
wide range of user tasks including selecting, grouping, and manipulating objects.
A number of other researchers have also explored analysing user gestures [94, 228,
329, 371, 372] and user gestures with virtual physical objects [125, 366].
Laurence Muller [217] conducted a series of user studies into the performance
of multi-touch table surfaces compared with desktop computer mice. These
studies ranged from pointing, object manipulation, collaborative sorting, and
collaborative and selecting tasks. He concluded that while multi-touch is capable
of performing some tasks faster than a mouse, multi-touch should not be consid-
ered a replacement. When tasks require precision, the multi-touch device shows
longer task completion times with higher error rates. When the number of users
were increased the test results showed that the multi-touch table had significant
improvements than a single mouse.
20http://citywall.org/
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2.3.4 Multi-touch Hardware Approaches
There are a number of multi-touch hardware approaches that can be used to build
a multi-touch surface. These include resistance based, capacitive based, surface
wave based, and optical based. Further details can be found elsewhere [287, 321].
Resistance Based Multi-touch
Resistance based touch surfaces have a number of layers. There are two important
thin metallic layers that are separated by an insulated air gap and are electrically
conductive [287]. When a finger or object touches the outer touch surface the two
layers are pressed together which establishes the precise location of the touch
input [287]. DualTouch [206] is a resistance based example.
Surface Acoustic Wave Based Multi-touch
Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) based uses ultrasonic waves that pass over the
touch surface. Two transducers (one receiving and one sending) are placed along
the X and Y axes of the surface and are directed by reflectors. The position of a
touch event can be calculated by processing the electronic signals and observing
the changes.
Capacitive Based Multi-touch
Capacitive based touch surfaces were originally designed for single touch. Ca-
pacitive based touch surfaces have high clairty, durability, and reliability but are
expensive to produce. The touch surface consists of an insulator such as glass and
coated with a transparent conductor such as an indium tin oxide [287]. Capacitive
based systems are well suited for robust environments such as public information
kiosks, point of sale controls, and smart phones. Some example systems include
DiamondTouch [79], SmartSkin [274], and work by Wayne Westerman [359] that
led to the Apple iPhone.
Capacitive based touch surfaces can either be surface or projected based. In
surface capacitive based only one side of the insulator is coated which contains
electrodes that sets up a uniform electric field across the conductive later [287].
Once a finger touches the uncoated surface a capacitor is dynamically created and
the sensor controller can then determine the location of the touch from the change
in the capacitive as measured from the corners of the surface [287].
In projected capacitive based a very thin grid of microphone wires is installed
between two protective glass layers. When the surface is touched by a finger
capacitance is formed between the finger and the grid layer. The touch point can
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then be calculated based on the measured electrical properties of the grid layer.
The disadvantages of capacitive based surfaces are they have limited resolution,
are prone to false signals from capacitive coupling, and need to be calibrated when
manufactured.
Optical Based Multi-touch
Optical based multi-touch tables require the following hardware components:
some kind of surface projection material, surface lighting technique, infrared (IR)
light source, cameras, and a display source (e.g. data projector).
Figure 2.7 illustrates the basic arrangement of the components required for
an optical based multi-touch surface. When a user touches the surface material
the camera detects a change (e.g. blob) in the illuminated infrared surface and
relays that information back to the tracking software. There are various options
for the kind of surface material used and surface lighting technique (§2.4.1). The
infrared light source is used to illuminate the surface and dependent on the
surface lighting technique (§2.4.2). The optical based cameras are used for finger
and object detection and only detect IR light (§2.4.3). The display source can be a
Figure 2.7: Optical based multi-touch table - basic arrangement of components.
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data projector or LCD display (§2.4.4). There are some different kinds of software
used for finger and object detection, and software for client applications (§2.4.5).
Resistance, surface wave, and capacitive based multi-touch hardware require
industrial quality fabrication facilities and are out of scope for this thesis. Optical
based multi-touch tables are cheaper to build than the other solutions, require less
specialised equipment, require less electronics knowledge to build, and one can
build a much larger surface.
2.4 Optical Based Multi-touch Tables
We give an overview of the the necessary hardware required to build an optical
based multi-touch table, further details can be found elsewhere [287, 321] and
from forums on the Natural User Interface (NUI) Community Group21.
2.4.1 Surface Lighting Techniques
There are a number of lighting techniques for building an optical based multi-
touch surface. Figure 2.8 illustrates some of these techniques. Table 2.2 compares
the different surface lighting techniques for multi-touch tables. Depending on the
requirements for a multi-touch environment, different surface lighting techniques
each have their advantages and disadvantages. The surface lighting technique
used impacts the infrared lighting source required to illuminate the surface (§2.4.2).
Some of these surface lighting techniques include Frustrated Total Internal Reflec-
tion (FTIR), Diffused Illumination (DI), Diffused Surface Illumination (DSI), Laser
Light Plane Illumination (LLP), and LCD Monitors.
Frustrated Total Internal Reflection (FTIR)
Frustrated Total Internal Reflection (FTIR)22 is a technique created by Han [115]
(see Figure 2.8(a)). The FTIR technique uses Total Internal Reflection which is a
condition present in certain materials when light enters one material from another
material with a higher refractive index, at an angle of incidence greater than a
specific angle. The specific angle at which this occurs depends on the refractive
indexes of both materials, and is known as the critical angle. When this happens,
no refraction occurs in the material, and the light beam is totally reflected. The
FTIR technique floods the inside of a piece of acrylic with IR light by trapping the
light rays within the acrylic. When a user comes into contact with the surface, the
21http://nuigroup.com
22http://wiki.nuigroup.com/FTIR
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(a) Frustrated Total Internal Reflection (FTIR) (b) Rear Diffused Illumination (DI)
(c) Surface Diffused Illumination (DSI) (d) Laser Light Plane (LLP)
Figure 2.8: Multi-touch surface lighting techniques [321].
light rays are said to be frustrated, since they can pass through into the contact
material (e.g. skin), and the reflection is no longer total at that point. The light
is then sent downwards to a camera which picks up these blobs and sends the
information to the tracking software.
The clear acrylic needs to be about 8-10mm and it is important to ensure the
sides of the acrylic are polished to improve the spread of the illumination. A baffle
is required to hide the light leaking from the sides of the light emitting diodes
(LEDs) and can be built out of any material. The more sides trapping the light will
help improve the lighting conditions. A compliant layer is required to increase the
brightness of the touch points. There is lots of experimentation ongoing within the
NUI Community Group as what is the perfect compliant layer using many types
of materials including rubber, silicon, and fabrics. A diffused layer is required
to stop the projector from beaming further into the ceiling and for the camera to
only see the touches, all other objects behind the surface will not be seen. There
are many types of projection screens and diffusers that can be used for the touch
surfaces. Depending on the requirements some diffusers are better than others.
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Diffused Illumination (DI)
Diffused Illumination (DI)23 has two variants, front and rear which use the same
basic principles (see Figure 2.8(b)). The only difference between front and rear DI
is where the IR lights are shone at the screen. For Rear DI IR light is shone at the
screen from below the touch surface. A diffuser is placed on top or on the bottom
of the touch surface. When an object touches the surface it reflects more light than
the diffuser or objects in the background; the extra light is sensed by a camera.
This method can also detect hover and objects placed on the surface.
Diffused Surface Illumination (DSI)
Diffused Surface Illumination (DSI)24 uses a special acrylic to distribute the IR
evenly across the surface (see Figure 2.8(c)). DSI basically uses the standard FTIR
setup with an LED Frame (no compliant silicone surface is needed) and a special
piece of acrylic. This acrylic uses small particles that are inside the material, acting
like thousands of small mirrors. When IR light is shone into the edges of the acrylic
the light gets redirected and spread through the surface. The effect is similar to DI,
but with even illumination, no IR hot-spots, and has the same setup process as
FTIR.
Laser Light Plane Illumination (LLP)
Laser Light Plane Illumination (LLP)25 has an infrared light from a laser(s) shone
just above the surface (see Figure 2.8(d)). The laser plane of light is about 1mm
thick and is positioned right above the surface, when a finger tip just touches the
laser plane the finger will register as an IR blob.
LED Laser Light Plane Illumination (LED-LLP)
LED-LLP is similar to LLP but uses LEDs to shine light over the surface. The LEDs
are setup in a bezel frame similar to that of FTIR, but above the acrylic. The LEDs
create a much thicker plane than that of LLP. When a user or object touches this
plane of light it is reflected to the camera as a bright blob.
LCD Monitors
Alternative optical based techniques use LCD monitors to create multi-touch sur-
faces. The advantages of LCD monitors over the earlier discussed projector based
23http://wiki.nuigroup.com/Diffused Illumination
24http://wiki.nuigroup.com/Diffused Surface Illumination
25http://wiki.nuigroup.com/Laser Light Plane Illumination (LLP)
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techniques is that they provide a higher display resolution for a much lower cost.
LCD monitors make it easier to embed within tabletop structures and therefore
one does not have to worry about throw distance nor key-stoning to get a perfect
displayed image. There are two common techniques for using LCD monitors with
optical sensing, Bezel-IR for LCD and Matrix of IR Transceivers [287].
The Bezel-IR for LCD technique uses IR LEDS around the bezel of the LCD to
shine IR light across the top of the surface of the screen. When a finger touches the
surface light reflects off the finger and continues through the monitor whereupon
it is captured by an IR sensitive camera. This technique can also be accomplished
using IR laser LEDs. The advantages of this technique is that it is cheaper to
purchase a LCD monitor than a projector, no compliant surface is required, and is
scalable to 32 inch screens. The disadvantages of Bezel-IR is that no tangible track-
ing of objects is possible, more filtering required to eliminate false touches, and
modifying the LCD is difficult. Echtler et al. [87] use an inverted FTIR approach
with acrylic glass in front of the LCD display and place a camera in front of the
screen.
The Matrix for IR Transceivers technique creates a matrix of IR transceivers
behind the LCD screen. The transceivers contain an IR emitter and detector. The
emitter pulses IR light at a frequency which the sensor can detect. Once a finger
touches the LCD screen the finger reflects back the light which is detected by
the sensor. It is possible to cover the entire LCD screen with the transceivers.
The amount, size, and distance between the sensors determines the accuracy and
resolution of this technique. The advantages of this technique is that it allows
thin form factors which are similar to that of LCD screens and that tangible object
tracking is possible. The disadvantages is that this technique requires specialist
electronics skills and that it is not scalable beyond 32 inches due to the increase in
cost and latency. An example system includes ThinSight [128, 146].
2.4.2 Infrared Light Sources
For the IR light source FTIR, DSI, and LED-LP require IR LEDs, while DI needs
an IR illuminator which may have IR LEDs inside. LLP uses IR lasers. LEDs can
be bought as single LEDs, LED ribbons, or within IR illuminators. Single LEDs
are cheap but require being electrically wired and soldered together. The most
common through-holed IR LEDs used within the NUI Community Group are
Osram SFH4250 (SMD) and Osram SFH485 (5mm). LED ribbons come in the form
of already soldered single LEDs and come with an adhesive side which can be
stuck to the acrylic to form a continuous ribbon. IR emitters and illuminators come
in grouped LEDs such as IR security lights or IR LED bars. The wavelengths of the
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Table 2.2: Comparison of Multi-touch Surface Lighting Techniques [321].
Technique Positive Negative
FTIR - Enclosed box not required - Need to build LED frame
- Blobs have strong contrast - Requires compliant surface
- Allows for varying blob pressure - Can’t recognise objects or
- With a compliant surface can be used fiducial makers
with something as small as a pen tip - Can’t use a glass surface
Rear DI - No need for compliant surface - Difficult to get even illumination
- Need diffuser/projection surface - Blobs have lower contrast
- Can use any transparent material - Greater chance of false blobs
(e.g. glass or acrylic) - Enclosed box is required
- No LED frame required
- No soldering of IR LEDs
- Prepackaged IR spotlights are fine
- Can track objects, fingers,
fiducial markers, hovering
Front DI - No need for compliant surface - Can’t track objects and fiducial markers
- Need diffuser/projection surface - Difficult to get even illumnination
- Can use any transparent material - Greater chance of false blobs
(e.g. glass or acrylic) - Not as reliable as relies heavily
- No LED frame required on ambient lighting environment
- No soldering of IR LEDs
- Prepackaged IR spotlights are fine
- Can track fingers and hovering
- Enclosed box not required
DSI - No compliant surface required - Endlighten acrylic costs more than
- Can easily switch between DSI regular acrylic
and FTIR - Blobs have lower contrast than FTIR
- Can detect objects, hovering, and and LLP
fiducials - Possible size restrictions due to acrylic
- Is pressure sensitive softness
- No IR hot-spots
- Even finger/object illumination
throughout the surface
LLP - No compliant surface required - Can’t track objects or fiducial markers
- Can use any transparent material - Not pressure sensitive
(e.g. glass or acrylic) - Can cause occlusion if only using
- No LED frame required 1/2 lasers where light hitting one finger
- Enclosed box not required blocks another finger from receiving light
LED-LP - No compliant surface - Hovering might be detected
- Can use any transparent material - Can’t track objects or fiducial markers
(e.g. glass or acrylic) - LED frame (soldering) required)
- No LED frame required - Only narrow-beam LEDs can be used,
- Enclosed box not required no ribbons
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IR LEDs suitable for most cameras are in the range between 780–940 nanometers
with 850nm being the most common.
For DI and FTIR it is important to achieve even IR illumination on the surface
to allow the camera to detect all areas of the surface effectively. This can be
accomplished by using wide angle LEDs and bouncing IR light of the insides of
the table. If IR LEDs are pointed directly at the surface this can cause IR hotspots
in certain areas which prevent the camera from detecting any fingers or objects.
2.4.3 Cameras
In an optical based multi-touch environment a camera is needed to detect fingers
and tangible objects touching the surface. The camera needs to be modified to see
only the IR spectrum so that it will only see fingers or tangible objects and not
images from the projector. Basic web cameras can work for multi-touch but since
they block out IR light they must first be modified to detect only infrared light.
This can be done by removing their IR block filter and adding an IR bandpass filter.
Basic web cameras usually have the IR block filter as a small component that can
be removed but more expensive cameras have the filter attached to the lens. The
purpose of the IR bandpass filter is to allow only light from a specific wavelength
to pass through such as 850nm. Since bandpass filters are usually quite expensive
an alternative is to use overexposed developed film negatives.
The greater the resolution of the camera the more pixels can be used to detect
fingers or tangible objects. To maintain the precision of finger and object detection
and tracking low resolution cameras such as 320 x 240 pixels are suitable for small
surfaces but larger surfaces require a resolution of 640x480 or greater. To handle
basic detection and manipulating objects cameras with a minimum frame rate of 30
FPS is recommended, but to get better performance for tracking of fast movements
such as gestures and dragging objects rapidly 60 FPS is recommended [287, 321].
It is important for the lens of the camera to be able to see the whole table
surface in order to detect fingers and tangible objects. Depending on the distance
of the camera from the touch surface a lens with the appropriate focal length must
be selected. Some cameras can use mounts to interchange between different lenses.
If a lens has a low focal length this may affect the image distortion and hence make
the calibration of the tracking software more complex.
Cameras with FireWire connections are more expensive than USB web cameras.
FireWire cameras have a number of benefits over USB web cameras. They provide
the least overhead for transferring the image to the computer, have a higher frame
rate, can capture larger image sizes, and have less overhead for the driver due to
less compression.
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2.4.4 Display Sources
The data projector is used to display the visual output from the client software
running on the computer. Two types of projection techniques include Liquid
Crystal Displays (LCD)26 and Digital Light Processing (DLP)27. LCD are made of
up of a grid of dots that go on and off as needed and is the same technology as
used in computer display screens. This technique is very sharp and has a very
strong colour. DLP works by the use of thousands of tiny mirrors moving back
and forth and then colour is created by a spinning colour wheel. DLP projectors
have very good contrast ratio and are small in physical size.
The brightness of projectors are measured in ANSI lumens28 and most pro-
jectors range between 1000-3000 lumens. The larger the number of lumens the
brighter the image will be. In some cases a bright image can produce hot-spots so
a not so bright projector maybe required.
The throw distance of the projector affects how far the projector needs to be
from the projection surface. If a multi-touch table is to be created in a tightly
confined space then a mirror can be used to bounce the image onto the projection
surface. An alternative is to use a more expensive and less available short throw
projector which can produce a much larger image at a closer distance. Using a
short-throw projector makes the design of the table simpler and alleviates any
complications with bouncing images off mirrors and ghosting issues.
The resolution and aspect ratio of the projector affects the shape of the projec-
tion surface. It is important to use the projector at the native resolution as this
achieves the best display results. Common resolutions of projectors used in multi-
touch projects described within the NUI Group Community include 1024x768 (4:3
aspect ratio) and 1280x800 (8:5 aspect ratio).
2.4.5 Multi-Touch Detection Software
We now discuss the software architecture for multi-touch software applications
and describe some multi-touch vision detection software.
Multi-touch Detection Software Architecture
Figure 2.9 shows the software architecture for a multi-touch environment. The
protocol used for detecting touch events (either human or by tangible objects)
and transferring them to a client application is TUIO (Tangible User Interface
26http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LCD projector
27http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital Light Processing
28http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lumen (unit)
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Figure 2.9: TUIO Architecture [158].
Objects)29 [26, 157, 158]. The tracker and client applications can be located on
the same machine if required. The TUIO protocol defines common properties of
controller objects on the table surface and finger gestures performed by the user.
The TUIO protocol is based on OpenSound Control (OSC)30 which is a protocol
for the communication between controllers and sound synthesizers. OSC was
primarily designed as a replacement for MIDI in order to overcome the bandwidth
and speed limitations of this standard protocol for digital musical instruments.
The transport method most commonly implemented is UDP and TUIO uses port
3333 for delivery of binary OSC data. Flash does not support UDP so an alternative
TUIO/LC (shared memory) method has been implemented within a dedicated
Flash/AS3 library. There also exists an additional TUIO/TCP transport method.
Echtler and Klinker [89] present a more comprehensive multi-touch software
architecture with an implementation called Tangible Interactive Surfaces for Col-
laboration between Humans (TISCH)31 [88]. Figure 2.10 shows the four layers
of the architecture, where all data between layers is transported using UDP. The
hardware abstraction layer takes raw data from the input of hands, fingers, and
tangible objects and generates data packets containing these input positions. The
transformation layer then converts the data into screen coordinates and outputs
transformed data packets. The interpretation layer reads the input positions and
converts them to gesture events. Finally, the widget layer registers for gesture
events and generates the visual output to the user.
29http://www.tuio.org
30http://opensoundcontrol.org
31http://tisch.sourceforge.net/
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Figure 2.10: Echtler and Klinker [89] multi-touch software architecture.
Vision Detection Software
There exist some blob detection and finger/object tracking software that can be
used for a multi-touch user interface. Some of the more popular multi-touch
software include Community Core Vision (CCV)32 (formerly known as tbeta), reac-
TIVision33 [26, 157], Touchlib34. Others include Touch35, BBTouch36, Bespoke Multi-
touch Framework37, LightTracker [109], EquisFTIR [304, 370], and MPX [132].
32http://ccv.nuigroup.com/
33http://reactivision.sourceforge.net/
34http://nuigroup.com/touchlib/
35http://gkaindl.com/software/touche
36http://benbritten.com/software/bbtouch-quick-start/
37http://www.bespokesoftware.org/multi-touch/
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Figure 2.11: CCV multi-touch detection and tracking software.
CCV is an open source cross-platform solution for computer vision and ma-
chine sensing. CCV takes a video input stream (e.g. from web cameras) and
outputs tracking data (e.g. coordinates and blob size) and events (e.g. finger down,
moved, and released). The events and tracking data can then be used to build
multi-touch applications. Various web cameras and video devices are supported.
CCV can accept connections from TUIO and OSC applications. CCV supports the
following multi-touch surface lighting techniques: FTIR, DI, DSI, and LLP.
Figure 2.11 shows a screen-shot of CCV with the source image of the raw
video from a camera on the left and the tracked image on the right after image
filtering. ID numbers are present for each tracked blob. There are a number of
filters and settings that can be adjusted which have an effect on the quality of the
blob detection. The filters are required to be set differently according to the surface
lighting technique being used and the physical lighting environment. CCV has a
calibration process which calibrates the software with the camera and projector.
The calibration process aligns touch points on the screen in a grid formation and
then a user manually touches each individual calibration point. The reason for
calibration is to gain accurate detection of touch events with respect to the image
being displayed by the projector.
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reacTIVision [26, 157] is an open source cross-platform computer vision frame-
work for the fast and robust tracking of fiducial markers attached onto physical
objects. It also supports multi-touch finger tracking but this was added later. reac-
TIVision has been developed as part of the reacTable project [152, 153, 159, 160]
(see Figure 2.6(b)). The software comes with a set of fiducial symbols which are
a set of patterns that the camera sees and the software responds to actions upon
seeing the symbol on a fiducial marker. The symbol labels can be attached to any
object users want to track.
Touchlib is a library for creating multi-touch user interfaces and was one
of the first libraries. Touchlib was originally designed for Windows but there
have since been ports to MacOSX and Ubuntu. Touchlib has limited support for
fiducial marker identification and tracking. Touchlib supports the TUIO and OSC
protocols. Touchlib works with most types of web-cams and video capture devices.
Touchlib does not provide a developer with any graphical or front end capabilities,
it simply passes the touch events to a client application.
2.4.6 Multi-Touch Application Software
Several general purpose and domain specific programming languages support the
TUIO protocol for writing multi-touch client applications. These programming
languages include Action Script 3, C, C++, C#, Flash, Java, ObjectiveC, Processing,
Python, and Smalltalk. More information can be found elsewhere [287, 321].
There are number of open source toolkits for building multi-touch applications:
Multi-touch for Java (MT4j)38 [188], TUIO Zones39 a Processing library, Kivy40
a Python library, OpenFrameworks41 a C++ library, Cinder42 a C++ library, and
Libavg43 a C++ library. There are some commercial toolkits for building multi-
touch applications. Diamond Spin44 is a toolkit for the Diamond Touch table [299].
The Microsoft Surface SDK45 is a toolkit for the Microsoft Pixel Sense table. Ges-
tureWorks46 is a C++ and Flash toolkit for the Ideum table. There are various
commercial multi-touch software applications such as Omnitapps47 for content
management in presentation displays and Emulator48 a DJ application.
38http://www.mt4j.org
39http://jlyst.com/tz
40http://kivy.org/
41http://www.openframeworks.cc/
42http://libcinder.org/
43http://www.libavg.de
44http://diamondspin.free.fr
45http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/pixelsense/softwareplatform.aspx
46http://gestureworks.com
47http://www.multitouch-software.com
48http://www.smithsonmartin.com
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There is some software for simulating multi-touch user interfaces on desktops
which can be used for development purposes. They essentially simulate mouse
click events as touch events. These simulators include: SimTouch49 which uses the
Adobe Air run-time and provides a transparent background that touch events can
be simulated on, TUIO Simulator50 which is designed for simulating reacTIVision
applications, QMTSim51 which is built using the Qt toolkit, and BSQ Simulator52
for converting TUIO messages to Windows 7 touch messages.
2.5 Summary
In this chapter we have presented background material to this thesis. We gave
an overview of information visualization, collaborative information visualization,
and evaluation of information visualization. We described software visualization
systems and techniques based on three areas: structure, behaviour, and evolution.
We presented collaborative development and software visualization and evalu-
ation of software visualization systems. We presented multi-touch technologies
including systems, research projects, evaluation of multi-touch technologies, and
approaches to building multi-touch hardware. We gave an overview of building
optical based multi-touch tables, multi-touch detection software, and multi-touch
application software.
In the next chapter (§3) we describe our experience of building large interactive
portable multi-touch tables from scratch for co-located collaborative software
visualization.
49http://code.google.com/p/simtouch
50http://reactivision.sourceforge.net/#files
51http://code.google.com/p/qmtsim
52https://code.google.com/p/bsqsimulator
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In this chapter we describe our experience of building large interactive portable
multi-touch tables from scratch for co-located collaborative software visualization.
We illustrate from our initial early prototypes to our working prototypes. We
first experimented with various techniques to understand the technologies behind
touch screens (§3.1). We then built a medium sized (28 inches) multi-touch table
prototype (§3.2). Finally, we built a much larger sized (48 inches) multi-touch table
(§3.3).
3.1 Multi-Touch Prototypes
In order to construct a multi-touch table we first needed to understand the technol-
ogy behind touch screens. We experimented with two multi-touch designs based
on work by Seth Sandler1.
3.1.1 MT Mini
The first prototype was a multi-touch pad called MT Mini2. Figure 3.1 shows our
prototype which consists of an empty cardboard box, acrylic glass surface with
drafting paper stuck to the top, an unmodified web camera, and CCV (§2.4.5)
running on a laptop. There was no displayed image nor any infrared illumination.
The MT Mini gave us an idea of what a large multi-touch screen was like. The
MT mini was essentially a large track pad as opposed to a multi-touch table, so
users could not manipulate images on the surface. The MT Mini was hard to
configure for different physical lighting environments. It was hard for users to
manipulate objects on a separate display screen when the object being manipulated
was not visible on the physical touch surface.
3.1.2 MT Biggie
The second prototype was a medium sized multi-touch table called MT Biggie3.
Figure 3.2 shows the parts used in our MT Biggie. We used a computer desk with
1http://sethsandler.com
2http://sethsandler.com/multitouch/mtmini/
3http://sethsandler.com/multitouch/mtbiggie/
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(a) MT-Mini Touch Pad. (b) MT-Mini Web Camera.
Figure 3.1: MT-Mini Touch Pad prototype.
a frosted glass top (originally purchased from a local furniture company) which
was approximately 1200mm wide and 800mm high. The frosting proved to be
too opaque for the IR lights we used to shine through. The issue with glass and
touch is that we wanted the solution to be robust, and eliminate the possibility of
smashing the glass surface. We tried using safety glass with drafting film, tracing
paper, transparent projection paper, and different thicknesses of paper. These
approaches seemed to work better than our frosted glass table as they were not as
opaque to IR light. The drafting film worked best. Finally, we tried clear acrylic
glass with the different kinds of film and paper and this made our prototype
safer. The downside to all of these solutions though was that the diffused material
was not diffuse enough and that either the glass or acrylic glass would suffer IR
hot-spots, where fingers were not tracked on the surface.
We used a basic web camera with a band pass filter lens to detect IR images.
The camera supported up to 30FPS, but this was too slow for tracking fingers. We
needed at least 60FPS to effectively track fast finger movements. We built two
electronic circuit bread boards each with eight IR LEDs and powered by a bench
top power supply. These IR lights ended up not dispersing the light evenly over
the surface as they were too directional. We also tried an IR heat lamp, but this
was too bright and made the room much warmer.
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(a) Glass table. (b) Safety glass.
(c) Tracing paper. (d) Clear acrylic glass.
(e) Basic web camera. (f) IR band pass filter lens.
(g) IR LED lights on bread board. (h) IR heat lamp.
Figure 3.2: MT Biggie - parts.
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3.2 Black Multi-touch Table
Based on our earlier experience we built the Black Multi-touch Table as a proof of
concept prototype, which has a display screen size of 28 inches (see Figure 3.3).
Figure 3.3(a) shows the demo photo browser application implemented in Flash
that comes packaged with CCV. The image shows two users collaborating on the
table to browse through a range of photos. One user has zoomed in on an image
while the other user is rotating another image.
3.2.1 Physical Table Frame
Upon deciding not to use the glass computer desk from the MTBiggie for the table
frame we had the option of either making a frame or adjusting an existing table.
Since we wanted to create a proof of concept quickly we decided to adjust an
existing table (see Figure 3.3(b)). We acquired a portable steel trolley table that
had wheels from our university’s central IT services department to act as the table
frame. We modified the table by removing the shelves and the top surface. We
then ground away the steel pieces that held these wooden shelves in place as they
were an obstruction. We extended the table by adding in a separate compartment
at the back that housed the computer, data projector, power plugs, and wires (see
Figure 3.3(c)). The size of the table after the extensions was 760mm wide, 980mm
high, and 850mm deep. We painted the table black so that it was of uniform colour
and blended with other office furniture.
3.2.2 Surface Lighting Technique
For surface lighting we followed a Rear DI approach (§2.4.1) as we wanted a
complete enclosed box that was portable. For the surface diffuser material we used
a special piece of acrylic, called Plexiglas RP 99561 which is designed especially
for rear projection displays. The 99561 material is 3mm thick. We added five
millimetres of clear acrylic glass on top of the 99561 material to give it support,
so that the table does not flex when a user puts their hands in the middle of the
surface (Figure 3.3(d)).
3.2.3 Infrared Lighting Source
For the IR lights we initially used two IR security spotlights purchased from a
local electronics company. They provided enough IR light at 850 nanometers. We
added a power source and had to slightly modify the lights by hiding the daytime
detection sensor with tape. Rear-DI requires an enclosure for the IR light. We
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(a) Demo test of photo browser application.
(b) Front of table. (c) Back of table.
(d) Surface of table with CCV. (e) Inside of table.
Figure 3.3: The Black Multi-touch Table.
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initially used some old black cloth material which was wrapped around the sides
of the table and later added in wooden sides where one side acted as a sliding door
to access the internals. To provide an even spread of light we subsequently used
four IR LED bars each with 12 LEDs at 850nm instead of the IR security spotlights
and placed the bars around the inside of the table (Figure 3.3(e)). The IR LED bars
emitted light at a 110 degree viewing angle as opposed to the spotlights which
were more directional and had a much smaller viewing angle. We also painted the
inside of the table white to help disperse the IR light.
3.2.4 Camera and Lens
For the camera we purchased a modified Sony Play Station 3 (PS3) camera with a
m12 lens mount, 3.6mm lens, and a 850nm band pass filter which is compatible
with the IR lights. We also purchased a range of lens to enable positioning the
camera at different distances from the surface. We used a case to house the camera
to point vertically as opposed to the OEM horizontal case. In order for our camera
to work with CCV we required customized device drivers for which we used Code
Laboratories CL Eye Driver4.
3.2.5 Display Source
For the display source we used a Sony VPL-PX11 XGA data projector at 1024x768
(4:3) resolution which we acquired from our department. The display surface was
420mm by 570mm which is approximately 28 inches. The projector was mounted
vertically and slightly angled to beam an image down onto a mirror which then
reflects the image back up onto the surface material located above (Figure 3.3(e)).
We only had to use minor vertical key-stoning to get a perfect rectangular image
on the surface, but that required many hours of adjusting different parts of our
frame. We also digitally flipped the image horizontally and vertically so that the
user can see the displayed image the correct way up when facing the table front
on. The projector was held in place by a steel frame mount bracket with machine
screws from behind, and elastic stretch cords from the front.
Given the size of the table, the amount of heat generated by the projector
and lights we had to provide enough ventilation so that the projector and other
electronic components did not overheat. We created holes at the top of the sides
and added louvers for the heat to rise and escape. We added silver ventilation
ducting to the projector and vented the heat out the bottom of the table. We also
added a fan which brought colder air from outside the table to inside.
4http://codelaboratories.com/products/eye/driver/
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3.2.6 Computer Hardware
We initially used a MacBook Pro with OSX (10.5.8), 2.4GHz Intel Core Duo, 4GB
RAM, and GeForce 8600M GT with 256MB RAM running CCV 1.2 to drive the
multi-touch applications. We subsequently upgraded to a faster machine so that
we could use later versions of CCV (i.e. 1.3-1.5). This was a Dell Optiplex 990 with
Windows 7 Enterprise 64 bit, Intel Core i5-2500 3.3 GHz, 4GB Ram, and integrated
graphics on the Intel motherboard. We connected desktop speakers to provide
audio support and a wireless network adapter for Wifi connectivity.
3.3 Blue Multi-touch Table
The resolution of the Black Multi-touch Table was unfortunately too low to do
anything other than entertainment based applications. Even though the Black
Table was medium size it was still a bit small for multiple users to do collaborative
work. Hence we decided to build the Blue Multi-touch Table which was much
larger and had a display screen size of 48 inches (see Figure 3.4). Figure 3.4(a)
shows two users interacting with the MSA Fluids example from MT4j which shows
different coloured particles being displayed when a user touches the surface [188].
3.3.1 Physical Table Frame
We designed a steel table frame which we outsourced to our workshop department
to build. The table was 1200mm wide, 920 mm height, and 780mm deep (see Figure
3.4(b)). The table had four wheels and a base made of ply wood which was 10mm
thick. The front side of the table was fixed with two sliding doors on the sides.
The sides of the table were made of 5mm glossy shiny hardwood. The back of the
table was an adjustable black cloth material that was attached to the top, tucked
underneath the bottom, to provide sufficient ventilation.
3.3.2 Surface Lighting Technique
For the surface lighting we again followed a Rear DI approach (§2.4.1). The surface
diffuser material used was rear projection acrylic called Plexiglas RP 7D006 and
was 5mm thick (see Figure 3.4(c)). This material had a greater viewing angle
compared with the 99561 material. We had to import a large sheet of the material
from the manufacturers in Germany and cut it to the size of the table. We put a
piece of clear acrylic (3mm) on top, but the touch sensing was more effective with
only the 7D006. The down side to using just the 5mm 7D006 was that the middle
of the surface flexed with hard hand pressure in the middle.
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(a) MSA Fluids application [188].
(b) Front of table. (c) Surface of table with maps.
(d) Inside of table. (e) Projector on sliding draw.
Figure 3.4: Blue Multi-Touch Table.
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3.3.3 Infrared Lighting Source
We used were four IR LED bars each with 12 LEDs at 850nm. The bars were placed
evenly inside the middle of the table. One 25 module IR LED set (each module
had three LEDs) was also used and placed around the perimeter of the inside of
the table. The four IR bars and module set emitted light at a 110 degree viewing
angle which gave us the best spread of IR light (see Figure 3.4(d)).
3.3.4 Camera and Lens
The camera was a modified PS3 camera with a CS lens mount, 850nm band pass
filter, and housed inside a case (see Figure 3.4(d)). The lens was a Theia 1.67mm
which was adjustable, and had a wide angle 113 degree field of view. Hence we
could place the camera relatively close to the surface and still view a large surface
size. There was no distortion so the camera could detect effective blobs even in
the corners of the display which can sometimes be problematic. We again used
Code Laboratories CL Eye Driver for our camera to work with CCV.
3.3.5 Display Source
The mirror on the Black Table caused ghosting effects on the displayed image so
we eliminated the mirror in the Blue Table and used a short throw data projector
that pointed directly at the surface. We used a Sanyo PLC-WXL46 at 1280x800
(16:10) resolution. At the time of purchase there were only eight projectors that
were short throw and at that resolution available according to Projector Central5.
At the time of submission of this thesis there were 83 projectors that were short
throw and 1280x800 resolution. The display surface is 1077mm x 673mm which is
approximately 48 inches. The projector was mounted to a sliding draw and a steel
post frame and slid out for when in use (see Figure 3.4(e)). The projector can also
be slid inside the table for transportation so that it can fit through doors.
3.3.6 Computer Hardware
We used a Dell Optiplex 760 with Windows 7 Enterprise 64 bit, Intel Core 2 Duo
3.0 GHz, 8GB Ram, and ATI Radeon HD 3400 graphics card. We needed a separate
graphics card and at least 8GB of ram to successfully run both CCV and the
multi-touch applications. We connected some desktop speakers to provide audio
support and a wireless network adapter for Wifi connectivity when the table did
not have access to ethernet connectivity.
5http://www.projectorcentral.com
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3.4 Discussion
We now discuss the most important aspects of the tables considered against the
design considerations for collaborative information visualization in co-located
environments [137]. These aspects include: the size of the display, display reso-
lution, how the display can be configured, and different types of input. We also
discuss other aspects such as portability, how the tables performed in the physical
environment, and the cost to make the tables.
3.4.1 Display Size
The Black Table is of medium size (28 inches) and is not effective for sharing
information on the display amongst users when orientated horizontally. The Blue
Table is large (48 inches) which makes it easier to share information amongst users
as there is a much larger display space, and more physical space around the table.
As our applications are focused on the work place, a vertical orientation of the
surface would enable more information to be shared at a distance. Making the
horizontal display much larger will increase the height of the table but also make
objects harder to reach and manipulate [331].
3.4.2 Display Resolution
The Black Table is low resolution at 1024x768 and the Blue Table medium resolution
at 1280x800. Both of these resolutions are significantly smaller than what users
currently get from their laptop and desktop screens. The resolution on both tables
impacted precise and accurate manipulation of data for work based applications.
It would be preferable to design tables that had higher resolution (e.g. full high
definition 1920x1080) and be of large size. This would lead to building tables that
could utilize large TV display screens.
3.4.3 Display Configuration
Each of the multi-touch tables only had one shared display surface that users could
interact with. A separate display screen was actually connected to the computer or
the projector as output and was located on another physical table next to the touch
tables. When the display screen was connected to the computer the screen was
used to help configure the table and for providing additional display information.
When the display screen was connected to the projector the screen just mirrored
what was already being displayed by the projector.
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3.4.4 Input Type
Teams are increasingly using different kinds of input for group work. Our pro-
totypes only support touch, keyboard, and mouse input. We are also interested
in tracking objects other than fingers such as fiducial markers. Rear DI is the
only optical based technique that supports detecting fiducial markers. Ideally we
would like to add support for digital pens as this is likely to increase precision and
accuracy for work place tasks. Others have explored commercial digital pens and
touch displays [100].
Both tables support multiple users interacting at once since we used the CCV
software. The Black Table is of medium size and best supports multiple users for
entertainment based applications. When the Black Table is used for work based
applications it is better suited for a single user due to the display screen size. The
Blue Table is large and easily allows multiple users to interact. The projector side of
the table is not intended to be used as most of our applications are designed with
a lot of text and orientating data continuously can be become quite burdensome.
Hence only three sides of the table are primarily available for use.
Our tables do not distinguish between users interacting with the table. That
is when multiple people touch the table at the same time the detection software
can not detect who is touching what location. If we could distinguish between
users that would provide a better user experience and allow us to track different
users in the software. Others have tried distinguishing between users by detecting
shadows of a user’s arms based on their physical position [377].
Users interact with our tables by standing up. We did not provide any furniture
for users to sit on when interacting with our tables. This was due to the tables
being boxes and there was no space for users to position their legs underneath the
tables. Using stools next to the tables would have been problematic as the position
of the users would be far away from the table and interaction would be awkward.
3.4.5 Portability
Both tables can easily be moved to different locations within a building as they are
on wheels. They were both designed to fit through doorways that are less than
800mm wide. The Black Table does not require calibration of CCV after relocation.
The Blue Table, however, requires re-calibration of CCV after relocation as the
projector has to be slid inside for transportation and then slid out for display, even
though it is slid out to the same position each time. Both tables have also been
transported to other locations within our city and required shuttle van transporta-
tion. Neither table is suitable for overseas travel. Others researchers have explored
creating more portable and collapsible solutions for overseas travel [126].
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3.4.6 Performance
An issue with Rear DI setups is the tables being exposed to natural light and
fluorescent lights which makes it harder for detecting and tracking fingers with
CCV. Because our tables were enclosed and the type of IR lights we used, the
tables could be operated in rooms that had fluorescent lights, and directly below
fluorescent lights as well. When working in rooms that have fluorescent lights or
large amounts of natural light we needed to reconfigure CCV by increasing the
amplify setting to effectively detect fingers and objects. Both tables worked more
effectively in dimly lighted rooms.
3.4.7 Cost
Large multi-touch tables are expensive to mass manufacture and purchase due
to the high quality fabrication facilities required. At the time this project started
the cost of commercial multi-touch tables was greater than $30,000 New Zealand
Dollars (NZD). Due to this large expense we sought to build our own low cost
large portable multi-touch tables. The total cost of parts for the Black Multi-touch
Table was $1,674 NZD and the Blue Multi-touch Table $6,193.50 NZD. Building
the Blue Table required significantly more effort than the Black Table. These costs
did not include the many hours to design and assemble the parts.
Table 3.1 outlines the break down of costs for the different parts used in the
hardware for both the multi-touch tables in NZD. All parts were purchased from
Peau Productions6, local hardware, electronic and projector stores, and Dell. The
specialist multi-touch materials (cameras, filters, cases, lens, IR LED light emitter
bars and set) were purchased from Peau Productions. Some parts were designed
and made from scratch. The parts that were purchased from other countries have
had their values converted into NZD. For the Black Multi-touch table most of the
parts were acquired from our department or local companies. The cost of the Blue
Table could have been reduced if we had built the table frame ourselves as there
was significant time spent implementing our design.
6http://www.peauproductions.com
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Table 3.1: Parts used in the Black and Blue Multi-touch Tables.
Part Black Table Blue Table
Table Frame Free $1,050.00
Surface Material Free $800.00
IR Lights $250.00 $510.00
Camera, Filter, and Case $188.00 $188.00
Lens $88.00 $354.00
Projector Free $1,700.00
Projector Frame Mount Free $431.50
Computer $838.00 $1,100.00
Other Materials $310.00 $60.00
Total Cost (NZD): $1,674 $6,193.50
3.5 Summary
In this chapter we presented our large portable multi-touch tables for co-located
collaborative work. We described our experience from building early prototypes to
our two multi-touch table prototypes (28 and 48 inches). Based on our experience
we recommend future multi-touch tables to focus on higher resolution displays (i.e.
greater than 1280x800), portability, allowing for vertical or horizontal orientation
of the display, and providing seating so users do not become fatigued during
prolonged use.
In the next chapter (§4) we present our software visualization application that
we developed for use on the Blue Multi-touch Table.
Chapter 4
SourceVis: A Collaborative Software
Visualization Application
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In this chapter we present our contribution SourceVis – which is a multi-user
interactive collaborative software visualization application for use on large multi-
touch tables within co-located environments. SourceVis is an application for
exploring, and visualizing two key areas of software systems: the structure and
evolution. In this chapter we give an overview where we describe the design,
implementation, and interaction features of SourceVis. We then present the suite
of 13 visualization techniques that SourceVis supports which cover three areas of
software visualization: exploration, structure, and evolution.
4.1 Overview
Many researchers have found that developers often ask questions about how
software has changed such as “when, how; by whom; and why was this code
changed or inserted?” [101, 170, 333, 334, 302]. SourceVis aims to help support
answering some of these questions using visualization techniques.
SourceVis builds upon previous research and solely focuses on software visual-
ization whereas previous research did not focus on software visualization with
large multi-touch tables (§2.1.1 and §2.2.4). We focus on visualizing the structure
and internals of software systems while previous research focused on exploration,
modeling, and architecture of systems on smaller touch tables.
SourceVis is an interactive collaborative application for exploring, and visualiz-
ing the structure and evolution of software systems. SourceVis supports multiple
visualization techniques. The visualizations can help identify what parts of a
system are large and likely need to be refactored, dependencies between entities,
and how the structure of systems have evolved. The aim of SourceVis is to help
developers working in co-located teams to explore a software system. SourceVis is
designed for multiple users to interact simultaneously or separately.
SourceVis has been designed to be used on our Blue Multi-touch Table (§3.3)
and built upon MT4j [188]. Visualizations can be displayed at full screen, within
scalable windows, and at any orientation on the table. Multiple visualizations
can be displayed at once. Figure 4.1(a) shows two users interacting with a full
screen visualization. Figure 4.1(b) shows two users working on two different
visualizations in separate windows at the same time.
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(a) Two users working together with a visualization which is displayed at full screen.
(b) Different visualizations displayed in separate windows.
Figure 4.1: SourceVis - multi-user collaborative software visualization.
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4.1.1 Design
To address the design considerations for collaborative information visualization
in co-located environments [137, 138] we present the design goals of SourceVis.
Representation. When visualizing software it is important to be able to repre-
sent different aspects of the underlying source code. We designed SourceVis to
represent the software structure and how the structure has changed over time by
using software metrics, dependency, and inheritance information.
Presentation. When exploring a software system it is important to have a
large range of visualizations to present different views of a system. We designed
SourceVis to support multiple techniques for visualizing the structure and evo-
lution of software systems. We selected a sample of existing techniques from the
information visualization and software visualization literature based on our prior
experience and empirical user studies [56, 77]. For the visualizations to support
multi-touch and multi-user interaction we had to adapt the techniques in a num-
ber of ways such as input from finger and hand touch gestures. We designed
SourceVis in a modular fashion to allow new visualizations and extensions to be
added in the future.
View. When developers are working collaboratively with an application it is
important for them to be able to view the visualizations clearly irrespective of
where they are physically located. We designed SourceVis to display visualizations
on large shared interactive horizontal surfaces that are portable walk-up user
interfaces and within a co-located environment. Visualizations can be displayed
at full screen, within scalable windows, and at any orientation on the horizontal
plane. Multiple visualizations can also be displayed at once. SourceVis has been
designed for use on our horizontal Blue Multi-touch Table (§3.3).
User Interaction. When developers are working together it is important for
both to be able to interact easily with an application at the same time. SourceVis
has been designed for multiple users to interact at the same time using multi-touch
within a co-located environment.
4.1.2 Visualizations
The visualization techniques selected have been adapted from existing techniques
in the information and software visualization literature [56, 77], and from our
previous visualization wall user study. In our previous visualization study which
evaluated one of the more common visualization techniques Polymetric Views
and found that the System Hotspots View was very effective at identifying large
classes [10]. The visualization techniques in SourceVis have been modified sub-
stantially to support multi-touch and multi-user interaction.
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SourceVis contains thirteen visualizations grouped into three categories. These
categories are: Exploration, Structure, and Evolution. The visualizations allow
users to explore a system (Exploration), see the structure of a system (Structure),
and see how the structure of a system has evolved over time (Evolution).
The exploration category contains visualizations that show a list of entities,
metrics about systems, packages, and classes, and vocabulary employed in en-
tities. The lists are common to looking at documentation such as JavaDoc but
enable touch scrolling. Popular wordle [341] like techniques have been adopted to
highlight large entities. Charts have been used as they are common in spreadsheet
applications and are well known information visualization techniques [337, 338].
The structure category adapts Polymetric Views [185] (software metrics based)
to multi-touch including the System Hotspots View and Class Blueprint. Poly-
metric Views are a common technique within software visualization and many
other tools implement these techniques hence why we decided to adapt them to
multi-touch (§2.2.1). The structure category also contains graph based visualiza-
tions as node link diagrams to show dependencies between class entities which is
a common technique for showing relationships among items [56].
The evolution category shows how a system has evolved over time focusing on
structural changes such as the size of different versions of a system, packages, and
classes using Polymetric View encodings and charts. Again we use the common
technique of Polymetric View encoding to represent the different entities in a
system. We describe each of the individual visualizations from the three categories
in more detail later (§4.2, §4.3, §4.4).
4.1.3 Interaction
Users first load a system before any visualizations can be displayed. They load a
system by selecting a system name from the load menu at the bottom of the startup
screen (see Figure 4.2). Only one system can be loaded at a time. Visualizations
can then be launched by tapping a visualization icon. Tapping and holding on
a visualization icon brings up a help message that describes the purpose of the
visualization and what will be shown when launched as seen on the right hand
side of Figure 4.2 which shows a red bordered box with text for the Toxicity Chart.
The visualizations in the startup screen are overview visualizations and users
can then select individual entity visualizations from these overviews to get more
specific details about different entities as denoted with an asterisk in Figure 4.3.
Individual visualizations are displayed in rotatable and scalable windows.
Having individual visualizations in separate windows allows for multiple vi-
sualizations to be displayed on the tabletop at once either next to each other,
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Figure 4.2: SourceVis startup screen.
overlapping one another, or within side another visualization window. When a
visualization is first started it is displayed in a separate window. On the border of
the window there are options located on the right hand side to close or maximize
the visualization. Once a visualization is displayed at full screen there is an option
in the bottom right of the display as seen in Figure 4.5 that allows closing (denoted
as a cross) or making a visualization smaller (denoted as windows overlapping).
Users can interact with elements in visualizations by tapping for select, drag-
ging elements with one finger, and rotating and resizing elements with two fingers
(of either the same hand or different hands). Tapping and holding an element
displays properties about that element in help message boxes, or for element
entities, displays options in a pie menu. Multiple entity elements can be grouped
by drawing a shape around them using a lasso gesture. These grouped elements
can then be moved the around the visualization. Zooming uses a pinch gesture
with one or two hands, and panning by scrolling with two fingers in any direction
on the canvas of the visualization.
As SourceVis is designed for a horizontal display it is important for users to
be able to move around the tabletop and orient the information to where they are
physically standing. On the start screen users can orient the categories and the
visualization scene icons and text to each of the four directions of the tabletop.
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The current direction is represented by the solid green bar on the border of the
category. Figure 4.2 shows the categories pointing to the bottom of the display.
Tapping one of the cyan coloured borders orients the categories in that border
direction. Since visualizations are displayed in separate scalable windows this
allows users to manipulate windows to orient visualizations to the location of
where they or their colleague are physically standing.
For a multi-user scenario a visualization could be displayed at full screen
where one user is focused on the overview of a system while another is focused
on a certain aspect of the same visualization (see Figure 4.1(a)). For another
scenario users could be viewing two separate visualizations at the same time. One
visualization could be at full screen while the other a smaller visualization inside
or on top of the larger one. Alternatively two separate visualizations could be
displayed at opposite ends of the table for the different users (see Figure 4.1(b)).
There are a number of menus available for each visualization including: system
version, pie, and options menus. The system version menu displays the name of
the current version being displayed in the top left of the visualization. Tapping on
the current version makes a scrollable list of all versions for that system. When a
new version is selected the data for that system is then loaded and the visualization
updated. This only affects the current visualization being displayed. System
evolution type visualizations do not have the system version menu as these
visualizations contain all versions of a system.
The pie menu is displayed when a user performs a tap and hold gesture on
an individual entity such as a package or a class (see Figure 4.5). The pie menu
has options for displaying metrics properties about an entity (e.g. name, version,
type, and specific metrics, i.e. the light yellow shaded box in Figure 4.5), or
options for displaying a new individual visualization type for that entity (e.g.
Class Blueprint, Class Dependency, Class Evolution). Only one instance of each
individual visualization type from the pie menu can be displayed at once.
The options menu displays information about entities such as metrics and is
predominantly located the left hand side of the visualizations. There are features
for manipulating the element entities in the visualizations such as sorting (e.g.
alphabetical, and ascending or descending by metrics), filtering (e.g. by class
type or slider to show entities greater than a threshold), and searching (e.g. via
displaying keyboard). To allow for more screen real estate for the visualizations
the options menu and sub menus can be hidden by tapping on the menu labels.
For the options menu (coloured black with white text, e.g. Options, Package
Options, Class Details) when tapped are collapsed into a single plus sign, while
the sub menus (coloured light yellow with black text, e.g. Class Options, Class
Metrics) hide the contents in that sub menu.
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4.1.4 Architecture
Figure 4.3 illustrates the architecture of SourceVis. In order to build visualizations
from the underlying software structure we created a meta-model to represent
entities from the Java programming language. We created a JavaMetricsEntity
Interface which other classes can implement. The methods the interface contains
include setting and getting properties about a Java entity such as the name of the
entity, type, and which software version the entity belongs to.
We have concrete classes for: JavaMetricsSystem, JavaMetricsPackage, Java-
MetricsClass, JavaMetricsMethod, JavaMetricsField. Each of these classes extends
the MT4j MTTextArea class so that actual text can be displayed or the entity can
be represented as a rectangle with no text. The MTTextArea class extends the
MTRectangle class. We also have some specialized classes for some of the visual-
izations as they required a slightly different class such as JavaMetricsWord and
JavaMetricsDependency.
There are visual aspects for the entities including whether properties are being
displayed for a certain entity and domain specific visualization features like the
weight of an edge, what layer an entity belongs to, and what colour an entity is.
When comparing different entities we created a comparator class (JavaMetricsEn-
tityComparator) that compares two classes based on their entity name.
To launch SourceVis the SourceVisShell class is executed which inherits from
the MTApplication and is the main applet from the MT4j application. Upon
launching the SourceVisCategoriesScene is displayed. This is the startup screen
for SourceVis (see Figure 4.2).
The SourceVisCategoriesScene contains all the loaded software systems as
VisSystems. A VisSystem contains the name of the system, a list of all the versions,
the current version, and associated data metrics files.
The SourceVisCategoriesScene has three kinds of visualization Categories: ex-
ploration, structure, and evolution. Each Category has many VisScenes which
are images to represent a visualization and other properties. A VisScene con-
tains one SourceVisScene (Abstract Class) which represents a visualization in the
application.
The SourceVisScene inherits from the MT4j AbstractScene and is the actual
scene that is drawn on the canvas in the MTApplication. The SourceVisScene
can be any one of the different concrete software visualizations in the application.
Some visualizations inherit from the ChartScene which integrates the JFreeChart
library and supports bar, line, and area charts. The SourceVisScene has menus for
displaying different system versions, and options for manipulating the data in the
visualizations.
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Figure 4.3: SourceVis Architecture. The SourceVis application section represents
the classes to make the application start. The MT4j section represents the classes
we build upon to create SourceVis. The Data section represents the metrics data
files. The Menus section represents the graphical menus in SourceVis. The Java
Meta-Model section represents the classes to model the entities from the Java
programming language. The Visualizations section represents the visualizations
in SourceVis. An * denotes individual entity visualizations.
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4.1.5 Implementation
We wanted to develop SourceVis with a purpose-designed tabletop toolkit that was
cross-platform, well supported, contained substantial documentation, and allowed
for extensions. For this reason we developed on top of the open source MT4j toolkit
and integrated other third party Java libraries for specific visualizations [188]. As
opposed to developing upon a multiple device toolkit such as jQMultiTouch [222].
To create visualizations from the source code we had to either generate the
data and display the visualizations at run-time, or pre-process the code to generate
data files and then display the visualizations. We chose the later option as it would
allow us to separate the data creation step from the display of the visualizations,
make the visualization display / update faster, and allow for other developers to
integrate with our application in the future.
To generate data for our visualizations we required a static analysis tool that
was either a plugin to Eclipse or a stand alone tool, well documented, had libraries
to customize, and was well supported. Upon exploration of tools by trial and error,
and also from our previous experience we selected a commercial stand alone tool
called “Understand” by Scitools1, for which we obtained an educational licence.
Figure 4.4 illustrates the visualization pipeline of SourceVis. The source code
of the systems to be visualized are first loaded into Understand. The systems
were then analysed from which metrics reports can then be exported. In order
to collect appropriate data for the visualizations in SourceVis we developed a
number of Perl scripts that were executed within Understand to obtain custom
metrics, dependency, and inheritance data. Once the scripts have been executed
the data files are imported into the SourceVis application. The data files are then
used within the visualizations which are displayed on the multi-touch table.
Figure 4.4: SourceVis - visualization pipeline.
1http://www.scitools.com/
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To demonstrate SourceVis we required some readily available software systems.
We are interested in understanding Java software systems so we used a sample
of open source systems from the Qualitas Corpus (Version 20101126) [325]. The
Qualitas Corpus is a curated collection of software systems intended to be used
for empirical studies of code artifacts. We selected systems ranging in size from
small to very large determined by us based on the number of lines of code and
number of classes (see Table 4.1). We also selected some systems that contained
more than 10 versions to demonstrate the evolution features of SourceVis.
We now present each of the separate visualizations from the different categories:
Exploration (§4.2), Structure (§4.3), and Evolution (§4.4).
Table 4.1: Software systems visualized by SourceVis from the Qualitas Corpus
(Version 20101126) [325]. The systems are ordered by size based on number of
lines of code and number of classes. The data for lines of code, and number of
classes is for the latest version of the system.
System Lines of code Number of Classes Versions Size
Azureus 453433 7249 51 V Large
Weka 224356 2099 49 V Large
ArgoUML 194859 2905 10 Large
FindBugs 109096 1744 2 Large
JHotDraw 75958 1070 6 Medium
GanttProject 47051 1058 2 Medium
JUnit 6164 209 21 Small
SquirrelSQL 6944 2211 2 Small
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4.2 Exploration Visualizations
The exploration visualizations are designed for a user to be able to browse a system
to get an overview of the most important aspects of a system. From an exploration
visualization users can quickly navigate to an entity within a system and display
an individual visualization.
4.2.1 System Explorer
The System Explorer (see Figure 4.5) is a visualization that shows all the packages
and classes from a system. The left hand side shows packages and the right hand
side classes in scrollable lists. Each package and class entity is selectable. The
scrollable lists support inertia scrolling, also known as the rubber band effect.
Initially all classes in the system are displayed. When a package is tapped only
the classes from that package are displayed and the package name is highlighted
green. All classes can be displayed by tapping on the classes heading label.
In the Figure the junit.framework package and junit.framework.TestSuite
class have been selected. The metrics properties for the TestSuite class are being
displayed along with a pie menu to display a new visualization type for the class.
There are options in the bottom right for closing or minimizing the visualization.
Figure 4.5: System Explorer. With options in the bottom right for closing or
minimizing the visualization.
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4.2.2 Metrics Explorer
The Metrics Explorer (see Figure 4.6) shows metrics about the different entities
in a system such as packages and classes. The metrics for a package are the total
number of classes, number of variables (NIV), number of methods (WMC), and
number of lines of code (LOC); and NIV, WMC, LOC for a class [96]. All the
packages in a system are initially displayed alphabetically. Tapping a package
displays the metrics about the package in the metrics pane of the package details
options menu and the name of the package is highlighted green. Subsequently
the list of classes from a package is displayed in the classes pane. Tapping a class
displays the metrics about a class in the metrics pane of the class details options
menu and is highlighted green.
In the Figure a user has sorted the packages in descending order using the
NIV, WMC, and LOC metrics and selected the junit.framework package. The
package shows that there are 14 classes of which 10 classes are concrete, three
interfaces, and one abstract class. The classes have also been sorted in descending
order using the same metrics and the junit.framework.TestSuite class has
been selected.
Figure 4.6: Metrics Explorer.
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4.2.3 Vocabulary
The Vocabulary visualization (see Figure 4.7) uses a word cloud / wordle [341]
representation to provide an overview of the vocabulary used in the names of
entities (i.e. packages, classes, methods). The purpose of this visualization is to
help understand the coding standards employed in the entities of a system. The
visualization can also show what packages and classes are large and likely need
to be refactored. The packages and classes use metrics (e.g. NIV, WMC, LOC) to
determine the font size for the name of the entity. The visualization integrates the
OpenCloud2 Java library.
In the Figure the size of classes is being displayed and the org.junit.Assert
class has been selected. A number of metrics properties for classes are also being
displayed. Some classes have been filtered out leaving a total of 20 classes on
display.
Figure 4.7: Vocabulary.
2http://opencloud.mcavallo.org/
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4.2.4 Toxicity Chart
The Toxicity Chart adapted from Erik Doernenburg3 (see Figure 4.8) shows which
classes are toxic in a system. Each bar in the chart represents one class and the
height of the bar shows the toxicity score for that class. The score is based on
several metrics. The higher the score the more toxic the class is. In our adaptation
we use the following metrics: file length, coupling, lack of cohesion, depth of
inheritance tree, method length, cyclomatic complexity, and method nesting [96].
The individual metrics of the score are colour coded and displayed in the legend.
The visualization shows at a glance not only how toxic a system is but also how
the problems are distributed. Classes that score zero points are not included in the
visualization. The data in the visualization can be filtered by selecting all or some
of the metrics and using a slider to show classes greater than the toxicity score
threshold slider. Individual elements in the chart cannot be selected. The chart
can be resized using a scale gesture.
Figure 4.8: Toxicity Chart.
3http://erik.doernenburg.com/2008/11/how-toxic-is-your-code/
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4.3 Structure Visualizations
The structure visualizations are designed for a user to explore how a software
system is structured and to see how classes are dependent on each other, by
examining the individual entities within a system.
4.3.1 System Hotspots View
Figure 4.9: Systems Hotspots View.
The System Hotspots View (see Figure 4.9) (adapted from Lanza et al.) aims to
highlight large packages and classes in a system [185]. In our adaptation packages
are displayed down the Y axis in the packages pane, and classes from each package
along the X axis in the classes pane. The metrics used for a package include the
total metrics for classes, fields, methods and lines of code. The package properties
display has options for visually sorting the classes in the package alphabetically,
ascending, or descending by individual metrics or groups of metrics. Each class is
represented as a rectangle using the Polymetric View encoding where the width in-
dicates the NIV and height the WMC. The colour shading of a class represents the
number of LOC. The darker the class, the more lines of code the class contains. Dif-
ferent border colours represent the type of class (i.e. black border = concrete class,
red = interface, blue = abstract class, purple = annotation, and orange = enum type).
Classes can be moved around the visualization to be compared with other classes
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and can be grouped together using the lasso gesture to move more than one class at
a time. In the figure the packages and classes have been sorted in descending order
using all the metrics (e.g. NIV, WMC, LOC) and the junit.framework pack-
age and org.junit.runners.BlockJUnit4ClassRunner class have been
selected. Other class properties are displayed too.
4.3.2 System Dependency View
The System Dependency View (see Figures 4.1(a) and 4.10) shows all the classes in
the system displayed in a circle with bezier curved edges to represent what other
classes they depend on. Tapping a class entity displays the class name, metric val-
ues, and highlights the dependencies between the selected class and the dependent
classes. A slider option allows filtering class dependencies according to the slider
weight value. Classes can also be filtered according to class type. Classes that
have no dependencies and or no references can be displayed which are potentially
redundant classes in a system. As this visualization is displayed on a table the
entire visualization can be rotated by doing a rotation gesture in the middle of the
circle. In the Figure org.junit.internal.runners.JUnit4ClassRunner
class is selected which has eight dependencies.
Figure 4.10: System Dependency View.
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4.3.3 Class Dependency View
The Class Dependency View (see Figure 4.11) shows what classes a class de-
pends on. The main class is coloured in yellow with blue edges to dependent
classes. Dependent classes are coloured according to class type. Edges are dis-
played to show the dependencies between the main class in the middle of the
visualization and dependent classes on the outer circle. Edges are weighted
according to the number of times each class is dependent on the main class
(e.g. object creation, method calls, imports). The stronger the dependency the
thicker the edge weight. Weight labels are displayed on the edges and can be
hidden. The main class and dependent classes can be moved around the vi-
sualization while preserving the edge dependencies. Dependent classes can
be filtered by adjusting the slider weight threshold. In the Figure the class
org.jhotdraw.draw.DefaultDrawingView has 17 dependent classes. Two
of the dependent classes have a high dependency on the main class (78 and
68), are interfaces, and are displaying class properties. These interfaces are
org.jhotdraw.draw.Figure and org.jhotdraw.draw.handle.Handle.
Figure 4.11: Class Dependency View.
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4.3.4 Class Blueprint View
The Class Blueprint (see Figure 4.12) (adapted from Lanza et al.) shows the refer-
ences between methods and attributes within a class [185]. The visualization has
five layers from left to right. The first four layers relate to the methods and the
final layer to the attributes. The initialization layer displays initialization methods
(e.g. constructors), interface layer: public methods, implementation layer: private
methods, and accessor layer: accessor and mutator methods (e.g. get()). The
attribute layer displays all the attributes of a class. The methods and attributes
have a different fill colour depending on which layer they belong to. Likewise the
edges for the dependencies and references. The weight of an edge can be adjusted
by the slider to highlight edge colouring. Methods that call themselves have circle
edges at the end of the method name. In this visualization it is useful to be able
to select multiple methods or attributes at once which highlights the edge ref-
erences. The Figure shows the org.jhotdraw.draw.DefaultDrawingView
class which has 80 methods and 30 fields. There is one initialization method, 42
public methods, four private methods, 21 accessor methods, 12 mutator methods.
Only two of the fields are actually called. The public method repaintHandles()
has been selected which has references with one private method and two accessor
methods.
Figure 4.12: Class Blueprint View.
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4.4 Evolution Visualizations
The evolution visualizations are designed for a user to see how a software system
has evolved over time focusing on structural changes.
4.4.1 System Evolution View
The System Evolution View (see Figure 4.13) shows how a system has evolved over
different versions using the ChartScene. The metrics used are the total number
of packages, classes, methods, fields, and lines of code. The chart can be updated
by selecting different metrics. Either all versions or only major versions can be
displayed. Major versions are defined as versions ending in zero in the number.
In the Figure JUnit 4.0 and 4.1 are the largest versions, then the next version
4.2 dramatically drops in size most likely due to major refactoring. On closer
inspection we found that version 4.0 and 4.1 included the test case packages where
other versions did not.
Figure 4.13: System Evolution View.
4.4.2 System Package Evolution View
The System Package Evolution View (see Figure 4.14) shows all the packages in a
system as a Polymetric View encoding where width represents the total number
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of methods (WMC), height: the total number of fields (NIV), and shading: the
total number of lines of code (LOC). Each package is grouped inside each version
of the system. Packages can be sorted across the whole visualization or within
each version. Performing a tap and hold gesture on a package displays the pie
menu. Selecting the versions option from the pie menu highlights all the versions
a package appears in. A package is highlighted in yellow for each version it is in
and linked between versions with green edges. Note, if a package has changed
name SourceVis does not control for this aspect. Packages can be searched for
using the keyboard which filters out the packages not matching the search criteria.
All versions or just major versions of the system can be shown. In the Figure the
junit.framework package is selected and is highlighted to show that it appears
in 21 versions of the JUnit system.
Figure 4.14: System Package Evolution View and Package Evolution View.
4.4.3 Package Evolution View
The Package Evolution View shows the evolution of one package over time. The
visualization can be displayed in a separate window as in the case of Figure 4.14.
The Package Evolution View can be displayed as a Polymetric View encoding or as
a chart. All versions or just major versions can be displayed. This visualization can
be launched from other visualizations that display packages (e.g. System Explorer,
Metrics Explorer, Vocabulary, and System Hotspots View).
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4.4.4 System Class Evolution View
The System Class Evolution View (see Figure 4.15) is similar to the System Package
Evolution view but shows classes. The same kind of options can be applied
for searching and sorting. Classes can also be filtered according to type (i.e.
concrete class, abstract class, interface, annotation, enum type). In the Figure the
junit.awtui.TestRunner class is selected and is highlighted to show that it
appears appears in seven (3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, 3.8.1, and 3.8.2) out of 21 versions.
This class is the second largest class in each of the versions it appears in.
Figure 4.15: System Class Evolution View.
4.4.5 Class Evolution View
A Class Evolution View also exists similar to the individual Package Evolution
View but displays classes. The Class Evolution View can be launched from other
visualizations that display classes (e.g. System Explorer, Metrics Explorer, Vocabu-
lary, System Hotspots View, System Dependency, and Class Dependency).
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4.5 Discussion
Design. Developing upon MT4j required a significant amount of effort to build
something substantial. Every object in in SourceVis that was displayed had to be
rendered as a MT4j geometric shape, which meant all classes had to extend one
of the existing built in shapes. There existed very few user interface controls and
menus which we needed, hence it was time consuming to build our own widgets.
The visualizations relied heavily on text so we tried to make the text as easy to read
as possible, and allowed text objects to be scaled, rotated, and oriented in different
positions. SourceVis currently only supports mouse, finger, and hand input but
we would like to support others forms including: fiducial markers, digital pens,
and tablets. Integrating SourceVis with Eclipse as a plugin and incorporating a
static analysis tool would provide a more comprehensive application. The design
of future interactive collaborative applications is heading towards supporting
multiple kinds of devices [222]. SourceVis currently only supports multi-touch
tables hence repurposing SourceVis to support more devices would be useful.
Extensibility. Extending SourceVis to support other visualization techniques is
possible. As we have a representation of language constructs any visualization that
utilizes these Java entities can make use of these classes. The generic options menu
can easily be added to new visualizations, likewise the gestures and custom pie
menu. If visualizations require charts they can use the ChartScene class. We have
integrated two open source Java libraries (JFreeChart and OpenCloud), therefore
integrating other libraries should also be possible.
Display. The table has a large display but the resolution is rather low at 1280x800
pixels. This makes it hard to visualize small details of information and requires
zooming to see the details. Ideally we would like the table to have a much
higher resolution (e.g. full high definition 1920x1080 pixels) when compared with
contemporary desktops as this will allow greater precision for work place tasks.
Using LCD screens instead of projectors would create a much higher resolution.
Anything that is put onto the table generates a blob which affects the application
be it fingers, paper, or some other physical object. Putting objects such as paper on
the table minimizes the available display space for viewing and interacting.
Performance. SourceVis required a large amount of data to be rendered and the
hardware we used did not perform fast enough for some visualizations. This was
the case for the Toxicity Chart when modifying the slider. The System Dependency
visualization could not render very large software systems at all. SourceVis
worked very well for small to medium sized systems on all of the visualizations.
We recommend using higher hardware specifications compared with specifications
described earlier (§3.3) to enable a better user experience.
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4.6 Summary
In this chapter we presented SourceVis, an interactive collaborative software
visualization application designed for co-located software development teams
for use on large multi-touch tables. We described the design, visualizations,
interaction, architecture, and implementation features of SourceVis. We have
illustrated how SourceVis meets our design goals by representing different aspects
of software including metrics and dependency information, presenting multiple
software visualization and information visualization techniques to visualize the
structure and evolution of software, displaying the visualizations of SourceVis on
large interactive multi-touch tables, and supporting multi-user interaction and
multi-touch input. SourceVis has been demonstrated with small to very large open
source Java systems from the Qualitas Corpus (Version 20101126) [325].
The next chapters present our qualitative user studies of SourceVis with com-
puter science students (§5), and professional software developers (§6).
Part III
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In this chapter we present three preliminary user studies we conducted with
our multi-touch table (§3.3) and different versions of SourceVis (§4). The purpose
of these user studies was to develop a protocol which we could use for a study
with professional software developers (§6). The aim of the studies in this chapter
was to collect qualitative data about how effective our software visualization tech-
niques are, what coupling styles participants used, and participant’s preference for
individual vs. group work. We conducted three user studies to validate our design
decisions following an iterative cycle using a grounded evaluation process [144].
Our approach included observational studies conducted as part of the design
process, in situ interviews, and video recordings. The studies were conducted
during different iterations of the implementation of SourceVis. Participants in our
preliminary user studies were computer science students from within the School
of Engineering and Computer Science at Victoria University of Wellington.
5.1 Preliminary User Study 1 - Early Feedback
The first user study was conducted near the beginning of the project with an
early prototype of SourceVis and the Blue Multi-touch Table (§3.3). The study
involved early versions of some of the visualization techniques from SourceVis.
The visualizations included two versions of the Vocabulary visualization (Word
Cloud and Wordle), Metrics Explorer, Class Blueprint, Systems Hotspots View,
and a JavaDoc Web Browser (see Figure 5.1).
5.1.1 Participants
Table 5.1 lists the demographics of participants in our first user study who were a
convenience sample of graduate computer science students. The column headings
are abbreviated as follows: Participant ID (PID), gender (G), age range (Age),
degree acquired (Deg), Java expertise (Exp), software visualization experience
(SoftVis), regular use of smart mobile phones and touch tablets (M), regular use
of touch screens and touch tables (T), and number of months the participant has
known their colleague (Coll).
There were eight male and two female participants in this user study. The age
of participants was in the range 20-34. All participants had a bachelors degree in
computer science and three had a masters degree. Of the participants; one was
currently an honours student (4th year undergraduate), three masters students,
and six PhD students. All had experience in programming using the Java API.
The average expertise of using the Java API on a self ranking between 1 (novice)
and 10 (expert) was 6.3. Four participants had used some software visualization
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Table 5.1: Preliminary User Study 1 - Participant Demographics. Participant ID
(PID), gender (G), age range (Age), degree acquired (Deg), Java expertise (Exp),
software visualization experience (SoftVis), regular use of smart mobile phones
and touch tablets (M), regular use of touch screens and touch tables (T), and
number of months the participant has known their colleague (Coll).
PID G Age Deg Exp SoftVis M T Coll
1 M 20-24 BSc 7 Y Y Y 18
2 F 25-29 BSc 7 Y Y Y 18
3 M 30-34 BSc 4 Y Y Y 6
4 M 25-29 MSc 6 N Y Y 6
5 M 20-24 BSc 7 N Y N 0
6 M 20-24 BSc 7 N Y Y 0
7 M 25-29 BSc 6 N Y N 12
8 M 25-29 MSc 4 N N N 12
9 F 25-29 BSc 7 N Y Y 2
10 M 25-29 MSc 8 Y Y Y 2
tools before but not on a frequent basis. One participant could not recall the actual
software visualization tool they had used before. Nine of the participants had
used or owned smart phones with touch interfaces or touch tablets. Seven of
the participants had used touch screens or touch tables before. The participants
conducted the user study in pairs. The pairs comprised of participant 1 and 2 (i.e.
PID 1 and PID 2) as one pair, 3 and 4 as the second pair and so on. All but one
pair chose their fellow participant before the user study. One group of participants
had known each other for 18 months while the other pairs knew each other for 12
months, 6 months, and 2 months. One pair did not know each other previously.
5.1.2 Procedure
The procedure for the user study is documented in Table 5.2. Participants were
welcomed and given an information sheet, consent form, and a pre-study question-
naire to complete. The questionnaire asked participants about their demographics
and background experience. Following the pre-study questionnaire, pairs were
given a warm up exercise by experimenting with example applications from
MT4j for 10 minutes. The study involved the participants completing user tasks
which involved answering 14 questions similar to the types of questions software
developers ask within industry [101, 170, 333, 334, 302]. The questions asked
participants to identify, count, and find information using early versions of some
of the visualization techniques such as Word Cloud, Wordle (based on the Wor-
dle layout [341]), Metrics Explorer, Class Blueprint, Systems Hotspots View, and
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Table 5.2: Preliminary User Study 1 - Procedure.
Step Time (max allocation minutes)
1. Introduction 5
2. Pre-study questionnaire 5
3. Example Applications 10
4. User Tasks 30
5. Post-study questionnaire 10
Total Time: 60
JavaDoc Web Browser (see Figure 5.1). These early visualizations did not have any
options menu, system version menu, pie menus, or linking between visualizations.
The rest of the techniques described earlier (§4) were not implemented at this time.
The Java API version 1.6 and JHotDraw system were used in the visualization
as they represented a programming language and a system with which we had
experience building visualizations [10, 283]. Each pair of participants completed
all the tasks using the same subset of visualizations. The participants recorded
their answers to the questions on a sheet provided attached to a clip board. We
asked participants to think aloud so we could understand why they were doing
an action. We recorded the time it took participants to complete the user tasks in-
cluding thinking aloud. Participants completed a post-study questionnaire which
asked for their opinion on the effectiveness, strengths, and weaknesses of the
interaction capabilities and the visualizations.
5.1.3 User Tasks
Appendix E lists the 14 questions participants were asked during the user study
about the visualizations in SourceVis. Each question is listed with answers in
parentheses following the question. The questions involved six visualizations
Word Cloud, Wordle, Metrics Explorer, Class Blueprint, System Hotspots View,
and JavaDoc Web Browser. Some of these visualizations became visualizations in
SourceVis (§4).
5.1.4 Findings
We report the findings from the user tasks and the participants feedback on the
effectiveness, strengths and weaknesses of the visualization techniques.
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(a) Word Cloud. (b) Wordle.
(c) Metrics Explorer. (d) System Hotspots View.
(e) Class Blueprint. (f) Java Doc Web Browser.
Figure 5.1: Preliminary User Study 1 - early software visualization prototypes.
Time and Errors
The first pair took 20 minutes to complete the user tasks, second pair 28 minutes,
third pair 22 minutes, fourth pair 24 minutes, and fifth pair 21 minutes, for an
average of 23 minutes. Pairs one, two, and five answered all the questions correctly,
for a total of 36 (100%). Pair three received 34 (94%), and pair four 33 (92%). For
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the Word Cloud, Wordle, Metrics Explorer, and Javadoc Web Browser all pairs an-
swered all of these questions correctly. In the Class Blueprint questions pair three
got the number of accessor methods wrong, they stated 13 rather than 1 method
which is setHasUnsavedChanges. Pair four got the question using the Class
Blueprint that asks which method refers to the “file” and “prefs” attribute wrong.
Instead they counted the number of methods that refer to each of these attributes.
In the System Hotspots View questions pair four did not get the right amount for
the number of methods java.awt.Component contains, nor for java.awt.Window.
Pair three incorrectly gave the number of fields java.awt.Component contains
instead of number of methods.
Perceived Effectiveness of the Visualization Techniques
Figure 5.2 shows the perceived effectiveness of the individual techniques each
participant stated in the post-survey. The Word Cloud ranks as the most effec-
tive technique followed closely by the Metrics Explorer, Javadoc Web Browser,
and Wordle. The two domain specific software visualization techniques System
Hotspot Views and Class Blueprint rank the same and a bit below these afore
mentioned techniques. The Class Blueprint visualization has the largest range of
values. Displaying multiple visualizations at once ranks the least effective as most
participants were not aware that they displayed multiple visualizations, hence
they ranked this aspect low.
Visualization Techniques
Word Cloud Visualization. All participants found the Word Cloud the most effective
visualization. The word font size made it easy to understand and a white back-
ground made it clearer to read the words. Some found that the word length and
letter size made it slightly confusing as there were some really long class names.
Some stated that it was hard to compare words if they were not next to each other
as the absolute size is not easy to determine. One participant wanted more colours
in this visualization. One participant selected words using the lasso gesture and
commented that separating clustered words can be difficult at times.
Wordle Visualization. All participants found the Wordle visualization easy to
understand, like the Word Cloud. Adding colours to the different words helped
to distinguish between them. Again like the Word Cloud the absolute size of a
word is not easy to see and it is not clear what metric was being used. Words were
allowed to overlap which helped when comparing the size of two words. Some
complained that there was too much overlapping. A slider was added to this
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Figure 5.2: Preliminary User Study 1 - perceived effectiveness of techniques by
individuals. Boxplot shows a box and whiskers plot for each visualization. The
plot shows the range of values with upper and lower quartiles represented as the
top and bottom line of the box. The whiskers above and below the box represent
the highest and lowest values in the range. The line in the middle of the box
represents the median value in the range. The blue dot represents the average
value in the range.
visualization to filter out smaller words but the slider confused some participants
who claimed it was not intuitive.
Metrics Explorer. This visualization provided an excellent overview and gave
participants a clear summary of the metrics about a system. The white background
made it clearer to read the names of packages and classes, and colour to highlight
the entities made it obvious which classes were selected. One participant would
have liked to have seen inheritance information about classes. A couple of partici-
pants were not sure what to expect when they tapped on the name of an entity
such as where information was going to be displayed in the visualization. Some
systems contained many packages and classes which required lots of scrolling to
find an entity.
Class Blueprint. Participants liked how this visualization showed what methods
and attributes were connected to each other. All participants commented that
the highlighting of edges made answering questions more effective than not
highlighting. They also liked how multiple users could highlight more than one
edge at a time. The slider that adjusted the weight of the edges was a welcomed
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addition, but some participants were not aware of it. Since edges crossed each
other and crosses method names this made it confusing for some participants to
be able to read the names of methods. One participant suggested that if different
methods were selected then only display the intersection if one exists.
System Hotspots View. This visualization made it easy for participants to com-
pare the different entities in a system as packages were laid out alphabetically,
with classes grouped in packages, and the ability to move entities around the
visualization. Once the participants remembered the information cues (metrics
and colour encoding) it was easy to identify certain aspects of a system such as
the types of classes and large classes. The properties windows made it easy to
determine precise information about a package or a class. The sorting options
provided a quick way to answer some of the identify and count questions. If a
system was large, participants found that it was hard to get an overview of all the
information because when the visualization started it did not show all the data at
once. This meant lots of scrolling to find what they were looking for. Some classes
in the visualization were small and required zooming in to identify their colour.
Javadoc Web Browser. The web browser provided an interface that participants
were familiar with. They liked the Javadoc since they could see detailed infor-
mation and the web browser was familiar to navigate. Even though the Javadoc
was a familiar interface participants found it hard to find things quickly as there
was no summary or overview information like in the other visualizations. Some
participants did not realize that you could scroll the page with two finger panning
and instead used the traditional scroll bars on the side of the browser. Half of the
participants scrolled through the small left hand panes of the Javadoc to find the
information they were looking for. One participant found the scrolling with two
finger panning confusing because the page moves in the opposite direction to the
gesture. This action mimics the behaviour of the Apple iPad web browser.
Multiple Visualizations. Allowing people to interact with several visualizations
at the same time can help with productivity. Most of the participants did not
actively display multiple visualization (i.e. showing more than one visualization
at the same time to answer the questions). They really only displayed multiple
visualizations when they were in the Metrics Explorer or System Hotspots View
since these visualizations provided a way to drill down into the Class Blueprint.
Some of the participants who did use the multiple visualizations commented that
having different ways of looking at a system is definitely useful.
Collaborative Visualization. When asked if completing the user tasks would be
easier as a single user or as a group of users, seven of the participants selected
group of users. They stated that groups are better because you can each look at
different parts of the system at once and discuss the solution with your colleague.
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5.1.5 Discussion
We now discuss how the visualization techniques could be improved based on
participant’s feedback and our observations.
Word Cloud Visualization. The actual words could be resized using scale gestures
which was a mistake we made in the implementation and occasionally some of
the participants changed the size. It did not affect the participants’ answers to
questions and can be rectified in the code by making the word not have a scale
gesture. Being able to select multiple words using the lasso gesture and then move
the selected words around is useful. Only one participant used this gesture and
found it hard to unselect words from the group. We would like to explore options
for unselecting grouped items. This could be achieved by having a close button
for the lasso shaped blue polygon which is used to indicate grouped items. When
tapping on the close button, the items that are grouped are no longer grouped. In
order to increase the colour in this visualization we could add a colour palette
so that users can tap on the palette to change the colour of the words to their
preference.
Wordle Visualization. Like the Word Cloud Visualization the words in the Wordle
Visualization could change size using scale gestures. To help the participants who
were confused with the slider control we could add labels to give more context
such as “more words” or “fewer words.” In terms of layout we could have a
button that re-calculates the layout of the words similar to the original Wordle
technique [341]. To avoid overlapping words we could apply physics so that
words that are dragged around the screen make other words move out the way
when there is a collision of words. Subsequently the Word Cloud and Wordle
visualization were integrated into the Vocabulary Visualization (§4.2.3), words
could not be scaled, a set number of words could be displayed, and there was an
options menu.
Metrics Explorer. This was a new visualization technique we created from
scratch. Participants liked this technique since it was simple, clear, and allowed
them to drill down to details. This technique ranked second highest in terms
of effectiveness. We could add method and field information about a class to
this visualization and likely be displayed on the right hand side of the class
information. To help with scrolling of package and class names we would add
each list into a scrollable pane as opposed to doing a two finger gesture to scroll to
the entity they were looking for. We would also like to add keyboard functionality
so that users can search for entities in the system. Subsequently the scrolling panes,
keyboard search, system version menu, and options menus (and hiding menus)
were integrated into the Metrics Explorer Visualization (§4.2.2).
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Class Blueprint. Edge crossing caused an issue for understanding this visualiza-
tion which is why we added a slider to adjust the edge weights. Some participants
were not aware of the slider. We would like to explore other graph layout algo-
rithms to see if minimizing edge crossings has any affect on understanding this
visualization. Like in the Metrics Explorer, adding keyboard search functionality
may help to improve the ability to locate information especially for large classes.
Being able to move layers around the screen, hide layers, and hide method and
attribute labels might help with understanding too. Subsequently additional help
information was added to use this visualization such as explaining the different
layers, how to use the visualization, and an encoding layer (§4.3.4).
System Hotspots View. To help with navigation some form of scroll bar could
be added. To maintain context within the visualization, a radar view similar to
strategy game maps could be provided. The radar view will help users keep
track of what part they are currently viewing and provide options for moving a
lens in the radar view to go to more interesting parts of the visualization. The
package and class properties features are enabled with a double tap gesture on the
class or package label. All participants struggled with the double tap, especially
when classes were small, partly due to the accuracy and responsiveness of the
system. One solution would be to increase the threshold of time between taps. An
alternative is to use a tap and hold gesture similar for displaying a Class Blueprint.
Subsequently an options menu including metrics, search and sort features were
added, packages and classes were put in pane windows, and metrics properties
had close options in the corner of the box to make them disappear (§4.3.1).
Javadoc Web Browser. Most users were excited to be able to use a large multi-
touch web browser. Since it was a familiar interface they expected it to work
similarly to a desktop web browser and some participants failed to take advantage
of the touch affordances of this interface, such as two finger panning to scroll
up and down the page. Some participants were confused by hyperlinks, and
tried double tapping when only a single tap was required. Subsequently this
visualization was perceived too similar to a the existing JavaDoc web browser,
hence it was not evaluated in our professional user study (§6).
Multiple Visualizations. The user study was not directly aimed at multiple
visualizations. Participants were allowed to display multiple visualizations at
once but most chose not to, or did not realize that they could do so until after
the study. We were expecting to see issues relating to occlusion of visualizations
(when one visualization appears in front of another) especially when pairs were
working individually. The way we ordered the questions may have had an affect
on which visualizations participants chose to display. We would like to explore
how we could reorient visualizations more effectively based on the position of a
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user interacting with a table, as this may help with usability.
Collaborative Visualization. At the start of the user study we stated explicitly
that participants could work individually or together to answer the questions. All
participants chose to work together. Before the study began during the warm
up exercise most participants changed their position when interacting with the
table. During the study only a couple of the pairs actually changed positions.
All participants stood at the front of the table since that was the way most of the
text was oriented. Pair 3 (the participants who did not know each other before
the study) communicated the least while completing the tasks. Likewise, pair 4
share an office at university but do not know each other that well, also did not
communicate much during the study. Both participants from pair 4 stated that
they would have preferred to complete the user tasks individually.
5.2 Preliminary User Study 2 - Effectiveness and Cou-
pling Style
Once SourceVis was more mature and we had completed all the visualizations
(§4), we conducted another user study. In the second study we wanted to see
if how SourceVis had met our design consideration and test the usability of the
visualizations before we conducted a study with professional software developers.
Besides just focusing on the effectiveness of the techniques, as in the previous
study, we also wanted to know how pairs of developers would interact with the
visualizations by observing their group coupling style [320].
5.2.1 Participants
Table 5.3 lists the demographics of participants in our second user study. As before
these were a convenience sample of graduate computer science students. None of
these participants participated in the previous study. The column headings are
abbreviated as follows: Participant ID (PID), gender (G), age range, height, degree
acquired (Deg), software development expertise (Exp), software visualization
experience (SoftVis), smart mobile phones and touch tablets (M), touch screens
and touch tables (T), number of months the participant has known their colleague
(Coll), how often they program with others at the same time (Collab), and how
often they conduct code reviews with other developers (Review).
There were six participants in this user study. All were male and between
18–34 years of age. Five of the participants were between 177–183cm tall except
for one participant who was a lot shorter at 162cm. All participants had a degree
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Table 5.3: Preliminary User Study 2 - Participant Demographics. Participant ID
(PID), gender, age range, height, degree acquired (Deg), software development
expertise (Exp), software visualization experience (SoftVis), smart mobile phones
and touch tablets (M), touch screens and touch tables (T), number of months the
participant has known their colleague (Coll), how often they program with others
at the same time (Collab), and how often they conduct code reviews with other
developers (Review)
PID G Age Height Deg Exp SoftVis M T Colleague Collab Review
11 M 18-24 183cm Hons <2 N Y Y 4 Daily Hourly/Daily
12 M 18-24 162cm Hons <2 N Y Y 4 Daily Daily
13 M 25-34 177cm Hons 3-5 N Y N 10 Never Never
14 M 18-24 183cm Diploma 3-5 N Y N 10 Monthly Weekly
15 M 25-34 180cm MSc 3-5 N N N 2 Never Before Merging
16 M 35-44 180cm PhD 3-5 N N N 2 Weekly Weekly
in computer science: one a diploma, three with an honours degree, one masters
degree, and one a PhD. The first four participants were currently studying towards
a post-graduate degree, while the last pair were working as a research assistant
and a research fellow. All had professional development experience, mostly
gained through summer internships. None of the participants had used software
visualization tools before, but three participants had used some tools that give
outlines and overviews of software systems. Four of the participants had touch
mobile phones, while one of these also had an iPad. Two of the participants
had regularly used touch screens for work purposes before. The participants
conducted the user study in pairs. The pairs comprised of participant 11 and 12 as
one pair, 13 and 14 as the second pair, and 15 and 16 as the third pair. All the pairs
chose their fellow participant before the user study. The first pair had known each
other for four years, second pair 10 years, and third pair two years.
When working on previous development projects four of the participants
regularly programmed with other developers daily, weekly, or monthly. All
participants except one claimed that they did regular code reviews by developers
either daily or weekly. The participants used a range of tools for code reviews
including: source control revision tools, unit tests, project management tools,
bug tracking tools, and IDEs. The other two participants who did not program
regularly with others mainly worked on solo projects, hence didn’t do code reviews
with others or only did a review when merging with distributed revision tools.
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Table 5.4: Preliminary User Study 2 - Procedure.
Step Time (max allocation minutes)
1. Introduction 5
2. Pre-study questionnaire 5
3. Example Applications 10
4. SourceVis Demo and Training 10
5. User Tasks 20
6. Post-study questionnaire 10
Total Time: 60
5.2.2 Procedure
The procedure for the user study is documented in Table 5.4. Participants were
welcomed and given an information sheet, consent form, and a pre-study ques-
tionnaire to complete. The questionnaire asked participants about their demo-
graphics and background experience. Following the pre-study questionnaire,
participants were given a warm up exercise by experimenting with the example
applications from MT4j for 10 minutes. Participants were then given a demonstra-
tion of SourceVis with a sample system by the session instructor. The participants
were also given time to explore SourceVis using the training data. The study
involved the participants completing user tasks which involved answering 16
questions similar to the types of questions software developers ask within indus-
try [101, 170, 333, 334, 302]. The questions asked participants to identify, count,
and find information using 11 of the visualization techniques. The systems used
in the study were JUnit (including 21 versions) and JHotDraw (6 versions). Each
pair of participants completed all the tasks using the same set of visualizations.
The participants recorded their answers to the questions on a sheet provided. We
recorded the time it took participants to complete the user tasks. With each partic-
ipant’s consent we video recorded their actions and asked them to think aloud.
Participants completed a post-study questionnaire which asked for their opinion
on the effectiveness, strengths, and weaknesses of the interaction capabilities and
the visualizations.
5.2.3 User Tasks
Appendix F lists the 16 questions participants were asked during the user study
about the visualizations in SourceVis. The questions involved 11 of the visual-
izations from SourceVis: System Explorer, Metrics Explorer, Vocabulary, Toxicity
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Chart, System Hotspots View, Class Blueprint, Individual Class Evolution, System
Dependency, Class Dependency, System Evolution, and System Class Evolution.
The visualizations that were not used were System Package Evolution and In-
dividual Package Evolution. Since the two package visualizations were similar
enough in design to the System Class Evolution and Individual Class Evolution
visualizations, doing more questions on these extra Package visualizations would
not have been useful.
5.2.4 Qualitative Findings
We report the findings from the participants’ feedback on the strengths and weak-
nesses of SourceVis, the visualization techniques, and the multi-touch table. We
also report how the multi-touch table helped with team collaboration.
Strengths
SourceVis allowed multiple users to interact at the same time which encouraged
users to collaborate, learn from each other, and work as a team.
“Working with someone cooperatively helped me to better understand
how to manipulate the information (which settings to toggle for in-
stance). I was constantly communicating with my partner and we
were always assisting each other. We were able to easily take turns
manipulating the interface.” Participant ID (PID) 12.
“Large screen, people have to work together.” PID 16.
SourceVis supported multiple visualizations and displaying multiple visual-
izations at once. Users can launch new visualizations from the start screen or
using a pie menu from a currently displayed visualization to show more detailed
information about an entity (e.g. Class Blueprint, Class Evolution).
“It is easy to follow a particular class around the different visualizations,
and are often linked directly via the tap and hold pie menu.” PID 11.
SourceVis was designed so that many elements in the visualizations could be
manipulated, in a visually consistent manner. The manipulation features were
sorting, filtering, searching, and moving elements.
“I liked how I could manipulate everything. I appreciated being able
to zoom and rotate individual items away from my partner so I could
get a better look.” PID 12.
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The visualizations provided an overview of a system and the ability to drill
down to get more details on demand about specific entities including packages
and classes.
“There were lots of information on one screen which allowed me to
quickly understand the data on a high-level before manipulating the
components to get individual details.” PID 12.
“Having an overview of information fairly readily available and in
easily-to-understand visual forms is really helpful and quite useful.”
PID 13.
The visualizations allowed users to easily discover information about software
metrics and trends about the software than using existing software development
tools.
“The visualizations did a great job of showing me metrics, trends, and
dependencies more easily than I have experienced with existing IDEs
and version control tools.” PID 12.
“The visualization made several metrics easily discoverable that are
hard to get at otherwise, especially concerning evolution and depen-
dencies.” PID15.
The visualizations were designed to help identify entities that are outliers, such
as large and small classes.
“Being able to quickly see problem classes is a great feature.” PID 13.
The visualizations were designed to help show relationships between entities.
“The visualizations helped when trying to look at the relationship
between different methods, classes, and packages. They also helped
to give a relative view of each object and to previous versions of an
object.” PID 14.
Participants liked the large size of the table as it easily allowed them to see and
share lots of information about the visualizations at the same time.
“The size makes it very easy for people to be looking at different things
at the same time.” PID 11.
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Weaknesses
Given the participants were novice users of SourceVis, some were confused as
to what visualization they were currently looking at, and got lost through the
linking of some of the visualizations especially if they opened many visualizations.
Adding breadcrumb navigation and labels would help users to remember the
context of the visualizations. Some participants got lost in terms of navigating
within a visualization.
“Some visualizations were too big to use well, such as the System
Dependency view and the lists for the hotspot view.” PID 11.
“I found that there were too many visualizations which made it difficult
to remember which one does what. I sometimes forgot which visual-
ization I was looking at or where I came from. Some visualizations
look similar and I like to enlarge the screens which masked the screens
behind the current one. Add breadcrumbs to help with navigating to
an earlier window.” PID 12.
“Create an overview of which charts are currently displayed.” PID 16.
All of the visualizations supported two finger / hand zooming and panning
gestures on the background canvas for navigation. Occasionally when multiple
users tried to zoom at the same time the application was confused. Navigating in
the visualizations using zooming and panning gestures was really only effective
when one user was in control. Some entities could be moved within a visualization
and participants would have liked the ability to restore the initial location of the
entity. Some of the visualizations could be launched in a few different ways and
some participants did not like the way to navigate to these visualizations.
“The various visualization components could also use a preset location
which they can be returned to if they are lost (Through resizing or
being moved off screen).” PID 11.
“Some screens seem to load differently depending on how you accessed
them. In one instance, when I attempted to access information via what
felt like a natural route, the screen didn’t load. I had to backtrack and
do it a different way.” PID 13.
“With multiple users there were issues with two people zooming by
accident.” PID 14.
All of the visualizations were designed in a consistent manner so that users can
move elements (e.g. drag) and perform navigation interaction gestures (e.g. two
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finger zoom in and out, and pan for navigation). Many of the participants were
confused as to what could and could not be interacted with in a visualization. Oc-
casionally some elements were movable, and touching text elements had different
effects on the visualization which was not what participants expected. Touch-
ing some text elements also behaved differently on some of the visualizations.
Sometimes when participants were touching the same element in a visualization
simultaneously occasionally the element would suddenly move or change size
unexpectedly. Creating a consistent look and feel, and giving participants more
time with SourceVis, would allow them to become more familiar with the user
interface style.
“Not always clear what is usable (such as the filter headers are collapsi-
ble). Icons on the header which can be interacted with would aid the
users.” PID 11.
“Sometimes we both touched the same object at the same time, which
lead to surprising changes in size and position of the object.” PID 12.
“Some interface issues got in the way of accessing information - clicking
on Evolution in one screen didn’t do the same thing as clicking on it in
another.” PID 13.
“It was not always obvious what part of the interface could be touched
and what it would do, and there were some inconsistencies as to how
to close specific popups. Active elements should be made more discov-
erable, and a bit more consistency would be helpful (for example a tap
always does this, tap-and-hold that, double tap something else).” PID
15.
”The tools do not feature any highlighting where an interaction is
possible.” PID 16.
We positioned the main menus primarily on the left hand side of visualizations.
This made it difficult for participants to interact with them if they were standing
on the other side of the table. If a participant wanted to display a new visualization
from the start screen and one visualization was being displayed at full screen it
required closing or minimizing the currently displayed visualization. Creating
display on demand features for the options menu and creating new visualizations
(ones from the start screen) to open anywhere would give more flexibility for
SourceVis.
”It was a bit cumbersome if you wanted to for example click on some-
thing but the buttons were on the other side, then you had to ask your
team mate to do it.” PID 15.
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Some of the questions involved finding out specific information such as count-
ing the number of relationships an entity has with respect to other entities. Our
visualizations required participants to count these relationships rather than pro-
viding summary information.
“When we attempted to view specifics of a certain relationship such
as counting the number of dependencies or checking which version
contained the most classes.” PID 14.
Some participants found it difficult to remember the visual encoding repre-
sentation. Such as the what the dimensions of the classes are in the Polymetric
Encoding, and the colour coding for classes.
“I didn’t understand some headings initially such as WMC and LOC.
More description or more fuller headings would have been nicer.” PID
12.
The pie menus caused some issues when displayed, especially if the canvas
was zoomed in or out at the extreme ends. Either the pie menu was too small or
too big and off screen. Most of the time the pie menu worked as expected and
participants could read the sub menus.
“Pie menu needs to be independent of zoom, as it becomes a little
clunky and hard to read when half of it disappears off the bottom of
the screen.” PID 13.
The search feature was available in the Metrics Explorer, System Hotspots View,
System Package Evolution, and System Class Evolution visualizations. When a
search query was issued the entities that matched the query were displayed while
other entities were hidden. Any subsequent search would search only entities that
were currently visible and not the hidden entities. To make a subsequent search
across all the original entities (i.e. currently visible and hidden entities) a user
would have to first tap the reset option, which would then redraw the visualization
in the original state. Another way to implement this would have been to highlight
the entities found and make other entities less saturated in colour.
“The search option should reset the list at the beginning of a new
search.” PID 11.
As the visualizations in SourceVis relied heavily on text, we tried to make sure
that text was easy to read and when scaled also readable. Nonetheless occasionally
some text was hard to read. Some participants suggested using a fish eye lens in
the System Dependency Visualization in order to make reading class names easier.
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“Maybe use a fish eye view approach for the System Dependency view,
diminish/hide elements which aren’t related when reading the name
of a class.” PID 11.
“Some text appeared too small to read so I had to enlarge the text or
view manually.” PID 12.
The touch table used a RearDI setup and CCV which makes it hard to get
precise touch points and not detecting touch points slightly above the table. On
our tables participants hovering their hands slightly above the table caused touches
to be detected which had some unexpected behaviour with the visualizations such
as object manipulation.
“The touch precision wasn’t the best, but it was still accurate enough
to grab small objects.” PID 12.
The resolution of the table was 1280x800 pixels and most of the visualizations
relied heavily on text. The low resolution occasionally made some text hard to
read especially when the current view was zoomed out a long way. Ideally we
would like the table to have a much higher resolution, similar to contemporary
desktop computers as this would allow greater precision for exploring finer detail
in visualizations.
“This particular table does suffer from low resolution, making reading
small text hard.” PID 11.
“The resolution could be higher again, as one is able to read/recognize
10 pt text without problems, if rendered well.” PID 16.
Some visualizations had issues with displaying lots of information, which
meant users had to wait for the system to complete rendering the visualization.
This was particularly the case for the Toxicity Chart when many classes were
displayed and some were filtered out by the slider. The chart in the visualization
had to be redrawn each time the slider was manipulated. The System Dependency
visualization did not display at all for very large systems with many dependency
relationships.
“Slight performance issues apparent with the interaction stalling, not
apparent if touch screen not picking up the action or if program is just
thinking.” PID 11.
“Slow in response it needs time to get used to the system.” PID 16.
In the previous study (§5.1) we allowed participants to use a clipboard to
write down their answers. In this study we decided to remove the clipboard as
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it interfered with participants’ touch interactions. Instead we asked participants
to enter the answers to the questions in an online form on a separate computer.
We had large A3 sheets of the questions attached on the wall behind the table so
that participants did not have to walk to the computer to refer to the questions
while interacting. We also provided the questions on A4 sheets. We encouraged
the participants to hold the pieces of paper or put them down on the table next to
the multi-touch table. Quite often we observed that participants put the paper on
the multi-touch table. This reduced the available display space for viewing and
interacting. CCV detected paper on the table as a touch point which had an affect
on the visualizations. We experimented having a separate window on the screen
which contained the questions, but we felt that this would affect participants
switching between visualizations and that the questions window would take up
too much screen real estate.
“It would be nice to have the questions on the table as well instead of
pieces of paper.” PID 16.
Team Collaboration
We asked participants how the multi-touch table helped with team collaboration.
There were many aspects that were positive for team collaboration. These were:
team work, multi-touch interaction, communication, and coordination between
participants.
Participants liked the size of the table as it allowed them to work as a team to
see lots of data at the same time, share visualizations, and learn from each other.
“The table allowed for multiple users to work on the same thing at
once and collaborate without having to try and explain as much.” PID
14.
“It was easy to show things to others.” PID 15.
The multi-touch interaction and the large table removed the barriers from a
single person being in control of the user interface such as in Pair Programming
where there is only one keyboard and mouse for input which is controlled by the
driver [22, 363]. This allowed for all team members to contribute to the task at
hand.
“Having a large screen that removes the need for a singular keyboard
and mouse allows all team members to contribute to the task at hand.
It felt quite good.” PID 13.
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The table encouraged participants to communicate with each other as they
were working as a group.
“I was constantly communicating with my partner and we were always
assisting each other.” PID 12.
Because of the inaccuracy at times of the detection of touch points some partic-
ipants were cautious when they touched the table while their colleague was also
touching the table. This led one pair of participants to coordinate taking turns
when interacting with the table. When others needed to coordinate manipulating
the interface for example some participants asked their colleague to select a control
on the side of the table they were at as they could not reach the controls. Other
researchers have considered reach when making tabletop interfaces [331].
“I would have liked to manipulate the interface at the same time as my
partner, but didn’t due to accuracy issues with the table. It was easy,
however, to take turns manipulating the interface.” PID 12.
“Can not not reach all the buttons.” PID 16.
Summary of Qualitative Findings
Table 5.5 summarises the qualitative findings for the strengths, weaknesses, and
how the multi-touch table helps team collaboration. The results from our profes-
sional user study (§6) builds upon these qualitative findings (§7).
Table 5.5: Preliminary User Study 2 - Summary of Qualitative Findings.
Strengths Weaknesses Team Collaboration
Multi-user Interaction Visualization Context Team Work
Multiple Visualizations Navigation Multi-touch Interaction
Data Manipulation UI Consistency Communication
Overviews and Details on Demand Finding Specific Information Coordination
Software Metrics and Data Tends Remembering Visual Encoding
Data Outliers Pie Menu
Data Relationships Search
Table Size Reading Text
Touch Precision and Accuracy
Screen Resolution
Hardware Performance
Tangible Objects
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5.2.5 Quantitative Findings
We report the quantitative findings from the user tasks, perceived effectiveness
of the visualization techniques, frequency of the group coupling styles, and how
participants could potentially use multi-touch tables like this in the work place.
Time and Errors
We expected the participants in the user study to complete the user tasks some-
where between 20-30 minutes. The first pair took 22 minutes to complete the user
tasks, second pair 24 minutes, and third pair 29 minutes, for an average of 25
minutes. All the pairs answered all of the questions correctly.
Perceived Effectiveness of Visualization Techniques
Figure 5.3: Preliminary User Study 2 - Perceived effectiveness of techniques by
individuals. Does not include the System Package Evolution and Individual
Package Evolution visualizations as they were not used in this study.
Figure 5.3 shows the perceived effectiveness of the individual techniques each
participant stated in the post-survey, with a range of 0 being least effective and
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10 being most effective. Note there is no rating for the System Package Evolution
and Individual Package Evolution visualizations as participants did not use these
visualizations when answering the questions. Most of the visualizations rank
somewhere between 7 and just over 8 for the average. The overall perceived
effectiveness of the visualizations is 7.8 for the average.
The Exploration visualizations rank the highest between 7.5 and just over 8
for the average. The chart based visualizations ranked between 7.3 and 8 for the
average, with the Toxicity Chart being the most effective of these chart visualiza-
tions. The System Hotspots View and Individual Class Evolution visualizations
both use Polymetric encodings and rank quite similar approximately 7.5 for the
average. The least effective visualizations are the Class Dependency and System
Dependency visualizations which both ranked between 5 and 6 for the average.
The Class Blueprint View has the largest spread of values. We now examine each
of the visualization techniques in more detail.
Visualization Techniques
System Explorer. This visualization made it easy to move between different pack-
ages and classes in a system, and to see different versions of a system. It was a
good starting point when looking at a particular class to find out more information.
When this visualization loaded on systems with many classes it was a bit slow as
it listed all the classes. For systems that had more than 1000 classes the class list
became very large and the performance of scrolling the list became slower. Most
participants ranked this visualization between 7-9, except for one participant who
ranked it as a 6 hence the average was 7.6.
“Easy to move between different packages/classes. Good starting
point when looking at a particular class.” PID 11.
Metrics Explorer. This visualization provided lots of information about packages
and classes. The visualization took up all the screen real estate when displayed
at full screen. Participants liked how this visualization augmented the system
explorer with extra metrics information including an options menu, and the ability
to filter entities in a list. This visualization ranked as the most effective technique
at 8.2.
“Lots of information available with good filtering options.” PID 11.
Vocabulary. This visualization was based on the common word cloud visual-
ization. There were some issues for large words which participants wanted to
down scale in size. The only way to scale the words is to do a zoom out gesture
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which adjusts the camera. We designed it this way to prevent word changing size
and losing their context against other words as experienced in our earlier user
study (§5.1). Given the common word cloud representation, participants found
this visualization easy to use and adding in filtering options increased the utility
of the visualization. This visualization ranked quite high at 8.
“Simple to use and filter.” PID 11.
Toxicity Chart. This visualization was a chart and built upon the metrics explorer
by providing a view that showed outlier classes that violated certain thresholds
for different metrics. The visualization required participants to understand what
the metrics meant to be able to make sense of the chart. Since the values were
cumulative it was rather straight forward to get a good understanding of which
classes were toxic and required refactoring. Participants liked how the chart
changed due to the filtering by metrics. This visualization also ranked quite high
at 8.
“Good scaling of graph to screen making it easier to use, good filtering
options.” PID 11.
System Hotspots View. This visualization was the first visualization in which
participants were exposed to the Polymetric encoding. This encoding made it
possible to see the size of a class. This visualization was slightly more complicated
for participants compared to the earlier visualizations they experienced as the
Polymetric encoding was unfamiliar to them. Nonetheless, it was still ranked
quite high at 7.6 almost the same as the less sophisticated System Explorer.
“Easy to see class size visually.” PID 11.
System Dependency View. This visualization displayed lots of information. For
large systems the visualization did not scale as there were too many relationships
that needed to be displayed. This also meant that entity labels were hard to read
without zooming right in to see more detailed information. It was hard for some
participants to determine how many dependencies an entity had. Some partici-
pants were confused when tapping an entity as it highlighted a relationship and
then tapping turned it off. There were some inconsistencies with the information
that was displayed depending on what was selected or tapped in this visualization.
These were primarily programming errors which we could fix. This visualization
ranked the least at 5.3.
“The system dependency view looks nice, but I had to manually count
occurrences of dependencies to get my information. Some tools to
make the dependency view easier would be nice (for instance count
the number of highlighted links and display that to me).” PID 11.
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Class Dependency View. This visualization was less complicated than the System
Dependency and instead showed a local view of the dependencies a class has
instead of being displayed in a global view. We added thickness of an edge to
represent the strength of a dependency and edge labels to provided extra informa-
tion. Classes could also be moved around and filtered out. This visualization did
not seem to rank as highly as we anticipated. Perhaps it was due to participants
thinking that it should be more complicated. Navigating from one class to another
required launching a new window which may have caused some confusion. This
visualization was second to worst, ranked at just over 6.
“Nice way to see more information about a class visually, same good
filtering options.” PID 11.
Class Blueprint. Participants like the information we added to this visualization
such as an encoding legend, layer information, metrics information, and the ability
to see other versions of the class. This visualization improved its ranking to 8.
System Evolution. This visualization was a chart similar to the Toxicity Chart
with less complicated data. It ranked lower than the Toxicity Chart. The rendering
performance of this chart was faster than the Toxicity Chart as it mainly had less
data to display. This visualization ranked the same as the System Explorer, and
System Hotspots View at 7.6.
System Class Evolution. This visualization also used Polymetric encodings for
the classes. It was similar to the System Hotspots View but showed all classes from
all versions. Participants liked how they could trace a class through the different
versions, but when a class was small in size it was hard to see in the different
versions. The visualization can display very large systems but takes longer to
render them which decreased usability. The visualization ranked slightly lower
than the System Hotspots View at 7.3.
“Some colours in the class evolution visualization were too similar to
allow me to follow a trend. I had to enable highlighting to assist me
here.” PID 12.
Individual Class Evolution. This visualization was simple and used two different
displays either a chart or Polymetric encodings. Users could switch between the
different displays. The visualization displayed an individual class over differ-
ent versions. This visualization was ranked at 7.5 similar to the System Class
Evolution.
Startup Screen. The startup screen ranked similar to the Metrics Explorer
visualization as being the most effective technique at 8.2 on average. Participants
found this screen useful as there were large icons for each visualization that were
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grouped into categories and laid out in a uniform way. It was obvious for each
participant to tap the icons to launch a visualization. The load menu stood out
and it was clear for participants on how to load a system to be visualized. The
help information when tapping and holding on an icon provided some useful
documentation about the visualizations for the participants.
Group Coupling Style
We video recorded participants interacting with the table and observed what
coupling style they used for the tasks. We used a subset of codes from the group
collaborative coupling style for tabletop displays [137, 320]. Descriptions of the
group coupling styles we used are listed in Table 5.6. We manually analysed the
video recordings and coded what group coupling style the participants performed.
Each video took up to four hours to examine. We only used a subset of the closely
coupled styles as at all times participants were working as groups at the same
time on the table.
Figure 5.4 shows the different coupling styles we observed participants per-
forming. The frequency is measured by how many times we observed a pair
using a style. We observed the pairs using very similar group coupling styles
during the study. Most of the time pairs were either discussing the task and
not interacting with the table (DISC), or one participant actively interacting with
SourceVis while the other participant was viewing (VE). Sometimes participants
would both interact with the table at the same time in the same location (SPSA).
Less frequently participants would interact with the table at the same time in
different areas (SPDA).
Table 5.6: Subset of Group Coupling Styles [137, 320].
Code Description
DISC Discussion: Conversation about the tool, task status, or work strategies.
VE Viewing Engaged: One participant actively works with the table;
the other is actively viewing, possibly commenting but not touching.
SPSA Same Problem, Same Area: Both participants work
on the same problem and the same area of the table.
SPDA Same Problem Different Area: Both participants work
on the same problem and different areas of the table.
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Figure 5.4: Preliminary User Study 2 - Observed Group Coupling Style.
Due to time constraints we only analysed the frequency of the coupling styles
performed by the participants. We would like to analyse how much time pairs
spent in the different coupling styles, and the temporal sequence of coupling styles.
In this study we only looked at closely coupled styles. We look like to explore both
closely and loosely coupled styles. The next chapter presents our user study with
professional software developers that explores both closely and loosely coupled
styles, time spent in the coupling styles, and the temporal sequence of styles (§6).
Work in Practice
Our final question in the post-survey was to ask how participants could potentially
use technology like multi-touch tables in the work place. Figure 5.5 shows the
frequency of activities participants thought a multi-touch table could potentially
be used for collaborative software development in a co-located environment.
The chart shows that participants favour the activities for designing software
with architecture and modelling tasks, followed by planning team development
tasks. Analysis and code reviews was also favourable. Implementing and testing
software were the least favourite activities. None of the participants suggested
using a multi-touch table for face to face or video conference meetings.
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Figure 5.5: Preliminary User Study 2 - Multi-touch table work in practice.
5.3 Preliminary User Study 3 - Group vs. Individual
Work
Finally, we conducted another study to see how participants would interact with
SourceVis using different combinations of the user tasks as the study condition.
The combinations were working as a group on the same task at the same time or
as individuals working on different tasks at the same time. Being able to work as
individuals on multi-touch tables at the same time is one of the claimed benefits of
a multi-user multi-touch table setup [291]. We wanted to see what combinations
participants favoured.
5.3.1 Participants
Table 5.7 lists the demographics of participants in our third user study. As before
these were a convenience sample of graduate computer science students. None of
these participants participated in the previous studies. The column headings are
abbreviated as follows: Participant ID (PID), gender (G), age range, height, degree
acquired (Deg), software development expertise (Exp), software visualization
experience (SoftVis), smart mobile phones and touch tablets (M), touch screens
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and touch tables (T), number of months the participant has known their colleague
(Coll), how often they program with others at the same time (Collab), and how
often they conduct code reviews with other developers (Review).
There were only two participants in this user study who formed one pair.
Both participants were male and between 18–24 years old, were tall (between
183–185cm), working towards a bachelors degree in computer science, had some
professional development experience gained through summer internships, and
neither had used software visualizations tools before. Both participants have touch
mobile phones but no touch tablets. They were friends, currently working on
an undergraduate group project together, known each other for one year, don’t
program with others, and review their code daily.
Table 5.7: Preliminary User Study 3 - Participant Demographics. Participant ID
(PID), gender (G), age range, height, degree acquired (Deg), software development
expertise (Exp), software visualization experience (SoftVis), smart mobile phones
and touch tablets (M), touch screens and touch tables (T), number of months the
participant has known their colleague (Coll), how often they program with others
at the same time (Collab), and how often they conduct code reviews with other
developers (Review).
PID G Age Height Deg Exp SoftVis M T Coll Collab Review
17 M 18-24 185cm BSc <2 N Y N 1 Never Daily
18 M 18-24 183cm BSc <2 N Y N 1 Never Daily
5.3.2 Procedure
The procedure for the user study is documented in Table 5.8. The procedure was
the same as the previous study, except for the user tasks (Step 5 in the procedure).
We wanted to explore participants answering the questions as groups and as
individuals. Pairs got to experience working in both conditions. We allowed
more time to complete these tasks as there were more questions and an individual
component added to the procedure which we expected to take longer.
5.3.3 User Tasks
The tasks involved answering questions either as a group or as individuals. When
answering the questions as individuals participants were instructed to use the
table at the same time. Appendix H lists the questions participants were asked
during the user study (these questions were subsequently used in the professional
user study (§6)).
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Table 5.8: Preliminary User Study 3 - Procedure. Step 5 involved answering
questions as a group or as individuals.
Step Time (minutes)
1. Introduction 5
2. Pre-study questionnaire 5
3. Example Applications 10
4. SourceVis Demo and Training 10
5. User Tasks (three sections as Groups or Individuals) 25
6. Post-study questionnaire 5
Total Time: 60
Table 5.9: Preliminary User Study 3 - Study condition combinations.
Section GIG GII IGG IGI
1 Group 1-5 Group 1-5 Individual 1-5 Individual 1-5
2 Individual 6-10 Individual 6-10 Group 6-10 Group 6-10
3 Group 6-10 Individual 11-15 Group 11-15 Individual 6-10
The first section of five questions participants answered either as a group or as
individuals. The second section of five questions the participants did the opposite.
For example if the participants did group first, they then answered the second five
questions as individuals. The third section of five questions the participants got a
choice to either do the questions as a group or as individuals. Table 5.9 outlines the
possible combinations of the questions the participants answered. For example
GIG means the participants answered the questions as follows: first set of five
questions as a group, second set of five questions as individuals, and third set of
five questions as a group.
5.3.4 Findings
We report the findings from the study condition combinations and the user tasks.
Due to the small number of participants in this study and time constraints we
did not ask the participants about the perceived effectiveness, strengths and
weaknesses of the visualization techniques, how the table helps with collaboration,
and how participants could potentially use a table like this in the work place.
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Study Condition Combinations
The participants in this study started off doing the first five set of questions as a
group and second set of questions as individuals. Upon completing the third set
of five questions both participants selected to do group combination. This led to
the combination of GIG as listed in Table 5.9. Future studies would like to explore
what user task combinations pairs prefer. We would like to know if there is a
difference in user performance if they start with either the group or individual
condition first. We would like to know what group coupling style was performed
in the different study conditions. These specific issues are addressed in more detail
in our professional user study (§6).
Time and Errors
We expected the participants in the user study to complete the user tasks some-
where between 25-30 minutes based on the previous studies. The pair took 27
minutes to complete the user tasks and answered all of the questions correctly.
5.4 Limitations
There were some limitations to our preliminary user studies which we now outline.
They were used to improve the process for our professional user study (§6).
Participants. We conducted our user study with a small number of participants
who were a convenience sample of computer science students and not a repre-
sentative sample of the target users of SourceVis. We were more interested in
obtaining feedback from participants on what worked effectively, what didn’t,
and what other features participants were interested in.
Previous Use. None of the participants had used either the Blue Multi-touch
Table or SourceVis previously. In the first study the warm up exercise was some
example applications from MT4j and not SourceVis, so participants had limited
exposure to SourceVis before they got to use it in the actual study. We decided
not to use any previous participants across these studies as we did not want them
to have any misconceptions on SourceVis or be able to have any advantage over
other participants.
User Tasks. We did not vary the order of the questions (except the third study)
for the different pairs of participants which may have introduced a learning bias
for the visualization techniques. To reduce any learning bias we would vary the
order of questions like in the third study.
Apparatus. The first user study was the first time we had conducted a study
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with our Blue Multi-touch Table. Our table was custom built, so it had not been
exposed to rigorous user testing or industrial performance benchmarks. For the
subsequent two studies we configured the table settings to perform better.
Measurement. As this was a qualitative user study we were less concerned with
how long it took participants to answer the questions, instead we wanted to have
a general understanding of how long it would take to conduct the study so we
could better prepare for our professional user study. Time measurements were
taken using a manual stop watch. As we asked participants to think aloud to
provide us feedback, we included that time when measuring how long it took
them to complete the questions. Some pairs may have taken more or less time to
complete the questions depending on how much time was spent thinking aloud.
Recording. In the second and third study we video recorded the participants
but we only showed their hands interacting on the table. When conducting our
video analysis we could not see the facial expressions of participants which made
it harder to determine the group coupling style. We would have liked a multi-
camera setup, with one camera recording the participants’ hands and another
camera recording the group interaction from a wider angle.
5.5 Summary
In this chapter we presented three qualitative preliminary user studies of par-
ticipants interacting with SourceVis. We had a total number of 18 participants
across the studies. The participants were a convenience sample of computer sci-
ence students from our department. The first study explored the effectiveness
of our visualization techniques at an early stage of development. The second
study explored the effectiveness of the techniques near the end of implementa-
tion, and users’ coupling style when interacting with SourceVis. Finally, the third
study explored if participants preferred working as a group or as individuals with
SourceVis.
In the next chapter (§6) we present a study we conducted with professional
software developers using SourceVis, based on the protocols developed in this
chapter.
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In this chapter we present the design of a user study conducted to evaluate our
hardware and software designs. This is based on the protocol developed from our
previous user studies (§5), and uses our multi-touch table (§3) and SourceVis (§4).
In this chapter we describe the design of the user study, demographics about the
participants, the procedure for the study, and limitations. The following chapters
present the qualitative (§7) and quantitative (§8) findings from this study.
6.1 User Study Design
Based on the protocol developed from our preliminary user studies (§5) we wanted
to explore participants working on the multi-touch table completing user tasks
as a group and as individuals at the same time, what condition type combination
pairs selected, what coupling styles were used, what arrangement styles were
used, and how effective our multi-touch visualization techniques are, and what
the strengths and weaknesses were. To address these design issues we chose a
within-subjects test [224].
6.1.1 Study Condition Combinations
As part of this user study we wanted to explore participants working on the
multi-touch table completing the user tasks in two condition types: as a group
or as individuals. We wanted to find out what condition type was most effective
and what condition participants preferred. All participants got the opportunity
to explore both conditions. For our study we used a within-subjects design [224]
with one factor, condition type:
Group: pairs working jointly together on the same task at the same time.
Individual: pairs working separately in parallel on different tasks at the same
time.
Pairs completed three sections of the user tasks (§6.3.3) in one of the two differ-
ent condition types (e.g. Group or Individual). To vary the order of condition type
in which pairs completed the sections, we had two groups: odd numbered pairs
and even numbered pairs. Odd numbered pairs completed Section 1 in the Group
condition, and Section 2 in the Individual condition. Even numbered pairs com-
pleted Section 1 in the Individual condition, and Section 2 in the Group condition.
For Section 3 each pair had a choice of Group or Individual condition. Table 6.1
lists the study condition type combinations. The four possible combinations were
Group Individual Group (GIG), Group Individual Individual (GII), Individual
Group Group (IGG), and Individual Group Individual (IGI).
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Table 6.1: Study Condition Type - Combinations.
Section GIG (odd pair) GII (odd pair) IGG (even pair) IGI (even pair)
1 Group Group Individual Individual
2 Individual Individual Group Group
3 (choice) Group Individual Group Individual
6.1.2 Collaborative Coupling Style
When participants interacted with SourceVis and the table we wanted to observe
what collaborative coupling styles they utilized. The coupling styles are listed
in Table 6.2 are based on Tang et. al [320, 137]. The coupling styles are divided
into two categories: closely coupled (C) and loosely coupled (L). Closely coupled
groups work together while loosely coupled groups work separately.
The coupling styles include discussion (DISC) amongst participants. Viewing
engaged (VE) where one participant is actively working on the table and the other
observing. Viewing disengaged (VD) where one participant is actively working on
the table and the other is disengaged and may not even be close to the table. Both
participants working on the same problem at the same time and the same area of
the table (SPSA). Both participants working on the same problem but different
areas of the table (SPDA). We subdivided the different problem (DP) code by
adding in two new sub categories. Participants working on different problems and
the same area of the table (DPSA) and participants working on different problems
and different areas of the table (DPDA) (highlighted in Table 6.2).
6.1.3 Physical Arrangement Style
As part of our user study we were interested in observing where participants
stood in relation to the collaborative coupling style and in the different study
conditions. Only three sides of our table were available for use as one side of our
table had equipment set up for video recording purposes. Figure 6.1 shows five of
the physical arrangement styles similar to Tang et al. [320] that we were interested
in. The five position arrangements around the table based on relative positions are:
(A) Together, (B) Kitty Corner, (C) Side by Side, (D) End Side, and (E) Opposite
Ends. Tang et al. [320] had two other positions as their table was accessible from
all sides. These other positions were Straight Across and Angle Across where
participants were on opposite sides but using both the wide sides of the table. We
also came up with another position, (F) Apart, for when one or both participants
were standing away from the table.
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Table 6.2: Collaborative Coupling Styles [320], with our modifications highlighted.
Category Code Description
C DISC Discussion: Conversation about the tool, task status,
or work strategies.
C VE Viewing Engaged: One participant actively works with
the table; the other is actively viewing, possibly
commenting but not touching.
L VD Viewing Disengaged: One participant actively works with
the table; the other is passively viewing or disengaged.
C SPSA Same Problem, Same Area: Both participants work
on the same problem and the same area of the table.
C SPDA Same Problem Different Area: Both participants work
on the same problem and different areas of the table.
L DPSA Different Problem Same Area: Both participants work
on different problems and same area of the table.
L DPDA Different Problem Different Area: Both participants work
on different problems and different areas of the table.
Figure 6.1: Physical Arrangement Styles around the table [320], with our modifica-
tion style – Apart.
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6.1.4 Participant Qualitative Feedback
As part of the study we wanted to find out what visualizations participants per-
ceived to be the most effective. What the strengths, weaknesses and improvements
are for SourceVis and the multi-touch table. We also wanted to know if participants
had access to a multi-touch table for work purposes what software development
activities they would use it for.
6.1.5 Research Questions
Based on the previous sections we wanted to address following research questions.
The following chapters address the qualitative (§7) and quantitative (§8) findings
to these research questions in more detail.
Q1 What are the strengths of the visualizations and the multi-touch table (§7.1)?
Q2 What are the weaknesses of the visualizations and the multi-touch table
(§7.2)?
Q3 What improvements could be made for the visualizations and the multi-
touch table (§7.3)?
Q4 Does the multi-touch table help with team collaboration, and if so how (§7.4)?
Q5 Which study condition (e.g. Group or Individual) did the pairs favour for
the Section 3 of the user tasks (§8.1)?
Q6 Which coupling categories did the participants use (§8.2)?
Q7 Which coupling styles did the participants use (§8.3)?
Q8 Which physical arrangement styles did the participants use? (§8.4)?
Q9 Which visualization techniques did the participants perceive to be the most
effective (§8.5)?
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6.2 Participants
We now describe our recruitment process, the demographics of the participants
such as characteristics, education, experience and skills, team details, program-
ming and code review experience, touch devices, software visualization tools
experience, and human ethics approval.
6.2.1 Recruitment
Conducting research about the human side of software engineering necessitates
the participation of real software developers in studies, but getting high levels of
participation is a challenge for software engineering researchers. Smith et al. sug-
gest a number of ways to improve developer participation rates in surveys [305].
We exclusively recruited participants from local software development com-
panies as they were our target users. Table 6.3 shows the list of participants in
our professional user study. There were 44 participants who were grouped into
22 pairs. The participants came from 18 different companies. Two large software
development companies provided six participants each which made three pairs
from these companies.
We were strict on the criteria for who we recruited for the user study. Our
criterion was that each pair of participants had worked for the same software
development organisation and within the same team. Some pairs were currently
working apart but had previously worked together for a number of years. The
participants were recruited from local mailing lists, alumni of our University, per-
sonal contacts we had at local software development companies from Wellington,
and emails addressed to the CEO or HR contact of an organisation. We obtained
the email addresses of CEO and HR contacts through our University’s Careers
Service. We sent email messages to seven technical user group mailing lists, 50
companies, and 112 personal contacts. The email we sent to contacts at companies
we did not know personally is located in Appendix C. A modified version of the
email was sent to personal contacts. We offered participants a small gift (movie
voucher) as a token of appreciation of their effort.
6.2.2 Demographics
We asked participants to complete a pre-study questionnaire where we obtained
demographic information about each participant. Table 6.3 and the Figures in
Appendix G chart some of the demographics data which we now elaborate upon.
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Table 6.3: Participants in the Professional User Study. Pair ID, Participant ID,
Gender (male, female, other), Age (years), Height (cm), Development Experience
(years), Known Colleague (years), Access to Mobile Touch Phone (yes/no), Access
to Touch Tablet (yes/no), Location of Development Team (co-located, distributed),
Combination of Condition Type (group, individual). Grey shaded rows = GIG
combination, and unshaded = IGG combination.
Pair PID Gender Age Height Experience Colleague Mobile Tablet Location Combination
1 M 25-34 183 5-10 1 Y N C GIG
1
2 M 25-34 175 3-5 1 Y N C GIG
3 M 25-34 172 5-10 2 Y N C IGG
2
4 M 25-34 170 10-20 2 Y N C IGG
5 M 25-34 183 3-5 8 Y N D GIG
3
6 M 25-34 185 5-10 8 Y N D GIG
7 M 25-34 183 3-5 5 N N C IGG
4
8 M 25-34 175 5-10 5 N N C IGG
9 M 25-34 180 3-5 1 Y N C GIG
5
10 F 45+ 158 10-20 1 Y Y C GIG
11 M 25-34 175 3-5 3 Y N C IGG
6
12 M 25-34 187 3-5 3 Y N C IGG
13 M 45+ 187 20+ 1 N N C GIG
7
14 M 35-44 195 10-20 1 N N C GIG
15 M 35-44 187 10-20 6 Y Y D IGG
8
16 M 35-44 183 5-10 6 Y N D IGG
17 M 35-44 180 5-10 6 N N C GIG
9
18 M 35-44 185 < 2 6 N N C GIG
19 M 25-34 183 5-10 1 Y N C IGG
10
20 M 35-44 183 20+ 1 Y Y C IGG
21 M 18-24 185 < 2 4 Y N C GIG
11
22 M 18-24 177 < 2 4 Y N C GIG
23 M 35-44 172 10-20 1 Y N C IGG
12
24 M 35-44 185 3-5 1 Y N C IGG
25 M 45+ 170 20+ 15 Y Y D GIG
13
26 M 45+ 180 10-20 15 Y N D GIG
27 M 25-34 187 < 2 5 Y N C IGG
14
28 O 25-34 183 10-20 5 N N C IGG
29 M 25-34 177 5-10 1 Y Y C GIG
15
30 M 18-24 183 3-5 1 Y N C GIG
31 F 18-24 172 < 2 2 Y Y C IGG
16
32 M 25-34 177 5-10 2 Y N C IGG
33 M 35-44 172 10-20 2 Y Y D GIG
17
34 M 35-44 177 10-20 2 Y Y D GIG
35 M 35-44 183 10-20 1 Y N C IGG
18
36 M 25-34 183 3-5 1 Y N C IGG
37 M 45+ 177 20+ 8 Y Y C GIG
19
38 M 25-34 187 5-10 8 Y Y C GIG
39 M 18-24 177 3-5 3 Y Y D IGG
20
40 M 18-25 180 3-5 3 Y N D IGG
41 M 35-44 177 10-20 3 N N C GIG
21
42 M 35-44 180 10-20 3 Y N C GIG
43 M 25-34 175 5-10 1 Y N C IGG
22
44 M 35-44 177 10-20 1 N N C IGG
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Characteristics
The “Pair” column of Table 6.3 are unique IDs for the pairs. The “PID” column
of Table 6.3 are unique IDs for each participant. 41 of the participants were male,
2 were female, and 1 transgender. Figure G.1(a) shows the wide range of ages of
the participants. 43% of the participants were in the range 25–34, 32% in the range
35-44 range, 14% in the range 18–24, and 11% over 45+.
Figure G.1(b) shows the height ranges. The average height was 180cm. 52% of
participants are of medium height (e.g. 177–183cm, 5ft 8in–6ft), 25% are short (e.g.
150–176cm, 5ft–5ft 7in), and 23% are tall (e.g. 184cm+, 6ft 1in+). Our multi-touch
table was designed to be at a height of a standard kitchen bench with his 820mm
in height. As 75% of participants were medium to tall height we expected them to
have no problem reaching elements on the table.
Education
Figure G.2(a) shows the highest qualification level the participants have obtained.
32% of participants have only a bachelors degree, 30% an honours degree, 29%
either masters or PhD degree, and 7% a diploma or lower. In total 93% of partici-
pants had a tertiary qualification.
Figure G.2(b) shows what the subjects of these qualifications. 63% of the
participants had qualifications in computer science, 7% software engineering, 21%
either computer engineering, electrical engineering, maths, or physics, and 9%
business with an IT focus, arts or applied computing. 91% of the participants had
a science or engineering qualification.
Experience and Skills
The “Experience” column of Table 6.3 records the participants’ professional soft-
ware development experience. The classification were as follows: less than 2 years
a graduate developer, 3-5 years a junior developer, 6-10 years an intermediate
developer, 11-20 years a senior developer, and 20+ years an expert developer.
Figure G.3(a) shows a wide range of software development experience due to our
recruitment strategy. 30% were classified as senior, 25% junior, 23% intermedi-
ate, 14% graduate, and 9% expert. 62% of participants had 6 or more years and
86% had more than 2 years of software development experience. Therefore the
participants we recruited were appropriate target users for our study.
Figure G.3(b) shows the job descriptions of participants. 48% classify their
job as being a developer, 18% software engineer, 9% programmer, 7% architect,
5% consultant, web developer, and analyst programmer. The remaining 4% were
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either business analysts or technical support analysts. 96% of participants were
working at the code or design level of building and maintaining software systems.
Therefore the participants we recruited were appropriate target users for our study.
Figure G.3(c) shows the programming languages that participants are currently
developing in. Some of the participants are using multiple programming lan-
guages. 24% are currently using JavaScript, 12% Java and C/C++, 11% Python,
10% PHP, and less than 10% for other languages. Of the use of these program-
ming languages Figure G.3(d) shows that of these programming languages, 58%
are dynamically typed (non object-oriented) and 42% are statically typed (object-
oriented). The example systems used in SourceVis are all Java based systems
which is a statically typed language, however, the majority of the participants
are currently using dynamically typed languages and may not be aware or have
forgotten statically typed language features. We did not ask participants to rank
their expertise on these programming languages and what languages they had
used previously. Therefore it was hard to determine the expertise of participants
using non object-oriented versus object-oriented programming languages.
Team Details
The “Colleague” column of Table 6.3 records how long each participant had
known their fellow participant. As many of our developers had worked with their
colleague on different projects, it was hard to determine exactly the number of
months or years they had worked with each other. We asked them to give a best
effort answer. Figure G.4(a) shows how long colleagues had known their fellow
participant. 41% of participants had known each other for between 2–5 years, 36%
one year or less, 18% between 6–10 years, and 5% greater than 10 years. 64% of
participants had known each other for more than a year.
The “Location” column of Table 6.3 records where the pairs are currently
developing software in their team, either co-located or distributed. Co-located was
defined as within the same team in the same location. Distributed was defined
as within the same team or project but in a different location, building, city, or
country. Participants 5 and 6 had worked on open source projects together in the
past. Of the distributed pairs, participants 15 and 16 were currently working on
the same team but with different projects for different customers, but they had
worked quite closely on the same project in the past. This was also the case for
participants 25 and 26 who had worked with each other on many different projects
and had known each other for 15 years. Participants 33 and 34 worked in different
cities within New Zealand. Participants 39 and 40 worked in different countries,
New Zealand and Australia. Figure G.4(b) shows the break down of co-located
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versus distributed, of which 77% were co-located and 23% distributed.
Figure G.4(c) shows when participants have their team meetings. Participants
were only allowed to select one of the possible entries. 50% of participants meet
daily, 30% meet weekly, 7% meet hourly, and 2% meet when needed. We did not
ask how long the meetings were, or what took place in the meetings.
Team Programming and Code Review Experience
Figure G.5(a) shows how often participants reported that they work together to
program software or design an aspect of the system. 11% work together daily, 41%
weekly, 16% monthly, 7% rarely, and 25% never at all. Just over 50% of participants
work with another team mate to program software or design an aspect during the
course of a week.
Figure G.5(b) shows how often participants reported that they conduct code
reviews with other developers or perform code reviews of other developers code.
Code reviews were conducted 5% hourly, 23% daily, 43% weekly, 7% monthly,
9% on demand (no time frame was mentioned), and 14% never. 66% of code is
reviewed by developers during a week, while 14% never review code.
Figure G.5(c) shows how often participants reported that management review
code. 75% of participant’s management never review code. 5% of participant’s
management review code daily and 14% weekly.
Touch Devices
The “Mobile” column of Table 6.3 records participants’ access to mobile smart
phones that have a touch interface, whether it be for personal or work purposes.
Figure G.6(a) shows what mobile smart phones participants have access to. 25%
have a Samsung phone, 15% an Apple iPhone or HTC, 10% Sony 10%, less than
10% use other brands, and 19% have no mobile smart phone at all. Approximately
80% have access to a mobile smart phone.
The “Tablet” column of Table 6.3 records participants’ access to touch tablets.
Figure G.6(b) shows what tablets participants use, whether it be for personal or
work purposes. 69% have no tablet and 31% have a tablet. 15% of participants
have access to an Apple iPad and 16% have other tablet models including: Acer,
Amazon, Asus, Microsoft, and Samsung. More than two thirds of participants
reported they do not use touch based tablets for personal or work purposes. Hence
using a large multi-touch table is a novel computing experience for the participants.
We also asked participants if they use touch screen interfaces at work but did not
specify for what task. 6% of participants use touch screen interfaces for work
purposes.
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Software Visualization Tools Experience
Figure G.7 shows the software visualizations tools participants have experienced.
30% have not used any tools before, 23% use some form of UML tools; 20% use
whiteboards, pens & paper, or Visio for sketching diagrams; 11% use development
tools like version control viewers for navigation; 8% use features within IDEs; 7%
listed specific software visualization tools such as CodeCity [360], Gource [59], and
Structure 1011; and 2% have used information visualization toolkits like D3 [44]
and GraphViz2. Less than 10% use specifically designed visualization tools and
toolkits.
Study Condition Combination
The “Combination” column of Table 6.3 shows what combination each participant
and pair performed. We had 22 pairs and an even split of 11 pairs each for only
two combinations of the condition type, GIG for odd numbered pairs (light grey
shaded rows in Table 6.3) and IGG for even numbered pairs (white rows in Table
6.3). Neither GII or IGI combinations were selected by the participants.
6.2.3 Human Ethics Approval
As this user study involved human participants we required human ethics ap-
proval before we could conduct the study. We obtained Human Ethics approval
from the Victoria University of Wellington Human Ethics Committee for testing
software visualization prototypes with users for the duration of the PhD research.
Appendix A lists our application and approval documents. The study was per-
formed onsite in a controlled room at Victoria University of Wellington.
6.3 Procedure
The procedure for the user study is documented in Table 6.4. Participants were
welcomed and introduced. We offered them a glass of water, had a brief discussion
about their background to make sure they were suitable for the study based on
our criterion (§6.2.1), and gave a short explanation of the study. Participants were
allowed up to 120 minutes to complete the entire study. If participants reached the
allocated time we asked them to move to the next activity. We now describe the
pre-study activities, user study setup, user tasks, post-study activities, and data
collection, coding and analysis.
1http://www.structure101.com/
2http://www.graphviz.org
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Table 6.4: Procedure of the Professional User Study and maximum allocation time.
Activity Time (max allocation, minutes)
1. Introduction 5
2. Pre-survey Questionnaire 5
3. Example Applications 15
4. Training Data 15
5. User Tasks 60
6. Post-survey Questionnaire 10
7. Post-interview 10
Total 120
6.3.1 Pre-Study
Participants in the user study were given an information sheet that provided a
brief introduction of the project, how their participation will aid in our research,
and what was involved in the study. Participants signed a consent form which
asked their permission for us to observe and video record their interactions during
the study (see Appendix B). Participants could express their right to receive access
to future publications relating to the research, and were given a month within
which they could withdraw their data from the study.
Before the commencement of the study each participant completed a pre-survey
questionnaire (see Appendix D). The pre-survey questionnaire gathered the data
reported in Section 6.2.1. We allowed up to 10 minutes for the introduction and
pre-survey questionnaire.
Once the pre-study was completed, the participants were given an explanation
of the multi-touch table, and how the touch technology worked. To get an under-
standing, appreciation, and some practice on the multi-touch table participants
were given some warm up exercises by exploring sample multi-touch applica-
tions for up to 15 minutes (see Figure 6.2). The participants were then given a
demonstration of SourceVis by the session instructor to understand the basics of
the application. To become familiar with SourceVis participants were given an
additional 15 minutes to explore visualizing some example software systems (dif-
ferent to the ones used in the user tasks) on their own. The example systems were
of different sizes ranging from very large to small including: Weka, ArgoUML,
GanttProject, and SquirrelSQL (see Table 4.1).
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(a) Paint. (b) Maps.
(c) Puzzle. (d) Touch Tails.
(e) Water Ripples. (f) MSA Fluids.
(g) Air Hockey. (h) Multiple Applications: Puzzle and
Air Hockey.
Figure 6.2: MT4j Example Applications [188].
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6.3.2 User Study Setup
We now describe the room of the user study as displayed in Figure 6.3. Figure
6.3(a) shows the the multi-touch table used for the study. There were three sides of
the table that could be used, denoted as (A) bottom side, (B) left end side, and (C)
right end side. The side closest to the wall could not be used as that encased the
projector and other cables from the table. There was ample room for participants
to walk around and use the other three sides of the table.
Figure 6.3(b) shows two other tables behind the multi-touch table that had
two laptops for participants to complete the pre and post-survey questionnaires
and for information and question sheets. This is similar to an an arrangement we
would envisage for a real team where a multi-touch table is in close proximity.
(a) Multi-touch table setup: (A) bottom side, (B)
left end side, and (C) right end side.
(b) Laptops setup on secondary tables.
(c) Video camera and microphone setup.
Figure 6.3: Professional user study room setup.
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We asked participants to use a think aloud protocol [224] during the study,
which encourages users to talk about their actions, perceptions, and expectations
regarding the application’s interface and functionality. Getting the users to talk
about their actions and thoughts should enable us to gain insight into how each
user views the computer system, identify their misconceptions and determine
which parts of the interface cause the most problems for them.
We video recorded the actions of the participants from two angles during the
user study. Figure 6.3(c) shows the two cameras and a microphone denoted as
(A) and (B). Camera (A) was mounted above the table and pointed in a down-
wards angle to record the hands of the participants interacting on the screen. The
microphone also hung from this camera mount. Camera (B) recorded how the
participants worked around the multi-touch table and was angled horizontally
face on. The output of the two video streams included a large capture of camera
(A) and then a smaller picture of camera (B). We also attached large copies of the
questions on paper on the wall beneath camera (A).
6.3.3 User Tasks
The user tasks in the study involved the participants answering questions in the
different study conditions either as a group or as individuals in parallel using
different visualizations from SourceVis. This part of the study we expected to take
up to 60 minutes. Appendix H lists the Group (§H.1) and Individual (§H.2 and
§H.3) questions participants answered. To simulate a real world example (but in a
controlled lab study) the questions are similar to some of the types of questions
software developers ask within industry such as “when, how; by whom; and why
was this code changed or inserted?” [101, 170, 333, 334, 302].
Pairs answered questions in three sections where each section was five (Group
condition) or ten questions (Individual condition) depending on the condition
they were in. We alternated the condition each pair began in (either Group or
Individual), as denoted in Table 6.3. Table 6.5 builds upon the previous table (Table
6.1) and lists the specific questions for each section.
For Section 1 pairs either started in the Group or the Individual condition. If
the pairs were in the Group condition they worked together to answer questions
labelled 1–5. If the pairs were in the Individual condition then one participant
answered Individual A questions labelled 1–5 and the other participant answered
Individual B questions labelled 1–5 at the same time.
For Second 2 a pair that started in the Group condition then answered the
Individual A and B questions 6–10 at the same time. A pair that started in the
Individual condition then answered the Group questions labelled 6–10.
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For Section 3 pairs got a choice as to what condition they wanted to do, either
Group or Individual. If they chose the Group condition then they answered
questions 6-10 if they had previously done Group (section 1) and then Individual
(section 2) (i.e. GIG) or questions 11–15 if they had previously done Individual
(section 1) and then Group (section 2) (i.e. IGG). If they chose Individual condition
then they answered questions 11–15 if they had previously done Group (section 1)
and then Individual (section 2) (i.e. GII) or questions 6–10 if they had previously
done Individual (section 1) and then Group (section 2) (i.e. IGI).
Table 6.6 shows the visualizations in SourceVis required to answer each ques-
tion as we wanted pairs to use a selection of visualization techniques and in
different order to remove any learning bias. In Section 1 participants used visu-
alizations from the Exploration Category (§4.2). In Sections 2 and 3 participants
used visualizations from the Structure (§4.3) and Evolution (§4.4) categories. For
Section 3 all participants chose the Group condition.
As denoted in Table 6.3 the only two combinations the pairs performed were
GIG (odd pairs and light grey shaded rows) and IGG (even pairs and white rows).
In Table 6.6 the visualizations and questions used for the GIG combination are
shaded dark grey. For GIG pairs in Section 1 Group answered questions 1-5,
Section 2 Individual (A and B) 6–10, and Section 3i Group 6–10. The visualizations
and questions used for the IGG combination are shaded light grey. For IGG
participants in Section 1 answered questions Individual (A and B) 1–5, Section 2
Group 6–10, and Section 3ii Group 11–15. The Individual (A and B) questions for 3i
and 3ii are not highlighted as they were not used as neither the combinations of GII
nor IGI eventuated. Note the questions in Section 2 and Section 3i are the same. For
example if an odd pair had completed the Individual condition in Section 2 they
then had the choice of selecting Group (6–10) from Section 3i or Individual (11–15)
from Section 3ii. In summary, all pairs completed 20 questions (10 group and 10
individual – five per participant) and using different visualizations depending on
what combination they were in.
Table 6.5: Study Condition - Combinations and Questions. Pairs only performed
the GIG and IGG combinations.
Section GIG (odd pair) GII (odd pair) IGG (even pair) IGI (even pair)
1 Group, q 1–5 Group, q 1–5 Individual, q 1–5 Individual, q 1–5
2 Individual, q 6–10 Individual, q 6–10 Group, q 6–10 Group, q 6–10
3 (choice) Group, q 6–10 Individual, q 11–15 Group, q 11–15 Individual, q 6–10
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Table 6.6: User Tasks - Visualizations. GIG combination questions and visualiza-
tions are shaded dark grey and IGG shaded light grey. Questions and visualiza-
tions in white (e.g. questions in 3i and 3ii) were not used.
Section Question Group Individual A Individual B
1
1 System Explorer System Explorer Metrics Explorer
2 Metrics Explorer Vocabulary Metrics Explorer
3 Metrics Explorer Vocabulary Toxicity Chart
4 Vocabulary Metrics Explorer Toxicity Chart
5 Toxicity Chart Toxicity Chart Vocabulary
2
6 System Hotspots View System Hotspots View System Dependency
7 Class Blueprint Class Blueprint Class Dependency
8 Class Dependency System Dependency System Evolution
9 System Evolution System Evolution System Package Evolution
10 System Class Evolution System Package Evolution System Class Evolution
3i
6 System Hotspots View System Hotspots View System Dependency
7 Class Blueprint Class Blueprint Class Dependency
8 Class Dependency System Dependency System Evolution
9 System Evolution System Evolution System Package Evolution
10 System Class Evolution System Package Evolution System Class Evolution
3ii
11 System Dependency System Dependency System Hotspots View
12 Class Dependency Class Dependency Class Blueprint
13 Class Evolution System Evolution System Dependency
14 System Package Evolution System Package Evolution System Evolution
15 System Package Evolution System Class Evolution System Package Evolution
6.3.4 Post Study
On completion of the user study, each participant completed a separate post-
survey questionnaire on one of the computers behind the multi-touch table (see
Appendix D). We asked the participants’ perceptions are on the effectiveness of the
visualization techniques, the strengths and weaknesses of each of the techniques,
what could be improved for the techniques and multi-touch table, and how the
multi-touch table helped with team collaboration. We left SourceVis running so
that participants could remind themselves and re-examine the visualizations in
order to complete the questionnaire.
Once participants completed the questionnaire we conducted an open ended
interview with some questions relating to how the participants interacted during
the user tasks. It was also an opportunity for participants to provide any other
feedback we had not collected during the study. We continued video recording
right until the end of the interview. We allowed up to 20 minutes to complete this
part of the study, which was the final activity in the study.
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6.3.5 Data Collection, Coding, and Analysis
We performed no instrumentation in the SourceVis code of the participant’s touch
points, as that would have slowed the performance of the hardware. We also had
no way to differentiate between the different users touching the surface as CCV
could only tell us a touch id and location. We made notes of behaviours, coupling
styles, and arrangements of participants during the study.
We collected video for all 22 pairs. Upon completion of each user study we
generated a final video output which merged the two video streams, and saved
them to the file system. Each video was approximately 2GB in size.
We analysed each of the 22 videos and coded the actions we observed the
participants performing during the user study. The codes we used were from the
study condition types (§6.1.1), collaborative coupling styles (§6.1.2), and physical
arrangement styles (§6.1.3).
We examined three software tools to perform the analysis: NVivo3, ANVIL4,
and ELAN5. We chose ELAN as it worked on our MacBook Pro and had an open
source licence. Figure 6.4 shows the ELAN tool in action. The window shows
the video output from camera (A), with the large image being the video angled
down to capture the hands of the participants interacting. The smaller inset image
shows camera (B) which was used to capture the pairs’ coupling and arrangement
styles. The right hand part shows the individual codes represented as a tier, where
one tier matches one set of codes (e.g. coupling style). The separate codes are the
questions each participant or pair was completing, collaborative coupling style,
and physical arrangement. The bottom part shows the different codes represented
as swimming lanes, one lane for each tier. Each video took up to eight hours to
code as it required very precise analysis for each action. Each video had up to 250
codes totaling over 5000 codes across all 22 videos.
The data from survey questionnaires was collected into spreadsheets. We
generated charts and analysis from these spreadsheets for the qualitative findings.
The output files of codes from the ELAN tool were inputted into Excel to generate
charts and R[252] to perform tests for the quantitative findings.
The next chapters present our qualitative findings (§7) and quantitative findings
(§8) from this user study.
3http://www.qsrinternational.com/products nvivo.aspx
4http://www.anvil-software.org/
5http://tla.mpi.nl/tools/tla-tools/elan/
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Figure 6.4: ELAN Video Analysis Tool. Top left window image is the video output.
Top right individual tiers for the coupling style, questions, and arrangement codes.
Bottom codes in tiers displayed in swimming lanes.
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In this chapter we present the qualitative findings of the professional user study
which was described earlier (§6). The findings are based on participants’ feedback
in the post-study questionnaire (§6.3.4), video recordings of the participants, spo-
ken aloud thoughts by the participants, and observations and notes made by us
during the study. The questionnaire asked participants to inform us about the
strengths, weaknesses, and improvements of SourceVis and the multi-touch table,
and how the multi-touch table helped with team collaboration.
7.1 Strengths
In this section we discuss the strengths of SourceVis and the multi-touch table as
identified by participants and through our observations (§6.1.5 Q1).
7.1.1 Multi-touch Table
Group Work
We wanted to find out if participants favoured group or individual work. Partici-
pants experienced working in both conditions. All participants preferred to work
as a group.
“Ability to work with team members collaboratively made a nice
change from working independently.” PID 6.
“The table seems to be much more effective and easier working to-
gether.” PID 9.
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“It was so much easier working in a team. We both bounced ideas off
each other. Both remembered different parts of the interface. We could
also both select different parts.” PID 10.
“It was easy to work as a group.” PID 13.
Some participants also liked that the multi-touch table allowed them to work
as individuals at the same time.
“The table being so big meant that you could have like you’re own
personal zone to do things with, so when something needed to happen
on my side of the screen I did it, and when something needed to happen
on his side of the screen he did it. Which I think worked quite well.”
PID 31.
“The table allowed users to work independently in a small space. Multi-
touch allowed for me to perform tasks while the other participant was
working on a separate task. It also allowed us to work on different
aspects of the same task at other times.” PID 39.
Participants claimed that they were faster at completing the user tasks when
working as a group compared with individuals. Some participants suggested
using two machines for the individual condition.
“Collaboration on the table makes finding solutions more efficient in a
group.” PID 3.
“I found tasks were completed a lot faster when only one task was going
on. This was due to the small text, window resizes and repositions,
and the windows obscuring the initial screen where new applications
can be loaded.” PID 22.
“When working on separate questions / problems I think that two
separate PCs would have been easier.” PID 24.
“Team collaboration meant questions could be solved quicker.” PID 27.
Multi-touch
An important aspect of SourceVis was the multi-touch interaction which allowed
participants to manipulate objects with their fingers. For example participants
could touch an object and then drag it to move it around on the table. Most
participants had never used a touch screen of this size before so the novelty factor
was high, and contributed to a generally positive user experience.
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“Being able to move items helped.” PID 5.
“Overall I really like the idea of manipulating visualizations by touch,
with multiple people. It’s useful to manipulate objects by touch” PID
17.
“You could move stuff on the table with your hand – that was cool, as
my colleague said.” PID 42.
“The multi-touch capabilities when working with a team mate wasn’t
painful.” PID 43.
Participants felt the touch interaction allowed them to find answers to the
questions within a few touches.
“The ability to visualize the size of a given class, the relationships it
maintains, its history all through a few touches is a lot of insights with
little effort involved.” PID 39.
“The interactivity of the visualizations meant I could quickly play
around and test out new visualizations. This was much faster than
using existing visualization frameworks where they had to be defined
using text files/drop down boxes/etc.” PID 27.
Multiple Users
Participants liked that the multi-touch table allowed multiple users to stand
around the table, use different sides, work together, and learn from each other.
We observed many participants showing each other how to select options, close
visualization windows at full screen, and display new visualizations through the
pie menu.
“Had a way of using different sides of the table and we just knew
where to click and what it would do.” PID 1.
“The table helps because it is large enough to have several people round
it.” PID 8.
“The size of the table is great for working with others.” PID 26.
“Good for sharing with groups, interactiveness is quite engaging.” PID
30.
Table Size
Participants liked that the size of the table allowed them to interact, collaborate
with each other, and make full use of the screen real estate.
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“Was good to be able to have a large full screen system, and one person
read and point.” PID 1.
“Good to have a large interactive display that both people can touch
and use at the same time as opposed to smaller devices that only one
user can interact with at one time.” PID 21.
“Mostly good as a big table that we could both interact with.” PID 24.
“The large table makes it easier for multiple users to interact in things
like code reviews and investigating class architectural structure.” PID
32.
“The large table made it quite easy to collaborate over shared input.”
PID 42.
Participants liked that the size of the table allowed multiple users to share
viewing large amounts of data and to utilize the same workspace.
“The device let us view large amounts of information well. Even when
we were using different visualizations the device worked well.” PID
16.
“Because it’s a big screen it’s easy to look at data and reason about it
with more than one person which is very useful.” PID 17.
“The large screen provides a shared view of the system, which can be
collaboratively interacted with.” PID 18.
“The table was big enough for two people to share the workspace
nicely.” PID 30.
“The table was great to be able to share the space and have multiple
windows open at once.” PID 40.
7.1.2 Visualizations
Multiple Visualizations
SourceVis supports 13 types of visualizations. Participants liked that there were
many types of visualizations, and that multiple visualizations could be opened
simultaneously to look at different parts of a system at the same time.
“Being able to open several visualizations at once was helpful.” PID 21.
The visualizations supported different aspects of software systems and are
grouped according to different categories such as exploration, structure, and
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evolution. Participants liked how the visualizations covered a range of software
development aspects.
“The visualizations are grouped into useful categories and cover most
of the common software development issues (e.g. coverage, dependen-
cies).” PID 43.
(a) System Class Evolution Visualization and highlighted class versions.
(b) Toxicity Chart Visualization.
Figure 7.1: Evolution and Chart Visualizations.
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Evolution Visualizations
The Evolution Visualizations showed trends and patterns about how software
entities had evolved over many versions. The participants really liked how they
could see a global view of the data (e.g. System Package Evolution and System
Class Evolution) and then individual visualizations focusing on just packages
or classes (e.g. Package Evolution and Class Evolution). Participants found
highlighting a package or class in the either the System Package Evolution or
System Class Evolution visualizations by using the version option in the pie menu
helped put an entity into perspective against other entities. Figure 7.1(a) shows
the System Class Evolution Visualization with one class being highlighted over
seven versions.
“Ability to view information across versions.” PID 6.
“Showing hidden structures (e.g. class evolution between versions).”
PID 23.
“I thought the Evolution Views were the most interesting in visualizing
useful changes such as tracking classes and packages through versions.
It gives an interesting way to view the history of a project.” PID 38.
Chart Visualizations
Using charts to display information as in spreadsheet applications is a common
approach to aid understanding data. Some participants liked how the Toxicity
Chart, System Evolution, Package Evolution, and Class Evolution visualizations
used charts to display information. Figure 7.1(b) shows a Toxicity Chart with
different metrics and the toxicity score adjusted.
“The evolution ones, for instance, which generated charts, were nice.”
PID 4.
“Definite strengths are in seeing the Toxicity Chart, which I would
definitely use day to day as a regular QA check – hopefully automated
with the view sent directly to the developers.” PID 26.
“The ones with charts, were easy to see which entities were the biggest
or smallest.” PID 31.
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7.1.3 Interaction
Navigation
Navigation across all visualizations was done through two finger gestures for
zooming, panning, and rotating (see Figure 7.2). All participants found the zoom
features helpful. Zooming allowed participants to see more detailed information
about an entity and reduce the amount of information visible at once. Figure 7.2(a)
shows a participant performing a zoom gesture to find details about a component
in the System Dependency Visualization. Figure 7.2(b) shows a participant per-
forming a pan gesture to navigate within the System Package Evolution for a large
system.
“Reasonably easy to navigate once the interface is understood. Clearer
than a wall of text and statistics.” PID 2.
“The ability to zoom in on details was also handy.” PID 4.
“Zooming in on the particular class/package/version and then select
the the thing you needed. Much easier than trying to use grep/wc -l.”
PID 10.
“Ability to zoom in helps to mitigate the masses of information which
can be thrown at you from time to time.” PID 32.
The windows which displayed visualizations could be rotated in any direction.
The System Dependency Visualization allowed users to rotate the circle in any
direction with fingers or hand gestures so that text labels could be read from any
side (see Figures 7.2(c) and 7.2(d)).
“Being able to zoom into large diagrams, or rotate them (in the case of
the dependency wheel diagram).” PID 8.
Visualization Switching
Participants often needed to switch between visualizations to answer the questions
in the study. Participants liked how they could switch to another visualization by
launching a new visualization from the startup screen or through the pie menu
(see Figure 7.3).
“Having a pie menu with links to dependency/evolution visualizations
for a selected object.” PID 8.
“I really like the pie chart graphic menu for drilling down.” PID 26.
“The ability to open visualizations on the data you are viewing (e.g.
opening the dependency visualization for a class).” PID 28.
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(a) Zooming gesture with two fingers. (b) Panning gesture with two fingers.
(c) Rotating gesture with hand at full screen. (d) Rotating gesture with hand in separate win-
dow.
Figure 7.2: Navigation Gestures.
The pie menu was not fixed to any part of the display. Participants could
display the pie menu after tapping and holding on a package or class entity, or on
a chart. Many participants found the pie menu easy to use.
“Easy switching between views by the popup menu to bring up more
detail.” PID 13.
“The pop up pie menu was very effective and intuitive.” PID 24.
7.1.4 Data
Data Overview
Each visualization begins by displaying an overview of the data. Participants
liked how they could get a quick understanding of a system. The visualizations
helped them to highlight points in a system that were worth exploring further.
“Good selection of system overviews.” PID 5.
“I could quickly tell by the pictures how a class depended on some-
thing.” PID 7.
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(a) New System Explorer visualization being launched from the startup screen.
(b) New Class Blueprint visualization being launched from the pie menu.
Figure 7.3: Visualization Switching.
“Being able to have large scalable visualizations is quite a relaxed way
to understand a lot of information quickly.” PID 12.
“Easy to read, quick assessment. Highlights areas that need a closer
look.” PID 15.
“Useful for getting a global view and then focussing on specific aspects.”
PID 18.
“See things at a glance once you get used to the software.” PID 20.
“It was an incredible overview and a quick way to get down to the
ground on a project.” PID 29.
Some participants found that the overviews visualizations of information
about a software system may be easier to grasp than having to trawl through
many source code files to find what one is looking for.
“Can get an overview of the code and where the weaknesses are in a
system much quicker than looking at the code directly.” PID 35.
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“The visualizations display huge code bases, that can not practicably be
viewed without a great deal of time and effort in existing tools.” PID
44.
Details on Demand
Participants liked that the visualizations could provide details about entities on
demand. For example the Metrics Explorer shows all the packages from a system
and a user can select a package to view all the classes contained within the package.
Entity properties such as metric details about individual classes and package can
be displayed (see Figure 7.4(a)).
“Being able to drill down into the details of everything viewed in a
sensible fashion meant that with minimal instruction the user can work
out what to do to show the information wanted.” PID 11.
“The ability to drill down to other levels of detail.” PID 13.
“You can pick specific objects within a larger visualizations, and learn
various details. Most answers were discoverable in this way.” PID 18.
“Good to be able to drill down to the relevant level of detail.” PID 24.
“Drilling down through packages to classes worked well.” PID 25.
“The fact that almost everything was touchable and gave some context
options for drilling in further, which is what you want when you’re
trying to identify specific things to refactor.” PID 32.
“The ability to deep-dive into selected items proved helpful when in-
vestigating particular packages and classes.” PID 39.
All of the visualizations allowed participants to show “Details on Demand.”
New visualizations could be displayed from existing visualizations that gave
specific information about entities (see Figure 7.4(b)).
“Many of the visualizations allowed you to open up additional contex-
tual layers based on selected classes.” PID 27.
Data Manipulation
Participants liked the data manipulation features for highlighting entities, sorting
entities, filtering by class type, filtering by number of displayed entities using
a slider, and searching for entities via a keyboard. Being able to move entities
around on the screen, in particular packages and class entities, was also welcome.
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(a) Displaying class properties from the System Hotspots View.
(b) Displaying a Class Blueprint from the System Hotspots View.
Figure 7.4: Details on Demand.
Highlighting in the Evolution Visualizations allowed users to easily trace
packages and classes across different versions. Figure 7.5(a) shows the System
Class Evolution Visualization where classes have been sorted and the largest class
is highlighted and shows what other versions the class is located in.
“Easy to find and highlight the information that was being sought.”
PID 21.
“Highlighting and filtering were the most help when answering.” PID
22.
There were options for sorting entities alphabetically, and in ascending or
descending order (by different metrics) which participants liked. Figure 7.5(b)
shows the System Package Evolution Visualization where packages have been
sorted in descending order. The packages on the left of the image are the largest
packages and one package has been selected.
“I liked the sorting.” PID 13.
“Sorting and filtering.” PID 23.
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(a) Highlighting versions of classes in System
Class Evolution Visualization.
(b) Sorting packages in descending order in Sys-
tem Package Evolution Visualization).
(c) Filtering classes by the slider in Vocabulary
Visualization).
(d) Filtering classes by class type in Metrics Ex-
plorer Visualization.
Figure 7.5: Data Manipulation features, highlighting, sorting, and filtering.
“Showing the sizes of things visually, and sorting them relative to one
another.” PID 33.
Participants particularly liked the filtering options as it allowed them to see
only the entities they were most interested in. Figure 7.5(c) shows the Vocabulary
Visualization where small classes have been filtered out by the slider. Figure 7.5(d)
shows the Metrics Explorer where interfaces (red) and abstract (blue) classes have
been filtered out, leaving only concrete classes on display.
“You can remove details from the imagery using filters. Useful when
questions are about specific kinds of things (e.g. concrete classes v.
interfaces) and for de-cluttering the image to make it more understand-
able.” PID 18.
“Liked the ability to filter to narrow down the results.” PID 24
“Filters and sliders were good for drilling down.” PID 25.
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“I liked the vocabulary one the best - it was the easiest to see quickly
which were the classes I was looking for and filter out others.” PID 31.
The searching options allowed users to find entities based on name. Entities
that did not match a search query were hidden.
“The visualizations where you can search were good.” PID 31.
Participants liked to manipulate data by being able select entities by touch and
then drag them around the canvas of the visualizations.
“Being able to adapt the layout of items in a visualization to my needs.”
PID 6.
“The drag and move options are quite handy.” PID 30.
“Moving and clustering of stuff.” PID 41.
Many of the objects in a visualization could change size with gestures for
scaling, including visualization windows. Resizing objects helped show more in-
formation within the visualization. For example, in the chart based visualizations,
the charts could be scaled with a zoom gesture which would update the size of the
chart (see Figure 7.1(b)). Increasing the size of the chart can also make the labels
and legend more readable.
“Resizable imagery.” PID 18.
The data manipulation features and metrics data were useful for participants
to be able to answer the questions.
“The summaries of the current displayed information (e.g. count,
current filter levels) made answering some of the questions much
easier, no focus was taken away from the task to keep track of other
information (e.g. a count), the info needed was displayed once the
correct filters were set.” PID 11.
“The visualizations were very helpful in answering the questions and
I can see how they could be built into regular quality meetings (re-
views/inspections). I have had little experience of using such metrics
in real developments as I think developers tend to work on hunches
(for good or bad).” PID 26
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Data Switching
Participants liked how the visualizations could show different versions of a system
and they could change the data directly within the visualization. To switch be-
tween one version and another we created a system version menu for the system
and exploration visualizations. The Evolution Visualizations showed either all or
only the major versions of a system. Selecting a system version name in the menu
updates the data in the visualization (see Figure 7.6).
“Helpful links between different systems and the context switch to
view different data. This made it easy to navigate to the object you
were looking for, then link to another explorer system to get the infor-
mation/metrics needed.” PID 1.
(a) Vocabulary Visualization.
(b) System Dependency Visualization.
Figure 7.6: Data switching to a different version using the system version drop
down menu in dark blue.
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Data Outliers and Trends
Participants found that the visualizations provided a good way to identify outliers
such as large or small entities, problematic entities that could have potential design
issues, entities that have no dependencies and no references, and entities that offer
refactoring opportunities. This was particularly the case for visualizations that
employed Polymetric View encodings such as the System Hotspots View, System
Package Evolution, Package Evolution, System Class Evolution, Class Evolution,
and Class Blueprint.
“Instead of just numbers on the screen, the visualizations assist in
identifying outliers and patterns more easily.” PID 3.
“Showed oddities such as interfaces and large classes stood out.” PID
23.
“Getting an overview of large code bases, highlighting outliers and
instances with potential OO design issues.” PID 34.
“Quick access to key stats which help identify god classes and dead
classes.” PID 36.
“Good to find weak points in the software.” PID 43.
Participants found that the Vocabulary, Toxicity Chart, Structure, and Evolution
Visualizations allowed them to identify information that is generally not easily
obtainable in current IDEs.
“Ability to see information such as hotspots that aren’t traditionally
available in development environments.” PID 6.
“Visual approach suggests things to look at that otherwise might go
unnoticed in IDEs. Called out some interesting features of the code
base.” PID 37.
Participants found the Evolution Visualizations were good at showing data
trends over time such as systems that have increased or decreased in size over
time.
“I thought the Evolution Visualizations were best at showing overall
trends.” PID 4.
“Visualization is generally useful to find points of high complexity. The
Evolution Visualization helps recognizing trends of code deteriorating,
before it causes headache.” PID 14.
“Being able to track the life-cycle of a given class/package in the Evolu-
tion Visualizations is really powerful.” PID 39.
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7.1.5 User Interface
Intuitive and Engaging User Interface
Most participants found SourceVis intuitive and easy to learn.
“The interface was very quick to pick up.” PID 10.
“Fairly intuitive use after minimal training.” PID 21.
Participants found the interface clean, simple to use, and information was
easily accessible.
“Information is easy to access, there are no deep levels of dialogues or
windows (relatively shallow)”. PID 19.
“Interface is simple, not cluttered.” PID 39.
“Good use of graphics, it is easy to read information when it’s in a
graphic format.” PID 43.
The user interface was novel for participants and we hoped that it would be
engaging for users to explore a system. Participants found the concept of exploring
a software system using a multi-touch interface with multiple users engaging.
“Engaging interface (i.e. move things round with hands and explore
with minimal guidance) may be harder to use for precise expert tasks
such as investigating source code.” PID 8.
“Awesome interactive discussion. Love the idea. Great way to explore
a system.” PID 15.
“There’s something very good about the physical interaction that helps
with invigorating meetings (we really like to use post it notes and
whiteboard markers for planning).” PID 24.
“Multi-touch table allowed for multiple simultaneous exploration and
encouraged the users to have some fun with their individual explo-
rations and interactions.” PID 27.
“Two people exploring the data in different ways simultaneously and
conversing about it is great. Having multiple windows that you can
pull to the side makes this easier.” PID 36.
Visual Encoding Representation
We used a few different representations for encoding data including: lists, graphs,
charts, and Polymetric Views [185]. Many participants liked the Polymetric View
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encoding for displaying packages and classes to get a perspective of how big or
small an entity was.
“I could quickly tell by the pictures how big something was.” PID 7.
“Size based graphical representation.” PID 13.
“Good visual representation of code structure.” PID 16.
“Being able to see graphical links between classes or packages, and
see a physical difference between items of differing size or complexity
was really powerful. Being able to see at a glance how big or complex
something was rather than having to look at the numbers made it much
easier to find an answer.” PID 40.
Participants liked how we used graph like views for the dependency and Class
Blueprint visualizations.
“Graphical/area views were good. Lines connecting components be-
tween windows were good.” PID 5.
“Various graphs and metrics are definitely helpful.” PID 7.
“Graphs are still very useful. I would have assumed that they were too
dated in comparison to the other styles of visualizations.” PID 12.
UI Consistency
Many aspects of the visualizations were designed in a consistent manner including
representation of elements (e.g. menus and encodings), manipulation of elements
(e.g. drag, tap, and hold), and navigation interaction gestures (e.g. two finger
zoom in and out, and pan). We observed that participants quickly understood the
interface style after a short while.
“Good application metaphors to achieve a consistent understanding
across all applications (e.g. size and length of boxes). PID 19.
“Interface was nice and consistent once I started to get the hang of it.”
PID 24.
“Common look and feel. Once we got the hang of it, the questions were
quicker to answer.” PID 25.
“Long press selections and selection clicks are consistent and helped
quickly understand the system.” PID 36.
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7.2 Weaknesses
In this section we discuss the weaknesses of SourceVis and the multi-touch table
as identified by participants and through our observations (§6.1.5 Q2).
7.2.1 Multi-touch Table
Individual Work
We observed that most participants struggled with the individual condition. This
was primarily due to issues with the graphics not being easily readable in separate
windows and the screen resolution being too low hence limiting the number of
items that could be displayed at once. Some of the pairs completed the individual
tasks sequentially as opposed to completing them at the same time. We observed
pairs 3,17,19 and 20 completing the individual condition as a group.
“Working as an individual didn’t really offer any huge advantages.”
PID 9.
“It was tricky for two people to work independently, especially with
the full-screen button! Perhaps have a half screen button.” PID 13.
“When multiple people were working on the same table on different
tasks, screen real-estate became dear, making some the application
harder to use.” PID 21.
“Not so effective for individuals answering different questions!” PID
37.
“Initially I thought it would be possible to achieve a lot of work with two
primary windows open (i.e. completing separate tasks concurrently).
Although it was possible to have two separate visualizations open at
once, the text scaling meant that the controls were small and blurry
and so it was harder to complete tasks than when we were sharing
the screen together. This meant that instead of completing our tasks in
order, we needed to work out which visualizations we both needed,
open them in full screen, and complete our tasks together, rather than
work completely independently. This wasn’t a problem in this task,
but if we had two completely independent tasks to perform it would
have been a problem.” PID 40.
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Touch Experience
The touch experience was generally quite acceptable for most participants, how-
ever, there were issues with the responsiveness of elements and objects behaving
differently in the visualizations which decreased the usability of the interface.
“Usability issues with responsiveness and smoothness of the graphics.”
PID 17.
“UI elements were sometime unresponsive. This was the most frustrat-
ing thing for me.” PID 18.
“Touch table was sometimes hard to operate.” PID 25.
“Often the visualization was hindered by the usability of the touch
experience.” PID 28.
The navigation gestures can work slightly different depending on which fingers
participants were using, how much of a finger was touching the surface. Some
participants felt the gestures were inconsistent across the visualizations.
“Inconsistent touch experience, sometimes one finger to move, some-
times two, sometimes two fingers dragged out a selection box.” PID
5.
Occasionally when participants decreased a window in size by manipulating
the borders, the window would disappear momentarily until the they then in-
creased the size of the window. If they released the touch points the window
would sometimes completely disappear. When two people were navigating on
the canvas such as zooming, or panning the application would get confused as to
what gesture action to perform.
“Too many fingers at once on the screen can cause the application to
behave weird with the windows.” PID 3.
Touch Precision and Accuracy
As described earlier (§3) we built our own multi-touch table using open source
techniques. We calibrated the table prior to each user study. As the table used
a RearDI setup, natural lighting and the size of the finger touching the surface
sometimes affected the precision and accuracy of the touch points.
“Fine touch control seems to be a bit of a problem.” PID 20.
“Accuracy of the touch points. Sometimes I had to press more than
three times for the same point to be recognized.” PID 43.
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As many of our participants had experience with mobile phone and tablet
touch screens that use capacitive technology (§6.2.2), they were accustomed to
better touch precision and accuracy.
“Some of the touch events were a little too easily triggered, although
that might just be because I am used to capacitive touch screens that
are far less sensitive.” PID 39.
Screen Resolution
Participants found the resolution of the display screen at 1280x800 pixels was too
small. This size is smaller than most contemporary computer desktop displays.
We would have preferred to use a greater resolution but we were limited in the
capabilities of the projector chosen for this project.
“Resolution of most images would be best on a bigger screen.” PID 19.
“For some visualizations the screen is still too small and too low resolu-
tion.” PID 33.
“Resolution not great.” PID 35.
This low resolution made it hard for some participants to read text that was
being displayed.
“Pixel density was way too low to read text at anything less than full
screen.” PID 5.
“Too much data coupled with low resolution meant that the text was
unreadable in most cases.” PID 6.
The low resolution size also affected the usability for some tasks when interact-
ing with visualizations.
“Even with higher pixel density some of the items were too small to
reasonably select.” PID 5
“Resolution and power of the device probably hindered some usability.”
PID 7.
Hardware Performance
Given SourceVis was a prototype application and the multi-touch table was custom
made, we expected there to be system performance issues for both the software and
hardware. Quite often the participants experienced the Toxicity Chart visualization
crashing as the visualization re-rendered the data every time there was a slider
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modification. Occasionally many touches by participants on the table at once
caused issues which threw some run-time exceptions for the MT4j TUIO Java
client and SourceVis crashed.
“A little bit crashy.” PID 9.
The system was sometimes slow when CCV had to track many fingers of the
participants at the same time, and there was lots of data that required rendering in
the visualizations.
“Performance was problematic, lots of waiting for some visualizations.”
PID 5.
“When more than one person was using the table, sometimes was slow
to respond.” PID 43.
Prolonged Use
We anticipated that participants would use a touch table of this nature for up to 90
minutes as part of the study (including pre study exploration and user tasks) and
not for long periods of time in a work place environment. Participants interacted
with the table by standing up. We did not provide seating for the participants
to use when interacting with the table. Subsequently some participants felt un-
comfortable having to stand and lean over the table to use it. Quite often we
saw participants leaning on the table with two hands during the user study (see
Figures 7.7(a) and 7.7(b)), or leaning on the table with one hand while interacting
with the other hand (see Figures 7.7(c) and 7.7(d)).
“After 90 minutes of use, my fingers are starting to feel a little bit of
tap-numbness, and my back is a little sore from craning over the table.”
PID 4.
“Found it a bit uncomfortable leaning over the table for a long period
without something to lean on.” PID 24.
7.2.2 Visualizations
Visualization Context
Some participants felt the number of visualizations was quite overwhelming. For
example some participants forgot what visualization they were viewing, as some
of the visualizations were very similar (e.g. System Explorer / Metrics Explorer,
and Package Evolution / Class Evolution). We did not add any labels to the
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(a) Participant leaning on table and looking at
the questions on the wall.
(b) Participant leaning on table and looking at
a visualization.
(c) Participant leaning on table while interact-
ing with a visualization.
(d) Both participants leaning on table while one
is interacting with a visualization.
Figure 7.7: Participants leaning on the table during the user study.
windows nor to the visualizations once they were displayed at full screen. Adding
labels for each visualization would have put a visualization into context.
“Windows titles were not displayed so you didn’t know which window
you were using.” PID 7.
“Lack of titles on windows.” PID 8.
“Found it a bit confusing working out what level we were at (packages
/ classes) without referring back to the title of the window.” PID 24.
With visualizations that utilized large amounts of screen space participants
were confused as to where they were in a visualization and found it difficult to
keep track of what they had seen previously.
“Getting lost in the complexity of the tool and the vocabulary visual-
ization (but experience would help).” PID 13
“I sometimes got confused about where we were in the screens.” PID
16.
“Very complex, hard to keep track of functionality.” PID 23.
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System Dependency Visualization
We observed that most participants struggled with the System Dependency Visual-
ization because of the amount of information on display and lack of some features
(see Figure 7.8(a)). It was one visualization that did not scale well for very large
systems. For large systems it was hard to read the text of class names and there
were no search features.
“System dependency visualization was too hard to read to be usable.”
PID 23.
“In the case of the dependency visualization, with a large dataset it
wasn’t possible to see the actual labels of the packages or classes unless
you zoomed in to only see a fraction of the data.” PID 40.
The direction of the dependencies among classes was difficult to understand
and could only be determined when selecting a class. There were no arrows point-
ing the direction of the dependency. Figure 7.8(b) shows a participant selecting a
class and the subsequent dependency edges are highlighted in green.
“Dependencies direction wasn’t obvious when filtered down, had to
click the class to know what direction it was going.” PID 22.
“The class and system dependancy visualizations contained lots of lines
which were confusing and hard to tell quite what was going on.” PID
31.
When entities were filtered out by class type their dependencies were not
filtered out and the outer circle did not shrink in size (see Figure 7.8(c)). Both
of these issues contributed to participants having usability problems with this
visualization.
“Not enough filtering for example the system dependancy does not
get much simpler to see as you filter down using the scale because the
names remain in the wheel, making it no easier to read.” PID 12.
One participant questioned the layout as it why it was circular. Part of the
reason for the visualization being circular is to promote reading the names of
classes from different sides of the table by rotating the circle in the middle with
gestures (see Figures 7.2(c) and 7.2(d)).
“I still found the dependency visualization difficult to understand.
Why was it circular?” PID 18.
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(a) Dependency overload.
(b) Highlighting dependency edges.
(c) Filtering dependencies by class type.
Figure 7.8: System Dependency Visualization.
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7.2.3 Interaction
Navigation
Many participants found that the navigation interaction gestures (panning and
zooming) were not as effective or consistent as what they expected. We observed
the participants struggling to perform navigation gestures on the canvas of visual-
izations at the same time when in the group condition.
“Hard to zoom effectively, controls jumped around too much.” PID 5.
“Interaction in terms of zooming and moving components was incon-
sistent across visualizations.” PID 6.
“Scale when zooming was sometimes an issue.” PID 40.
Lots of manual zooming was required in visualizations for large systems in
particular the more space intensive such as the Package and Class Evolution
Visualizations.
“Often the visualizations require a lot of manual resizing.” PID 33.
Some participants would have liked to have seen traditional desktop scroll
bars for navigation integrated with the visualizations.
“ No traditional scroll features in the visualizations.” PID 5.
Zoom Level
When participants zoomed in or out on the canvas and opened items such as a pie
menu, keyboard, or properties about an entity, there were problems with the size
of these items which affected their usability. Figure 7.9(a) shows a pie menu from
the class dependency visualization where the participant has zoomed out quite
considerably and the pie menu is too large and appears half off the screen.
“A bit of difficulty zooming things correctly – sometimes the full area
would be zoomed out and menus would hence be tiny.” PID 8.
“The way the zoom feature wasn’t consistent and is a bit confusing. To
enlarge the text on the left required making the entire screen bigger,
but the graphs could be enlarged within the window.” PID 30.
“Dynamic scaling as you go deeper into packages/classes did mean
that some of the keyboards and charts opened were quite small and
had to zoomed, which could be fiddly sometimes.” PID 39.
“The pop-up pie chart menu was dependent on the size of the item in
question, so selecting a very large display that was zoomed out to see
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the whole image meant that the pie control that spawned was too small
to see the labels.” PID 40.
This zoom issue was quite problematic when participants were working in
the individual condition as there was less screen real estate for each participant
to display windows and visualizations. Figure 7.9(b) shows a small keyboard
being displayed in a window and a participant needing to increase the size of the
keyboard in order to use it properly.
“Zoom levels were an issue, mainly when doing individual.” PID 29.
(a) A pie menu being much larger than the visualization and displayed half off the screen.
(b) A keyboard needs to be increased in size within a window.
Figure 7.9: Zoom level problems with menus and keyboard displaying inconsis-
tently in size.
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Manipulating Windows
We observed many participants having difficultly manipulating visualization
windows. Increasing the size of the window required dragging two borders of the
window at the same time (see Figure 7.10(a)). Moving a window around the screen
can be performed by dragging the border of a window with one finger. In the
individual condition we observed some participants dragging windows around
the screen by using two fingers on different borders. For example they would
stand at the bottom of the table open a visualization from the start screen and then
walk with the window while dragging it to the side of the table they wanted to
stand on (see Figures 7.10(b) and 7.10(c)). This appeared very cumbersome, and
these participants were not aware you could drag with just one finger.
“Mostly HCI related. Poor screen metaphors and stereotypes for man-
aging windows and moving things around.” PID 19.
We observed problems for participants in the individual condition when win-
dows overlapped each other. If two visualizations were displayed and then one
visualization was switched to full screen this prevented the other visualization
from being viewed.
“Inability to select that two windows were being used and so they
should be immediately given half the screen real estate each to prevent
overlapping.” PID 6.
“There was some overlapping of windows which slowed us down.”
PID 16.
“The windows weren’t adapting to the amount of screen space.” PID
29.
When new visualizations were started they were displayed in the middle of
the screen obscuring any visualizations already on display. Figure 7.11(a) shows
one visualization being displayed by one participant standing on the right end
side of the table and then another visualization is started by the other partici-
pant obscuring the view of the existing visualization. We observed participants
moving windows which obscured another participants visualization window.
Figure 7.11(b) shows one participant rotating a window which overlaps another
participant’s window.
“New windows would pop up in the horizontal middle, obscuring
anything that another group member was working on, plus I could
completely obscure other people’s windows.” PID 30.
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(a) Increasing the size of a window by dragging the borders.
(b) Moving a window to the side of the table by dragging two borders.
(c) Successfully moving a window to the side of the table.
Figure 7.10: Manipulating windows on the screen.
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(a) A new visualization window displayed upon existing window.
(b) Rotating a window over another window.
Figure 7.11: Visualization windows obscuring each other.
We observed participants continuing working while visualization windows
partially overlapped each other (see Figure 7.12(a)). Participants found managing
windows within windows difficult, especially if the first window was not dis-
played at full screen. Figure 7.12(b) show two participants displaying windows
within windows, which has decreased the amount of screen real estate as there
are now four window borders being displayed. Some participants also found it
challenging to move between windows.
“Sub-windowing was somewhat confusing.” PID 13.
“Need to make it easier to move between windows.” PID 19.
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(a) Windows overlapping but participants continually working.
(b) Two participants managing windows within windows.
Figure 7.12: Participants working within visualization windows.
All participants had difficulty closing a visualization at full screen when using
the close option at the bottom right of the screen (see Figure 7.13(a)). The difficulty
was due to participants having to put a larger amount of their fingers on the
corners of the table in order for CCV to detect their fingers. It was straight forward
to close a visualization window and a property dialog box by using the close
buttons in the top right of the borders (see Figures 7.13(b) and 7.13(c)).
“Close window button is hidden.” PID 7.
“The bottom right-hand button for closing.” PID 30.
“Closing visualizations at full screen was a pain.” PID 42.
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(a) A participant having difficultly closing a visualization once displayed at full screen.
(b) A participant closing a visualization window with the close button located on the top right.
(c) A participant closing a package properties dialog box with the close button located on the top
right.
Figure 7.13: Participants closing visualization windows and entity properties
dialog boxes.
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Entering Text and Data
The participants did not like entering text using the virtual keyboard. Entering text
was easiest when the visualization was at full screen as the keys on the keyboard
were bigger, making them easier to select (see Figure 7.14(a)). On the other hand
when entering text inside a window the text was hard to read and the keyboard
was constrained due to the size of the window (see Figure 7.14(b)).
“On-screen keyboards are not nice to use.” PID 2.
The layout of the keys on the keyboard used a QWERTY style. Given it was a
virtual keyboard it would be possible to modify the layout of the keyboard with
other layouts.
“I normally type with the Dvorak keyboard layout, and the on-screen
keyboard was Qwerty. I’m pretty used to that in all avenues of life,
though.” PID 4.
We tried to limit the number of ways to enter data into SourceVis, hence we
used sliders and filters. Occasionally participants had usability issues with a few of
these widgets. For example, we observed some participants on one question (§H.3
Q3) trying numerous times to modify the value of the slider to be a precise number
in the Toxicity Chart. Part of the issue is that each time the slider was adjusted
the chart would update and redraw itself, causing frustration for the participant.
Some participants would have liked to be able to enter precise numbers with text
input.
“It was sometimes difficult to enter input as precisely as I would have
liked. For instance, some controls were a slider, when I would have
preferred to enter a precise number.” PID 4.
User Interference
Although the multi-touch table allowed multiple users to interact at the same time
this did not prevent user interference especially during the group condition. Occa-
sionally we observed a participant take a visualization from another user, reach
across another user, or dominate when interacting with the table and annoying
the other user.
“Easy to interfere with each other.” PID 2.
“Multiple users interfere with each other. Trying to do multiple things
at once they just interfered with each other. Worked ok as long as users
were working as a team to do one thing.” PID 20.
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(a) Entering text at full screen.
(b) Entering text inside a window.
Figure 7.14: Entering text using the virtual keyboard.
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“If both users were trying to do something, sometimes someone’s inter-
actions would get in the way of the others.” PID 27.
We observed participants working as individuals and having separate win-
dows open, which sometimes led to windows overlapping each other, and caused
user interference and frustration (see Figure 7.11(a)).
“If the tool is used with two people on different tasks, they often
interfere with each other as the screen can’t define separate workspaces
that won’t overlap when maximizing a window.” PID 14.
“People’s windows would occasionally overlap each other.” PID 30.
Sometimes when participants were working at the same time on different
visualizations, one participant would want to display their visualization at full
screen which meant the second participant had to stop working and wait for the
first participant to complete their task.
“Expanding the visualization to see better resulted in getting in the
other team members way.” PID 35.
When working as individuals, when participant had a window opened, it was
hard for the other to launch a new visualization if the visualization icon on the
start screen was beneath the opened window.
“When working individually it can be hard to launch a visualization
from the start screen when it is obscured by a window which is being
used by someone else.” PID 12.
7.2.4 Data
Information Overload
The visualizations provided lots of information for the participants. Sometimes
there was too much information which could be overwhelming, cause confusion,
clutter the screen, and make it hard to understand.
“Overwhelming number of metrics for me, but that is likely because I
am not too familiar with the metrics.” PID 7.
“Dealing with large number of items (e.g. dependencies circle with a
huge number of items).” PID 13.
“Some screens were complex to understand. Lots of information. Just
need to play with it get a better feel.” PID 15.
“Clutter, it is to easy to be presented with too much information to
process.” PID 28.
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Some participants felt that there was too much information that was displayed
initially. This was especially the case for the System Hotspots View, System De-
pendency, System Class Evolution, and System Package Evolution Visualizations.
“Too much initial information can cause confusion.” PID 3.
“The default views for some of the visualizations can be a bit over-
whelming if for instance looking at a large package / class.” PID 32.
Finding Information
Many of the visualizations required filtering to display the answer for the ques-
tions. Some questions required counting information or visually searching for
colour coded items. Some participants did not like finding information by count-
ing or visually searching and would have liked to have seen the answer displayed
on the screen instead.
“Sometimes the interface had me simply scanning for bolded or color-
coded items, when I would have preferred to be able to filter or sort to
spot the items I was interested in.” PID 4.
“Found myself counting on my fingers for numbers not calculated by
the system.” PID 20.
“Sometimes it seemed we had to count boxes rather than being pre-
sented a number. Might have been my inexperience.” PID 23.
7.2.5 User Interface
Novice Users
This was the first time participants had used SourceVis before and only had
a limited time. We expected there to be a learning curve for participants to
understand how to use SourceVis.
“Some of the links were not very obvious from only using the system
briefly. I think after more use some of that would disappear as common
tasks come out of the woodwork.” PID 1.
“The learning curve of the visualization is at odds with the ease of use
of a touchscreen” PID 2.
“Still some refinement needed to make the system more intuitive.” PID
21.
“Without more familiarity I would struggle to know which tool to use
for some of the questions.” PID 37.
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Selecting an entity in most of the visualizations displayed some information
about the entity in a menu, which some participants were not always aware of.
“When selecting the classes on the right (e.g. system class evolution) I
didn’t release that the menus on the left were changing. I realized it
then forgot again.” PID 10.
This was a new touch UI for all participants and many had experience with
other touch UI devices (§6.2.2). Given participants’ touch UI experience they had
some pre-conceptions on how the multi-touch user interface should work with
respect to gesture navigation, menus, and selecting objects.
“Popup menus behave differently to traditional touch screen devices
where you click and hold to open the menu.” PID 6.
Remembering Visual Encoding Representation
Some participants found it hard to remember what the encodings meant. In
particular the Polymetric View encodings and types of classes (e.g. red border
= interface). Some participants would have liked to seen more legends in the
visualizations to help them remember the encoding representation.
“Widths and heights or even the type of a box – is it a class or a package?
Lack of an obvious legend for meaning of colours.” PID 8.
“Found the width (methods?) vs height (fields?) confusing.” PID 24.
“Many of the visualizations did not have a legend.” PID 27.
Menus and Search
There were problems with a few of the menus on some visualizations. For example,
the options menu had features that were off screen and could only be displayed if
other options were collapsed. Some menus could accidentally be moved making
the options in the menu unusable if moved off screen. These are programming
errors which can be easily rectified.
“The System Hotspots View menu on the left hand side runs off the
edge of the visualization, even if the options missing are not useful, I
don’t know that until I’ve read and discounted them.” PID 11.
“In some instances the visualizations put menus offscreen, making the
visualizations difficult to use.” PID 27.
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Most of the visualizations supported search, unfortunately we did not have
enough time to include a search feature on all visualizations but it is something
we would like to do in the future. For example we observed on one question (§H.1
Q12) all participants spending a large amount of time trying to find a class in the
System Dependency Visualization using navigation gestures.
“Search was not always available.” PID 7.
“Not all visualizations had search interfaces or the ability to search,
which made it hard to find a class sometimes (for instance on the
System Dependency visualization).” PID 4.
Some participants found that the search feature was not obvious how to start.
It required selecting the search box region to open up the keyboard to enter text.
“Some controls were not obvious at first such as searching required
selecting certain attributes, but there was not a search button (instanta-
neous results instead).” PID 7.
Reading Text
There were a number of issues with being able to read text on a screen. If text
was displayed in windows, it was hard to read small text. Figure 7.15(a) shows
a participant struggling to read text about entities with no dependencies and no
references within a System Dependency Visualization inside a window. Figure
7.15(b) shows a participant doing a zoom gesture to read a class name in the Class
Dependency Visualization also inside a window.
“Most strings were too hard to read if a visualization not at full-screen.”
PID 23.
“Some of the text was rendered too small by default.” PID 27.
When a visualization was displayed at full screen most of the text was best
read from the bottom side of the table (see Figure 6.3(a)). This sometimes made it
difficult for participants when they were standing on the side ends of the table.
“All the text is oriented to be read from one side which may make it
trickier when there many people gather round all sides.” PID 8.
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(a) Struggling to read small text within the System Dependency Visualization.
(b) Struggling to read small text within the Class Dependency Visualization.
Figure 7.15: Reading text inside windows.
7.3 Improvements
In this section we discuss the suggested improvements of SourceVis and the multi-
touch table as identified by participants, and through our observations (§6.1.5
Q3).
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7.3.1 Multi-touch Table
Touch Experience
To make a better touch experience some participants suggested profiling the user
touches to keep track of who is touching the table. We do not profile any touch
points through instrumentation as it would have slowed the application down.
“Profile the individual user touches.” PID 3.
To increase the amount of people using the table and the size of the display
some participants suggested spreading the application over multiple tables.
“Maybe spread the application over multiple tables.” PID 35.
Touch Precision and Accuracy
As most of the participants were familiar with mobile phone and tablet touch
interfaces which are mainly capacitive designed they expected a similar accuracy
with the touch table. Unfortunately the touch precision of our multi-touch table
was not as accurate as these capacitive designed interfaces. We would like to
explore SourceVis being displayed on a large commercial multi-touch capacitive
surface to see if we can get better touch precision and accuracy.
“I’d like more precise inputs.” PID 4.
“More consistent touch interactions.” PID 5.
“Could be more precise in touch detection.” PID 41.
Screen Resolution
Most participants found that the low resolution impeded their progress and
usability with SourceVis. Participants suggested increasing the resolution size,
which would allow more information to be displayed, and allow for more windows
to be displayed with less overlapping of information.
“Nicer to operate at a higher screen resolution.” PID 19.
“Application really only work nicely when we worked on the same
screen, mostly due to resolution.” PID 23.
“Too low resolution.” PID 41.
“Higher resolution would enable more simultaneous visualizations on
screen.” PID 42.
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Hardware Performance
Many participants found that the hardware performed slowly. In order to get
faster hardware performance for the touch interaction and visualization rendering
it would be worthwhile increasing the hardware specifications. The computer
we used in the multi-touch table ran both the touch detection and SourceVis.
Separating the touch detection from the client application on separate machines
may improve performance.
“Stability and performance, was quite slow at times, especially dur-
ing the individual section where control of the device sometimes did
unexpected things.” PID 1.
“Only problem was the performance of the hardware was too slow.”
PID 19.
“Sometimes it seemed a bit laggy.” PID 29.
Participants wanted a faster frame rate from the camera to increase the UI
responsiveness. The frame rate for capturing touch points was 60 FPS and the
resolution input was 640x480 input. We could use a camera with greater resolution
input and ability to capture faster FPS, which may yield better UI responsiveness.
“Improve FPS and UI responsiveness.” PID 3.
“The table would need to be more responsive and stable.” PID 12.
“A more responsive system would be a huge benefit, and slightly
smoother graphics would be good too I think.” PID 17.
7.3.2 Visualizations
Visualization Context
A number of participants forgot which visualization they were viewing as many of
the visualizations were similar in design. Adding titles, legends, and breadcrumb
navigation to the visualizations could help participants to remember what visual-
ization they were currently viewing. If a visualization had been opened previously
on a version of a system then adding some kind of marker or annotation may help
aware that they had previously seen that visualization and data before.
“Add titles and a legend. A bit more structure might help, such as
an obvious and consistent hierarchical key showing which part was
being explored and to what level such as adding in breadcrumbs (e.g.
codebase→ version→ package→ class).” PID 8.
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System Dependency Visualization
Participants struggled with the System Dependency Visualization, especially navi-
gating and searching for a class. This visualization also did not render very large
systems at all. The dependencies did not show edges direction of the dependency.
Adding arrows at one of the edges when selecting a dependency might make the
clarification of the direction of dependency clearer.
“Dependencies could show direction of dependencies, and circular
dependencies.” PID 25.
“Maybe put arrows on the ones with all the lines. That may make it
clearer which is depending on which, because I found that confusing.”
PID 31.
Toxicity Chart
The Toxicity Chart allowed metrics to be turned on or off to update the chart. The
threshold values associated for each metric were fixed and participants would
have liked to be able to change these values within the visualization.
“Ability to change thresholds on toxic chart.” PID 25.
One of the individual questions in the user tasks (§H.3 Q4) required participants
to look up different versions of a class to find out how many classes for that version
were greater than a specific toxicity score value. All participants answered this
question by using the System Version Menu except for one participant we observed
who opened up a visualization for each version of the system and then inspected
each visualization, discounting versions opened that did not meet the toxicity
score value (see Figure 7.16). One improvement would be to iterate through
the different versions rather than having to load a different version or multiple
visualizations.
Additional Visualizations
We did not provide any visualizations that displayed source code or the algorithms
that were employed. We purposely did not show any source code, as we were
focused on providing high level architectural visualizations as opposed to low
level artifacts. Displaying source code is something we would like to explore in
the future. Many participants were interested in seeing code displayed within
another visualization window, or being able to see code directly after seeing some
form of representation of a class or a method. Perhaps a tap and hold gesture to
display the source code might be a viable option.
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Figure 7.16: A participant opens multiple Toxicity Charts to answer a question.
“In real life getting to see the code would be useful.” PID 13.
“It would be good to view code directly.” PID 15.
“The ability to zoom into the code or elements could be useful.” PID 34.
“It would be nice to see the source if it can be displayed.” PID 38.
“The visualizations don’t help toward understanding how the code
works, like how the cogs and flywheels of a machine spin. Or when the
system is live which parts of the code is in use. I would like to be able
to delve straight into the code, to visually inspect an item.” PID 44.
Some participants would have liked to have seen inheritance information
displayed, however, due to time constraints we did not implement these kind of
visualizations. If we were to implement inheritance visualizations we would use a
tree view or a modification of the System Complexity View which is part of the
Polymetric Views [185].
“A tree structure for usages of entities and showing an inheritance
chart would be cool.” PID 38.
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During the post-study interview many participants suggested visualizing code
contributions by developers from version control systems [59, 229]. We would like
to explore this visualization technique in the future.
“Ability to filter and group metrics by developer would be useful -
could be used for identifying training needs.” PID 25.
“Focus on metrics as exploration tool, but more useful is usages and
changeset navigation.” PID 41.
Different Visualization Layouts and Linking
Some participants would like to have seen more graph representations of data in
the visualizations. Only the System Dependency and Class Dependency visualiza-
tions support graph views.
“More graph views that are persistent.” PID 41.
Many participants found the circular layout in the System Class Dependency
visualization not so good for large systems. We would like to experiment with
different layouts for this visualization, such as tree views and tree maps.
“A tree view for dependencies would be great.” PID 36.
The pie menu linked overview visualizations and more detailed visualizations
(see Figure 7.3(b)). Some participants would have liked more linking between
overview visualizations.
“More integration between visualizations. For example when in System
Hotspots view, hold down on a hot spot and have an option to show a
quick toxicity visualization for that item.” PID 12.
7.3.3 Interaction
Navigation
Participants had problems when they both tried to perform navigation gestures on
the canvas of visualizations at once. The navigation gestures could be improved by
controlling who can zoom or a pan at any one time. Some participants suggested
a full Zoomable User Interface (ZUI) [23, 24] might help to explore entities better.
“Some sort of Zoomable User interface like Eagle Mode1 might help to
zoom into packages, classes, methods.” PID 24.
1http://eaglemode.sourceforge.net/
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Zoom Level
When some visualizations were started the camera view was at the same zoom
level regardless of the size of the data. While other visualizations automatically
adapted the camera view like the Dependency visualizations to a zoom level
where all the data was visible but maybe unreadable (see Figure 7.15(a)). If the
camera view was not adapted with respect to the size of the data it required the
users to zoom to a level where they could view all the data. If the camera view
was adapted then some text may have not been readable hence users would have
to zoom to show the details they were interested in. Having navigation features
that allow the user to adjust the zoom level without performing sometimes time
consuming zoom gestures would offer more flexibility for users to control the
zoom level. For example using a plus and minus sign, and a slider to indicate
zoom level is common on many desktop map applications such as Google Maps
may be an alternative.
“In situations where there is lots of data, choosing a more pragmatic
visualization zoom level as a default. This means that the visualization
would be more responsive immediately, reducing user frustration.”
PID 6.
“The tools I used today need some improvements in screen organisation:
some elements appeared on screen in sizes not comfortable to use - too
large or so tiny you couldn’t control it. Some graph elements were
grouped on screen in a way that you could not see all of them within
the viewport, like a large line of squares, instead of line wrapping.”
PID 14.
Manipulating Windows
When working in the group condition we observed that once a visualization was
initially displayed in a window most participants would instantly tap the full
screen button on the border of a window to make the visualization go full screen
(see Figure 7.17). The reason for doing so is that participants could gain the best
view of the data. When opening a visualization it would be better if there was
an option to display the visualization straight away at full screen rather than an
intermediary step, or at least have another gesture such as tap and hold and select
what size to display the visualization at.
“Having to constantly maximize visualizations took time.” PID 6.
“Always wanted to maximize windows when working as a team, would
be nice if this happened automatically.” PID 24.
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Figure 7.17: A participant immediately goes to display a new visualization at full
screen by selecting the full screen button on the border of the window.
When a visualization was being displayed in a window the way to adjust
the size of the window is to use two finger gestures on the border to increase
or decrease the size of the window. Some participants found it hard to resize
and position windows. We observed some participants moving windows with
two hands instead of one finger drag on the window borders which was very
cumbersome (see Figure 7.10). Adding more options to resize and move a window
would give more flexibility to manipulate windows.
“Maybe a more precise ability to position windows would be useful.”
PID 4.
“Resizing windows is difficult at times.” PID 15.
“Management of views.” PID 41.
When working as individuals, participants suggested it would be useful to
have options to snap the windows to certain areas of the screen such as taking
up half the screen and oriented to specific sides of the table. Alternatively the
windows could be prevented from overlapping one another by providing collision
detection techniques so that when one window is about to overlap another it
would stop and bounce off each other. Nonetheless we need better support for the
layout of multiple windows on the table at once. Other researchers have explored
personal workspaces on tabletops [291].
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“Snapping windows to particular sizes (e.g. half screen).” PID 5.
“Multi-visualization needs to be addressed so common situations like
two visualizations being used is handed out-of-box (opening, dragging
and zooming should be done for you).” PID 6.
“Have a window to snap to side of screen so that the optimum amount
of screen can be used when two people are working on it.” PID 21.
“There were some issues when using the table to do two different tasks,
such as windows expanding, or overlaying each others, perhaps a
working region could help reduce this.” PID 44.
Participants found performing the windows close gesture when visualizations
were at full screen problematic due to the inaccuracy of the touch detection in
the corners of the table (see Figure 7.13(a)). Having an alternative close option or
gesture could improve the usability.
“Found I wanted to drag and release when closing windows.” PID 24.
7.3.4 Data
Data Manipulation
Participants liked the options to manipulate data through sliders, filters, sorting,
and grouping. Some participants would have liked more data manipulation
options, but they did not give very specific details.
“More filtering.” PID 12.
“More useful filters and group functionality tools.” PID 28.
For example in the System Evolution Visualization one of the group questions
(§H.1 Q9) asked pairs to find out how many lines of code one version had increased
over another (see Figure 7.18). We observed most participants answering this
question by deselecting all metrics except lines of code, which displayed the
versions and one series of data. As there was a large difference between the two
data values, participants tried to read the axis labels on the left hand side of the
chart and then discussed with their colleague about what the answer was. The
chart was hard to read as the axis labels were on the far left of the visualization
and the values on the far right, which caused some confusion. We observed
participants thinking aloud and all struggled to calculate an accurate number
on the fly. Some participants used a bar chart (see Figure 7.18(a)) while others
used an area chart (see Figure 7.18(b)). At the time, many participants suggested
that SourceVis should support comparing multiple data directly in the chart and
showing the differences visually.
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(a) Bar chart.
(b) Area chart.
Figure 7.18: Comparing data using the System Evolution Visualization to find out
which version has the most lines of code.
Metrics Data
We provided metrics information for systems, packages, and classes. Some vi-
sualizations like the Vocabulary Visualization showed how many entities were
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displayed, however, participants would have liked more summary information.
“The Metrics Explorer Visualization needs more summary info (e.g.
count of what is currently displayed/selected). It was the only place I
had to manually count items on the visualization to answer a question.”
PID 11.
The metrics data predominantly showed size and summary information about
entities and were good for finding outliers and data trends. Some participants
would have liked detailed information to be able to answer more statistical ques-
tions.
“Max and average statistics for classes would be useful. Worked well
for the questions we were asked. Other types of questions like finding
average method length, or all methods over say 50 lines of code might
be harder to answer.” PID 25.
The visualizations were primarily based on software metrics. Some participants
suggested that the metrics were not that useful and did not show anything about
design decisions. In the future we would like to explore visualizations that show
design decision information on top of metrics such as disharmony maps [187, 361].
“Metric visualization tools don’t know about design decisions and
would alarm on things that have been designed that way intentionally.
As an example a circular reference is seen as a bad thing in design,
but when coding a relational data model in Java you can hardly avoid
them.” PID 14.
“I’m not sure the selected metrics are always that useful. LOC is a sign
of code smell I guess.” PID 38.
Saving and Note Taking
SourceVis does not support annotating data within a visualization, making notes
on a separate window, tagging important elements within a visualization, or sav-
ing any information. Some participants would have liked to be able to save the
current view. All of these kind of features would help with the user experience
and improve the utility of SourceVis especially if developers were to use the appli-
cation in a work place environment. These features would certainly help sharing
information with other members of the team at a later date once information was
discovered.
“Add manual notes. Allow manual tagging of important classes.” PID
20.
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Integration With Other Tools
We developed SourceVis as a standalone application and used systems from the
Qualitas Corpus (Version 20101126) [325]. Many of the participants suggested
integrating SourceVis with IDEs, version control systems (e.g. SVN, GitHub,
Google Code), and other software development tools.
“Produce plugins for popular systems like Hudson or Jenkins. Connect
to a live code base.” PID 19.
“Linking into a single live system image.” PID 42.
Some participants suggested performing automatic refactoring of the software
within the visualizations. If SourceVis was integrated with IDEs then being able to
perform drag and drop refactorings is an avenue to explore [190].
“What is the highest priority question developers should ask of their
code, and how do you actually decide which code to fix/review? Could
this be done in the application by automatic refactoring?” PID 26.
Some participants use modelling tools for software development and mainte-
nance. Some participants suggested integrating UML diagrams and tools with
SourceVis might be useful.
“I can also see how these visualizations could be blended with an IDE
and UML (e.g. drawing tool).” PID 26.
Some participants would have liked to be able to share their discoveries using
collaborative social computing systems and to generate reports. Others have
explored social media artifacts in collaborative software development [335].
“No collaboration with social networking systems or other applications
like Google Talk or Microsoft Communicator. Provide the ability to
connect data with other collaboration software like Google+, Twitter.
What if I wanted to email some stats to someone?” PID 19.
7.3.5 User Interface
Interface Learning and Help Information
Some participants would have liked to have more time to explore SourceVis. Given
the study was controlled in a lab setting with finite time, this limited the amount
of time participants could spend learning about the interface.
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“I really see the usefulness but would need more time” PID 35.
“Some features were somewhat hidden or not obvious to me in the brief
session.” PID 37.
Participants would have liked more help in certain places to learn the interface
faster. We provided some help documentation about the visualizations and how
to use the visualizations in certain places. A tap and hold gesture on icons in
the startup screen displayed additional information about a visualization. Figure
7.19(a) shows help information in a dialog box about the Toxicity Chart Visualiza-
tion displayed from the startup screen. A tap and hold gesture on metrics labels
and layers in the visualizations displayed additional information about a metric
or layer. Figure 7.19(b) shows help information in a dialog box about the accessor
layer in the Class Blueprint Visualization.
“More contextual help without popping up dialogs (e.g. information
on touch that disappears when the touch is released, possibly on the
background so it doesn’t interfere with touch actions, for example
something similar to IDE autocomplete suggestions.” PID 5.
“The improvement I can think of at the moment is making it more
obvious when I clicked the classes that the metrics on the left changed.
Once you have played with with this for an hour - you know this
anyway. Working with two people didn’t even notice this because both
looking at different bits of screen so things changing seemed to be more
noticeable.” PID 10.
“I think there could be more information in more places.” PID 16.
“Some way of calling out features to the user, making suggestions
perhaps. I would probably be a lot more effective just with a bit more
familiarity. Kind of like learning an IDE.” PID 37.
As this is a new interface for participants they suggested more visual feedback
when touching objects on the screen. We provided some visual feedback for when
a user touches the surface, an object, or button. When performing the tap gesture
on the surface a blue circle trace is displayed beneath the user’s finger (see Figure
7.20(a)). When performing a tap and hold gesture on an entity the blue circle trace
gradually becomes red while holding. Once the circle is completely red the gesture
is ended and the action is then executed for the gesture (see Figure 7.20(b)).
“Everything you touch gives some information.” PID 16.
“More visible feedback when buttons are pressed” PID 27.
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(a) Toxicity Chart Visualization help information displayed from the Startup Screen.
(b) Class Blueprint help information about the accessor layer.
Figure 7.19: Help Information.
(a) Tap gesture, displays blue circle. (b) Tap and hold gesture, displays red circle.
Figure 7.20: Visual feedback on touch gestures.
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(a) Notification Statement about loading a new System Dependency Visualization.
(b) Error Statement about trying to load a data file in the Class Blueprint Visualization.
Figure 7.21: Visual Notification and Error Statements.
Participants would have liked more visual notification and error statements of
incorrect touches and data for user actions. We provided notifications for loading
a new visualization, error statements for displaying a new visualization from the
startup screen without loading a system first, error statements for displaying a
visualization that does not have an associated data file, and error statements when
doing an ascending or descending search without selecting a metric. Figure 7.21(a)
shows a popup “Loading” box indicating that a new visualization is starting.
Figure 7.21(b) shows an error message when a participant has tried to load a Class
Blueprint Visualization on a class that does not have an associated data file.
“When you do something wrong you get an obvious indication of how
to correct it (or what to do to make it work).” PID 7.
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Remembering Visual Encoding Representation
We adopted Polymetric View [185] encodings to represent packages and classes.
As participants were switching between visualizations that contain packages and
classes, both using this encoding scheme, they got confused as to what kind of
entity they were looking at. The encoding could be augmented with additional
markers or icons to signify the difference between these entities.
“Possibly colour coding or icons to differentiate entities.” PID 24.
“Packages could have icons next to them, quickly allowing the user to
identify the difference between classes.” PID 27.
“Although the visualization is specific to one type, they look exactly the
same. Some colouring or iconography might help.” PID 36.
Menus and Search
The menus showed a lot of information and some participants found the grouping
of elements were not well defined. There may have been a better way to style the
different components within the menus and to use different grouping options.
“Slightly clearer labels on the left menu, with more obviously defined
breaks between sections of sorting/filtering options.” PID 39.
The left hand side menus were in a fixed position. Some participants would
have liked for these menus to be more flexible when navigating in a visualization.
Some suggested having the menus follow them around the visualization or be
able to display them on demand.
“Some parts of the interface (menus) could reflow when zooming.”
PID 9.
The pie menu and keyboard are displayed at the current zoom level of the
camera rather than relative to the window (see Figures 7.3(b) and 7.9(a)). This
caused some issues for participants as the pie menu and keyboard appeared off
screen or too small. To improve the usability it would make sense for them to be
consistently the same each time they were displayed.
“The keyboard and pie control menu could spawn at an initial size
relative to the window, rather than relative to the item being clicked
on making it easier to perform actions at any size would reduce the
amount of steps required to complete a task.” PID 40.
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Some participants were not sure exactly what would be displayed when they
selected one of the visualizations from the pie menu and suggested using icons
instead of text to represent the visualization type.
“Found it a bit difficult to decide which options to choose from the pie
menu - maybe an iconic representation of which screen I would go to
for each option would help.” PID 24.
Some participants struggled to find the search box feature to search for entities.
For the search box in the Metrics Explorer Visualization we used a search label
‘Search for:’, a box with an example (‘e.g. TestCase’), and a magnifying glass icon
which looks similar to the Google search box icon. While for the System Hotspots
View, System Package Evolution, and System Class Evolution visualizations had
no search label but included a ‘Reset’ button underneath the search box. Figure
7.22 shows the search box in the Metrics Explorer where a participant has issued a
search for class names that include the word ’test’.
“Improve search boxes so it is clear where to search.” PID 7.
The search button on the keyboard was a separate key labelled ‘Search’ as
opposed to pressing the ‘Enter’ key to execute the search query (see Figure 7.22).
This caused participants some confusion as they would use the ‘Enter’ key to
perform the search with unexpected results. It would be possible to modify the
keyboard to make a search work on the ‘Enter’ key.
“The enter key on the keyboard should run a text search, rather than
insert a newline character.” PID 27.
Reading Text
For all participants reading text when displayed in small windows was difficult
(see Figure 7.15). Some participants suggested using a magnifying glass lens to
help with reading. There may have been an option in MT4j to fix this but we were
not aware of any at the time. Reading text when a window was at full screen was
not a problem.
“Size of the text, perhaps use a localized magnifying glass.” PID 13.
“I know its an MT4j issue, but it is hard to read text when the windows
are too small. This makes the collaboration mode very hard because
even with a window at half size, the font is too blurry.” PID 22.
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Figure 7.22: Search Box and Search Button on keyboard on the Metrics Explorer
Visualization.
UI Consistency
Many participants would have liked a more polished user interface but few offered
any specific details for improvement. Given SourceVis is a prototype we would
like to work with a UI designer in the future to improve the style and consistency.
“UI adjustments.” PID 2.
“More polished UI.” PID 3.
“Minor UI improvements could be seen all over the place.” PID 42.
Participants would have liked greater consistency of UI elements and inter-
action gestures across all the visualizations. For example some objects could be
dragged around the screen while on another visualization they could not be. There
was some inconsistency with what could be touched and what could be dragged.
“Consistent interaction with controls such as zooming and moving
would also go a long way to reducing frustration.” PID 6.
“Need to make it easier to move objects on the screens for example
when I select something place that in the middle of screen and resize
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to emphasis the components it relates to instead of making us search
them out.” PID 19.
“Make it obvious which parts of the interface are selectable. The UI was
flat that it was not always clear which parts were selectable.” PID 23.
“Consistency across all interfaces for interaction (e.g. click/drag, click-
/click).” PID 27.
Some participants felt there was too much text in the UI. For some of the
widgets participants would have preferred icons instead of text to denote actions.
For the sorting options we could have used “A–Z” instead of “Alphabetical”,
likewise something similar for ascending and descending.
“Use standard form components where possible (e.g. buttons/sliders
rather than text labels).” PID 27.
“Some of the UI controls for filtering / controlling visualizations feel a
bit text-heavy for a visual tool.” PID 32.
Startup Screen
If a visualization was displayed at full screen participants found it annoying
to navigate back to the startup screen to create a new overview visualization.
Having a gesture or menu which would allow displaying new main overview
visualizations from an existing visualization would be helpful. Alternatively,
providing a gesture to navigate back to the start screen would increase the usability.
“The startup screen could be a menu brought up by a gesture or some-
thing - having to go back to it felt more difficult than on my more usual
interfaces.” PID 9.
“There could be a way to quickly navigate to start screen.” PID 27.
Some participants were not aware that the visualization icons within the cate-
gories in the startup screen could be rotated. Figure 7.23 shows one participant
who has rotated two of the three categories (Exploration and Structure) on the
start screen to point to his direction, denoted by the green borders of the categories
pointing to the participant at the top of the Figure, while the other category points
to the bottom of the table. Some participants suggested making the icons more
flexible so that they can move around the startup screen.
“Move icons around in the startup screen or at least move them to the
other side.” PID 21.
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Some participants who were aware of the visualization rotating icons on the
startup screen suggested that there should should be options on the borders of
windows that contain visualizations to rotate windows in a similar fashion.
“Direction change buttons similar to the start screen would be useful
on opened windows for collaboration.” PID 22.
Figure 7.23: Rotating visualization icons on the startup screen.
7.4 Team Collaboration
In this section we discuss how the multi-touch table helped with team collabora-
tion (§6.1.5 Q4).
7.4.1 Multi-touch Interaction
The table supported multi-touch interaction which allowed more than one partici-
pant to interact at once and they could do this on the same visualization or have
their own separate windows. We observed that having multi-touch interaction
meant that pairs did not have to rely on their partner to control the interface,
instead one participant could interact when they wanted to.
“Having the table respond to input from multiple people at once – can
potentially have sub-windows open in separate parts with different
controllers.” PID 8.
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“One of the benefits found is that people working together can share
the interaction in a session. This is easier than when having a review
session as a team and one person pilots and others have to command
him to click things they can see on a projection wall. With this tool this
saves time.” PID 14.
Even though both participants could interact with the multi-touch table at the
same time some participants felt that the multi-touch interaction detection support
hindered their touch experience especially when there was a visualization at full
screen. The multi-touch detection was less of a problem when participants were
working on different visualizations in separate windows in parallel.
“The fact that two people couldn’t touch the screen at the same time
was a major difficulty. Especially since the table is so large, and sup-
ports multiple windows, you forget about this limitation and want to
work simultaneously on multiple windows as if they were separate
iPads.” PID 4.
While other participants found the touch interaction was not a problem which
allowed them to work together, and promoted shared and casual interactions.
“The table worked great with many touches and two of us being able
to work on our problems easily.” PID 7.
“Promoted shared interaction and negotiation. PID 41.
“The environment of a table felt very comfortable and natural to start
casual interactions.” PID 44.
If the touch experience was better then some participants felt that it could be
better than existing practices (i.e. desktop computer with mouse, keyboard, and
monitor). We would like to conduct a between subjects study to see if there is any
difference between these two interface styles.
“I really didn’t see anything inherent to the touchscreen that made
it better for team collaboration with these particular widgets, than
a normal monitor and interface. But, I can see how, especially if it
supported simultaneous input by multiple users better, it could be
useful.” PID 4.
7.4.2 Team Work
Participants found that the multi-touch table encouraged them to work together
and collaborate with each other.
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“The table helped a lot with team collaboration.” PID 6.
“ As a team building exercise, a discussion could be had over particular
parts of the system. PID 28.
“It’s great for collaboration to answer the same questions.” PID 37.
“Easy to collaborate with a team mate.” PID 43.
The multi-touch table allowed participants to work together closely (e.g. group
condition) and loosely (e.g. individual condition). For example they could both
be working on the interface but looking at different aspects of a system and then
come together, share their discoveries, and share ideas with each other.
“Having the personal space to be able to do something on the display,
talk to my teammate, and show things to them without being crowded
was excellent. This is not the case when showing something on a
standard workstation monitor.” PID 11.
“Showing other people something is very easy. I imagine that this can
also be very fast to use when it’s more advanced (more options and
filters) and the user has had enough time to become fully familiar with
it.” PID 12.
“Everyone seeing the same data was useful.” PID 28.
“The ability to have people to bounce ideas off a colleague was very
useful.” PID 34.
7.4.3 Communication
Participants felt that the multi-touch table encouraged them to communicate with
each other.
“Encourages discussion and participation.” PID 3.
“Helped stimulate discussion.” PID 5.
“Encouraged discussion and interaction.” PID 23.
“Improved the relationship between the developers as we were both
communicating with each together.” PID 27.
“The table encourages communication.” PID 38.
“The table was a focus for conversation. It was a common space for
conversation about the software.” PID 41.
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When using the table, we asked participants to think aloud. We observed
that they would communicate with their colleague to inform them what they
were doing with the interface. If the participants were more proficient with the
interface it would be interesting to see if there would be the same amount of
communication.
“Allows users to explain properly to each other, what they are attempt-
ing to achieve.” PID 2.
7.4.4 Different Roles
We observed that the multi-touch table afforded different roles for the participants.
Participants could easily switch between the roles and do different roles at the
same time.
“Having a multi-touch table meant that there was no waiting for the
teammate to finish doing something.” PID 40.
“The two of us could operate different parts of the interface, taking up
different roles.” PID 44
With most of our visualizations (except the Package and Class Evolution) the
options menus were located on the left hand side. Quite often during group work,
this led to the person standing on the left hand side of the table controlling the
interface and menus, while the person on the right hand side usually held the
question sheet and performed the close, maximize, and minimize options as those
controls were generally on that side of the visualizations.
“Having the menus all on the left allows the user on the left to lead the
operation of the software.” PID 2.
7.4.5 Coordination
Given that the multi-touch table supported multiple users interacting at the same
time, we observed that one participant mainly controlled the interface at any given
time during the group condition.
“Really only one person can be using the visualizations at a time.” PID
6.
“We found a way of working quite quickly where one person would do
the driving.” PID 16.
“I think one driver would be a good idea.” PID 38.
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We observed even though there was one participant controlling the interface
most of the time, participants regularly coordinated with their fellow colleague to
take turns controlling. The large table size and multi-touch interaction made it a
seamless process for participants to swap roles from controlling to observing.
“There were a few interesting etiquette issues to get used to - who’s
driving?” PID 24.
“The table has a big screen that we could both interact with. It meant
that when you wanted something to happen you could just do it with-
out feeling like you were taking over - which is what working on a
single user interface is like.” PID 31.
“Even though it is multi-touch, we often took turns to use the table.”
PID 33.
“Felt a bit odd swapping who drives what, but that’s just practice.” PID
42.
Participants liked that they did not have to swap physical positions in order to
control the the interface.
“Working together at a moments notice with no need to move to an-
other machine or move to a whiteboard.” PID 39.
7.4.6 Awareness
Participants felt the multi-touch table made them more aware of what the other
was doing while interacting and navigating within the visualizations, as they were
both using the same interface and were within close proximity of each other.
“Good for seeing what other team member was thinking about when
they were interacting and talking.” PID 5.
“Because it’s a touch interface you can more easily see what the other
person is doing with the interface - it’s easier to track an arm than a
mouse pointer.” PID 17.
“Each person can see how the other is navigating.” PID 18.
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7.5 Summary
In this chapter we presented the qualitative findings from the user study involving
professional software developers (§6). Table 7.1 summarizes the key findings
based on participants’ feedback in the post-study questionnaire (§6.3.4), video
recordings of the participants, spoken aloud thoughts by the participants, and
observations and notes made by us during the study. The next chapter presents
the quantitative results from the professional user study (§8).
7.5.1 Multi-touch Table
Participants preferred working as a group with the multi-touch table as it seemed
to be easier and more effective compared with working as individuals. Participants
liked that the table supported multi-touch, multiple users, and the size allowed
multi-user interaction and viewing large amounts of data (§6.1.5 Q1). Participants
found doing individual work at the same time on the the table difficult. The table
suffered from an inconsistent touch experience, precision and accuracy problems
with the touch detection, a low screen resolution, and hardware performance
issues. Some participants felt uncomfortable after standing for awhile using the
table and that prolonged use could be a problem without something to lean or sit
on (§6.1.5 Q2). Some participants suggested using a commercial multi-touch table
which may offer a better touch experience, better touch precision and accuracy,
larger screen resolution, and faster hardware performance (§6.1.5 Q3).
7.5.2 Strengths
There were a number of strengths of SourceVis (§6.1.5 Q1).
• Visualizations: Participants liked how SourceVis supported multiple visualiza-
tions simultaneously. The evolution and chart visualizations were popular.
• Interaction: Participants liked the navigation touch gestures for zooming and
panning, and the ability to switch between visualizations through windows
and the pop up pie menu.
• Data: Participants liked being able to display overviews of systems, provide
details on demand, manipulate data in multiple ways, change the system
version in a visualization, identify outliers, and discover trends.
• User Interface: Participants found the user interface to be intuitive, consistent,
and the visual encoding representation (e.g. class type and Polymetric View
encoding) helped with identifying interesting aspects in the visualizations.
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7.5.3 Weaknesses
There were some weaknesses of SourceVis (§6.1.5 Q2).
• Visualizations: Participants sometimes forgot what visualization technique
they were looking at. With visualizations that utilized large amounts of
screen space participants were confused as to where they were in a visual-
ization and found it difficult to keep track of what they had seen previously.
The System Dependency Visualization was very hard to use and participants
struggled with this technique.
• Interaction: The navigation (panning and zooming in a visualization) became
problematic when two people were both performing one of these navigation
gestures at once. There were some inconsistencies of items such as the pie
menu and keyboard being displayed at different sizes depending on what
the current zoom level was. Manipulating windows to face a direction using
two handed gestures was cumbersome and closing full screen windows
was problematic due to the touch inaccuracies in the corner of the table.
Entering text through the virtual keyboard was difficult for participants.
Some participants would have liked to been able to enter numbers through
a keyboard rather than use widgets like sliders to manipulate the data.
Occasionally users would interfere with each other when interacting, such as
taking visualizations off each other. Participants reaching over one another
was problematic during the individual condition.
• Data: Some participants felt there was too much information being presented
at once. Participants did not like having to find information by visually
searching (e.g. counting or looking for coloured entities) and would have
preferred SourceVis give a precise answer for some of the questions.
• User Interface: This was the first time participants had used SourceVis and a
large multi-touch table but they quickly learnt how to use the interface. Some
participants occasionally forgot what the visual encoding representation
meant for the size of entities that used the Polymetric View encodings and
what colours were represented by which class type. Some menus were
initially displayed offscreen and could accidentally be moved. The search
options were not included on all visualizations and not obvious how to start.
Text was hard to read if it was displayed in a window and best read when a
visualization was displayed at full screen.
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7.5.4 Improvements
Participants suggested a number of ways to improve SourceVis (§6.1.5 Q3).
• Visualizations: Add titles, legends, and breadcrumb navigation to help par-
ticipants remember the different visualization types. Improve the System
Dependency Visualization by having directed edges and a search feature.
Improve the Toxicity Chart by including different metrics, ability to adjust
threshold values, ability to selecting individual data points, and increase the
rendering speed. New visualizations such as displaying source code, inher-
itance information, and code contributions by developers were suggested.
Add new visualization layouts like treemaps and graphs, and link between
and synchronize visualizations.
• Interaction: Provide control over who can zoom and pan in a visualization
at once which would cause less frustration. Add features to control the
zoom level rather than relying solely on zoom and pan gestures. When
visualizations start, have options to display immediately at full screen or in
a set sized window. Provide better options for manipulating windows and
closing visualizations at full screen.
• Data: Provide additional filters and other widgets to manipulate data. Add
more options for summarizing and displaying statistical data about metrics.
Integrate other software design aspects on top of the metrics which could
make understanding the problems with a system clearer. Add features to
save the current view, make notes, and generate reports to inform team
members about their discoveries. Integrate SourceVis with IDEs, version
control systems, and other tools to provide a more complete application.
• User Interface: Add more help documentation, tooltips, and visual feedback.
To help users remember the visual encoding representation (e.g. class type
and Polymetric View encoding) add legends to the visualizations. Make
the options menu more flexible so it can be displayed from anywhere. Pie
menus and the keyboard need to be displayed relative to the window and
not the camera view port. The search features need improving by resetting
the data set each time for a new search query, a clearer location for the search
box, and the keyboard adjusted so “enter” starts a search. Text needs to be
displayed more clearly to improve reading, especially when text is displayed
inside a window. Improve the UI by being more consistent with the style,
icons, and interaction capabilities. The visualizations from the startup screen
should be able to be started from anywhere in SourceVis.
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7.5.5 Team Collaboration
We asked participants how the multi-touch table helped with team collaboration
(§6.1.5 Q4). The multi-touch allowed multiple users to interact at once rather than
relying on a single user to control the interface. The table encouraged participants
to work together, helped improve relationships, made sharing information easy,
allowed users to work closely or loosely, and communicate with each other. The ta-
ble allowed participants to perform different roles when interacting. We observed
that most of the time one person was controlling the interface. It was a seamless
process for participants to coordinate swapping roles. Working together as a
group made participants more aware of what each other was doing as opposed to
working separately as individuals.
The next chapter (§8) presents the quantitative findings from the professional
user study.
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Professional User Study —
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In this chapter we present the quantitative findings of the professional user study
(§6). We show which study condition combination the participants selected. We
show which kind of collaborative coupling categories and styles the participants
used. We show which physical arrangement participants favoured when using
the multi-touch table. We show the perceived effectiveness of the visualization
techniques by the participants.
8.1 Study Condition Combination
Q5 - Which study condition (e.g. Group or Individual) did the pairs favour for Section 3
of the user tasks? (§6.1.1)
For Section 1 of the user tasks all pairs were assigned either the “Group” or
“Individual” condition. For Section 2 they worked in the opposite condition from
Section 1. Odd numbered pairs started in Group and even numbered pairs started
in Individual. For Section 3 each pair had a choice of condition. All of the 22 pairs
chose the “Group” condition. The pairs were evenly split (11 pairs each) between
the combinations GIG or IGG. As in Table 6.3, pairs in the GIG combination are
shaded grey while those in IGG are not shaded. Individual was not selected for
Section 3 hence neither IGI nor GII combinations eventuated. Participants felt that
it was easier and faster to work in a group compared to working as individuals
in parallel, hence all pairs selected “Group” for Section 3 of the user tasks. This
decision may have been caused by the limitations of the hardware with respect to
multi-touch detection and many participants commented in the post-interview
that they thought they were partaking in a collaborative group study hence why
they selected group.
8.2 Collaborative Coupling Categories
Q6 - Which coupling categories did the participants use? (§6.1.2)
We wanted to know which collaborative coupling categories the participants
used, how much time was spent in each category, and what sequence the partic-
ipants performed the different categories. The coupling categories were closely
coupled and loosely coupled and are groupings of the coupling styles described
earlier (see Table 6.1). The closely coupled category comprises the coupling styles:
Discussion (DISC), Same Problem Same Area (SPSA), Same Problem Different
Area (SPDA), and Viewing Engaged (VE). The loosely coupled category comprises
the styles: Viewing Disengaged (VD), Different Problem Same Area (DPSA), and
Different Problem Different Area (DPDA).
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8.2.1 Frequency of Coupling Categories
Figure 8.1(a) shows a boxplot of the frequencies of the coupling categories. 78%
of the interaction was closely coupled while 22% were loosely coupled. There
were more close collaboration coupling styles (and more variation of styles) used
than loose collaboration styles. This would be expected since the pairs conducted
more sections in the Group condition than the Individual condition. These find-
ings imply that pairs frequently switched between coupling styles when closely
coupled. When pairs were loosely coupled (predominantly when they were in the
Individual condition) they tended not to switch to another coupling style.
Figure 8.1(b) shows an histogram of the frequencies of the coupling categories.
The X axis shows the bin range of frequencies and Y axis frequency count. The
closely coupled category occurs more frequently in the 31+ range. The loosely
coupled category occurs more frequently in the less than 30 range. This finding
shows that there were more changes in closely than loosely coupled styles. We
used R [252], and ran the Wilcoxon rank sum test at 95% confidence to compare
if there were any statistical significant differences between the frequency of the
coupling categories. We found there were a significant difference between the
frequency of the categories (W = 4342, p = 1.506×10−07).
(a) Boxplot of Frequency of Closely and Loosely
Coupled Collaboration.
(b) Histogram of Frequency of Closely and
Loosely Coupled Collaboration.
Figure 8.1: Observed Frequency of Closely and Loosely Coupled Categories.
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8.2.2 Time Spent in Coupling Categories
Figure 8.2(a) shows a boxplot of the amount of time spent in the coupling cate-
gories. 57% of time was spent closely coupled and 43% spent loosely coupled. This
finding indicates that pairs primarily worked and spent more time closely coupled
together. The pairs did two group sections from the condition type combinations
(e.g. GIG and IGG). The boxplot shows that there is a similar variance and range
in the values, however, pairs did spend more time closely coupled.
Figure 8.2(b) shows an histogram of the amount of time spent in the coupling
categories. Closely coupled categories spent the longest time in each of the ranges
compared with loosely coupled. For two ranges (2–4 and 10–12 minutes) loosely
coupled spent the same amount of time. In combination with Figure 8.1(b) this
finding shows that pairs regularly switched between closely coupled styles, and
when in a loosely coupled style pairs spent more time in that style and switched
less frequently. We ran the Wilcoxon rank sum test at 95% confidence to compare
if there were any statistical significant differences between the time spent in the
coupling categories. We found no significant differences between the categories
(W = 3201, p = 0.2789).
(a) Boxplot of Time Spent in Closely and
Loosely Coupled Collaboration.
(b) Histogram of Time Spent in Closely and
Loosely Coupled Collaboration.
Figure 8.2: Observed Time Spent in Closely and Loosely Coupled Categories.
8.2.3 Temporal Sequence of Coupling Categories
Following Isenberg [137], Figure 8.3 shows the temporal sequence of coupling
categories by pairs including how much time was spent in each category. GIG
pairs (odd numbered and shaded grey rows) are located on the bottom half, and
IGG pairs (even numbered and white rows) located on the top half. Loosely
coupled is encoded blue and closely coupled yellow. Help was for when the
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session instructor had to restart SourceVis as it crashed or clarify an aspect about
the user tasks or interface. No Interaction (NI) was for when participants switched
between the different conditions as part of the user tasks.
Figure 8.3: Temporal Sequence of Coupling Categories. GIG pairs (odd numbered,
shaded grey rows) located bottom half and IGG pairs (even numbered, white
rows) top half. Closely Coupled = blue. Loosely Coupled = yellow. Help = black.
No Interaction (NI) = green.
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Figure 8.3 shows that when pairs were in the Individual condition they were
predominantly loosely coupled. When pairs when in the Group condition they
were predominantly closely coupled, and occasionally switched to loosely coupled
but only for very brief periods. In the Figure IGG pairs have a large amount of blue
at the start followed by two sections of yellow. For GIG pairs they have one section
of yellow, followed by a blue section, and then another yellow section. GIG pair 3
and IGG pair 20 show about half closely coupled and half loosely coupled in the
Individual section. GIG pairs 17 and 19 show working almost exclusively closely
coupled in the Individual section. Participants from pairs 19 and 20 commented
earlier about having issues working as individuals (§ 7.2.1).
8.3 Collaborative Coupling Styles
Q7 - Which coupling styles did the participants use? (§6.1.2)
We wanted to know which collaborative coupling styles the participants used,
how much time was spent in each coupling style, and what sequence the partici-
pants performed the different coupling styles. The collaborative coupling styles
were described earlier (see Table 6.1).
8.3.1 Frequency of Coupling Styles
Table 8.1 shows the raw data for the observed frequency of each coupling style
each pair used. In total using the ELAN tool (§6.3.5) we coded 3053 coupling
styles. Yellow cells in the table indicate the largest value in a row. Red cells
indicate outlier values. Closely Coupled was the most frequently used category
(2381 occurrences) compared to loosely coupled (672). The most frequently used
coupling style was VE (1101) followed by DISC (877), VD (438), SPDA (253), DPDA
(216), and SPSA (150). The least used coupling style was DPSA (18). The average
number of coupling styles used by each pair was 139. Pair 2 (235) used the largest
number of coupling styles followed by Pair 3 (169). For 19 of the pairs VE was
the most frequently used style. While DISC was the most frequently used style
instead of VE, for pairs 7, 9, and 17 who were all from the GIG condition. SPSA
was rarely used but Pairs 2 and 3 used this style more than other pairs. SPSA was
for when both participants were touching the same area. We observed participants
using SPSA when learning from each other. Table I.1 in Appendix I shows a
more detailed table of the coupling styles separated by the Group and Individual
conditions.
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Table 8.1: Frequency of Coupling Style by each pair. GIG = grey shaded rows and
IGG = white rows. Largest row value = yellow. Outlier values = red.
PairID DISC SPSA SPDA VE VD DPSA DPDA SUM
1 32 2 7 43 16 0 10 110
2 53 19 29 83 28 4 19 235
3 34 29 8 61 22 3 12 169
4 38 12 21 52 16 1 15 155
5 49 10 12 59 20 1 9 160
6 32 8 19 54 23 2 12 150
7 33 12 7 28 30 3 20 133
8 51 3 18 73 17 1 6 169
9 39 3 6 36 20 0 9 113
10 43 5 13 44 18 0 10 133
11 51 4 11 52 22 0 10 150
12 38 5 9 54 19 2 10 137
13 29 5 10 42 23 0 10 119
14 22 6 3 36 17 0 11 95
15 31 1 2 38 24 1 14 111
16 40 5 11 42 18 0 6 122
17 62 1 11 58 8 0 2 142
18 34 3 14 43 17 0 8 119
19 37 2 6 46 22 0 2 115
20 36 2 10 55 27 0 4 134
21 52 7 9 58 8 0 8 142
22 41 6 17 44 23 0 9 140
SUM: 877 150 253 1101 438 18 216 3053
Category: Closely: 2381 Loosely: 672
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Figure 8.4(a) shows the observed frequency of coupling styles for all pairs and
participants. The most frequently used style was VE at 36%, DISC 29%, VD 14%,
SPDA 8%, DPDA 7%, SPSA 5%, and DPSA 1%. VE had the most variance in
values followed by DISC. VE, DISC, and VD were the only styles that had either
one participant or no participants interacting with the table. Therefore 50% (VE
and VD) of the frequency styles one participant was interacting with the table and
up to 79% (VE, DISC, VD) either one participant interacted or no participants at
all. When participants were working on the same question and interacting at the
same time they were mainly in different areas (SPDA) and only occasionally in
the same area (SPSA). When participants were working on different questions and
interacting at once they were mainly in different areas (DPDA). Participants rarely
worked on different questions in the same area (DPSA).
We ran pairwise Wilcoxon rank sum tests at 95% confidence to compare if
there were any statistical significant differences between the frequency of coupling
styles using a Bonferroni correction to the p-value. Table I.5 in Appendix I shows
the results from these tests. We found statistical differences between all styles
except for the following styles: DISC and VE (W = 116, p = 0.067116), SPSA and
SPDA (W = 113.5, p = 0.054684), SPSA and DPDA (W = 131.5, p = 0.200886), and
SPDA and DPDA (W = 273.5, p = 9.7671). This shows that these coupling styles
were frequently used about as much as each other.
Figure 8.4(b) shows the observed frequency of the coupling styles by condition
type combination (GIG = blue and IGG = red). GIG pairs used 1464 coupling
styles and IGG pairs 1589 styles. GIG pairs used VE 36% and IGG 37%. IGG had a
greater maximum value for VE while GIG a smaller minimum value. GIG pairs
used DISC 31% while IGG 27%. GIG had a larger range for DISC while IGG was
more tightly compacted and had a lower minimum value. GIG pairs used VD
15% and IGG 14%. GIG had a larger range for VD. Both GIG and IGG pairs used
DPDA 7%. GIG had a larger variance in values for DPDA. GIG used SPDA 6%
and IGG 10%. Both GIG and IGG pairs used SPSA 5%. Both GIG and IGG pairs
used DPSA less than 1%.
We ran the Wilcoxon rank sum test at 95% confidence to compare if there were
any statistical significant differences between the condition type combinations (e.g.
GIG vs. IGG) for each of the frequency coupling styles. We found no significant
differences between any of the styles, except SPDA. There was a significant differ-
ence between GIG and IGG for SPDA (W=20 and p=0.008475). This shows that
IGG pairs were more often working on the same question and different areas of a
visualization in the Group condition than GIG pairs.
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(a) Frequency of Coupling Styles.
(b) Frequency of Coupling Style by Condition Type Combination (e.g. GIG = blue, IGG = red)
Figure 8.4: Observed Frequency of Collaborative Coupling Styles.
8.3.2 Time Spent in Coupling Styles
Table 8.2 shows the raw data for the observed amount of time spent in the coupling
styles by each pair used. Yellow cells in the table indicate the largest value in a
row. Red cells indicate outlier values. In total there were approximately 13 hours
or 46078 seconds spent in the coupling styles. The longest time was spent in VE
(14796 just over 4 hours), DPDA (13075 seconds, just over 3.5 hours), DISC (7678
just over two hours), and VD (6512 just under two hours). The average amount
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Table 8.2: Time spent (seconds) in Coupling Style by each pair. GIG = grey shaded
rows and IGG = white rows. Largest row value = yellow. Outlier values = red.
PairID DISC SPSA SPDA VE VD DPSA DPDA SUM
1 291 16 99 814 219 0 759 2198
2 355 50 303 848 361 14 618 2549
3 240 115 47 727 148 13 334 1624
4 423 72 422 909 312 3 942 3083
5 424 52 89 723 268 3 879 2438
6 314 65 434 845 344 8 573 2583
7 254 95 98 230 408 27 1381 2493
8 441 18 111 977 260 9 234 2050
9 343 14 109 357 243 0 935 2001
10 415 28 96 451 360 0 687 2037
11 453 22 93 418 313 0 834 2133
12 362 27 90 495 228 4 498 1704
13 283 15 110 659 403 0 844 2314
14 206 32 25 749 314 0 334 1660
15 211 3 16 478 351 8 713 1780
16 420 36 164 508 243 0 494 1865
17 615 7 118 1075 68 0 211 2094
18 347 11 275 500 380 0 772 2285
19 333 12 81 1318 325 0 114 2183
20 287 9 88 716 374 0 91 1565
21 314 44 59 488 90 0 404 1399
22 347 33 225 511 500 0 424 2040
SUM: 7678 776 3152 14796 6512 89 13075 46078
Category: Closely: 26402 Loosely: 19676
of time spent across all the coupling styles was 2049 seconds, approximately 34
minutes. Pair 4 spent the longest time in the coupling styles (3083), then Pair 6
(2583), and Pair 2 (2549). For 12 pairs VE was where pairs spent the longest time
and for 10 pairs it was VE. Pairs 19 and 20 spent the shortest time in DPDA. Pairs
4 and 5 spent the longest time in SPDA. Pair 3 spent the most time in SPSA. Table
I.2 in Appendix I shows a more detailed table of the coupling styles separated by
the Group and Individual conditions.
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Figure 8.5(a) shows the observed amount of time spent in the coupling styles
for all pairs and participants. The longest time was spent in VE at 32%, DPDA 28%,
DISC 17%, VD 14%, SPDA 7%, SPSA 2%, and DPSA less than 1%. Compared with
the frequency of DPDA (see Figure 8.4(a)) participants spent less time changing
between this code and others, and more time within DPDA which also had the
largest range in values. This is due to the participants working in the Individual
condition where there was less opportunity to switch to another coupling style.
When pairs were working together 32% (VE) of the time there was one person
interacting or 17% (DISC) discussing something about the question or the interface.
Only 8% of the time pairs were they both interacting on the table at the same time
(SPDA and SPDA). 14% of the time one participant was away from the table
writing down answers and the other was at the table (VD).
We ran pairwise Wilcoxon rank sum tests at 95% confidence to compare if there
were any statistical significant differences between the time spent in the coupling
styles using a Bonferroni correction to the p-value. Table I.6 in Appendix I shows
the results from these tests. We found statistical differences between all styles
except for the following styles: VE and DPDA (W = 281, p = 7.7658), DISC and VD
(W = 303, p = 3.297), and DISC and DPDA (W = 123, p = 0.097125). This shows
that pairs clearly spent more time in VE and DPDA than the other coupling styles.
Figure 8.5(b) shows the observed amount of time spent in the coupling styles
by condition type combination. Both GIG and IGG pairs each spent 32% of time in
VE. GIG pairs spent 33% in DPDA and IGG 24%. Both combinations spent 17%
in DISC. For VE and DPDA, GIG pairs had a much larger range of values. IGG
spent more time in VD at 16% and SPDA at 9%, compared with GIG at 12% and
4% respectively. Both combinations spent less than 2% in SPSA and DPSA.
We ran the Wilcoxon rank sum test at 95% confidence to compare if there
were any statistical significant differences between the different condition type
combinations for the time spent in the coupling styles. We found no significant
differences between any of the combinations, except SPDA. There was a significant
difference between GIG and IGG for SPDA (W=29 and p=0.03998). Again this is
a similar finding to the frequency coupling style of SPDA for the combinations
(§8.3.1). This shows that when IGG pairs were working on the same question they
spent more time in different areas of the visualizations than GIG pairs.
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(a) Time spent in Coupling Styles.
(b) Time spent in Coupling Style by Condition Type Combination (e.g. GIG = blue, IGG = red)
Figure 8.5: Observed Timing of Collaborative Coupling Styles.
8.3.3 Temporal Sequence of Coupling Styles
Following Isenberg [137], Figure 8.6 shows the temporal sequence of the coupling
styles by pairs including how much time was spent in each style. GIG pairs (odd
numbered and shaded grey rows) are located on the bottom half, and IGG pairs
(even numbered and white rows) located on the top half. Help was for when the
session instructor had to restart SourceVis as it crashed or clarify an aspect about
the user tasks or interface. No Interaction (NI) was for when participants switched
between the different conditions as part of the user tasks.
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Figure 8.6: Temporal Sequence of Coupling Styles.
The Figure shows a high concentration of loosely coupled styles (blue shading)
in the Individual sections and closely coupled styles (yellow to red shading) in
the Group sections. When participants were loosely coupled they were in DPDA
and remained in that style. When participants did switch styles from DPDA, they
predominantly switched to VD and then back to DPDA. When pairs were closely
coupled they were mainly in VE. The pairs quite often switched to other closely
coupled styles for short amounts of time including: DISC, SPDA, and SPSA. Some
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IGG pairs begin with closely coupled styles and then complete the section using
loosely coupled styles. IGG pairs (2,4,6,16, and 18) and GIG pairs (9 and 19) exhibit
segments of SPDA. In particular Pairs 6 and 9 spent time in SPDA when they were
in the Individual section and working on different questions but in fact they were
the same question (see questions A9 and B8 from Appendix H).
8.3.4 Frequency vs. Time Spent in Coupling Styles
Figure 8.7 summarises our earlier findings and shows comparing frequency versus
time spent in each of the coupling styles for all pairs. The finding shows a similar
pattern for all styles where they were more frequently used than the amount of
time spent in them, except DPDA. VE was most frequently used at 36% and time
spent 32%. DISC was used 29% and time spent 17%. VD was used 14% and time
spent 14%. DPDA was was used 7% and time spent 28%. When pairs were in
DPDA during the Individual condition they spent more time in the style and
switched less often to other styles.
Figure 8.7: Frequency vs. Time Spent in all Coupling Styles by pairs.
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8.4 Physical Arrangement Style
Q8 - Which physical arrangement styles did the participants use? (§6.1.3)
We wanted to know what physical arrangement styles participants favoured
the most (§6.1.3) and how much time was spent in the arrangement styles. Our
table had three sides that participants could use: (A) Bottom, (B) Left, and (C) Right
(see Figure 6.3(a)). The fourth side of the table was not accessible as we had camera
equipment setup preventing participants from using that side. Subsequently
participants could stand in the following positions around the table based on
relative positions: (A) Together, (B) Kitty Corner, (C) Side by Side, (D) End Side,
and (E) Opposite Ends, which is a subset from Tang et al. [320] (see Figure 6.1).
8.4.1 Frequency of Arrangement Styles
Table 8.3 shows the raw data for the observed frequency of the arrangement styles
by each pair. Yellow cells indicate the largest value in a row. Red cells indicate
outlier values. In total we coded 1527 arrangement styles. Arrangement styles that
supported loosely coupled collaboration styles (798) were slightly more frequently
used than styles that supported closely coupled (729). The average number of
arrangement styles used by pairs were 69. Pair 7 used the most arrangement styles
(102). Apart (434) was the most frequently used style, followed by Side by Side
(331) and Together (300). 15 pairs had Apart as their most frequently used style.
6 pairs had Together as their most used style and three pairs Side by Side. Pairs
1 and 21 had both Together and Side by Side as their most frequently used style.
Pair 3 had End Side (28) as the most frequently used style, and rarely used Side by
Side (4) and Together (1). Pair 10 also rarely used Together (1). Opposite Ends was
the more popular style for when participants were working individually. Pairs 8
and 17 did not use Opposite Ends at all, while some pairs used this style fewer
than five times. Kitty Corner was the least frequently used style and Pairs 8 and 9
did not use this style at all. Table I.3 in Appendix I shows a more detailed table of
the arrangement styles separated by the Group and Individual conditions.
Figure 8.8(a) shows the observed frequency of the arrangement styles for all
pairs. The most frequently used style was Apart at 28%, Side By Side 22%, Together
20%, End Side 12%, Opposite Ends 12%, and Kitty Corner 6%. Apart was by far the
most frequently used style due to participants leaving the table to write answers
down. Excluding the Apart style, Side by Side was the most frequently used style
from the styles described by Tang et al. [320]. The table was most accessible from
the bottom side which is where we coded Side by Side (labelled A in Figure 6.3(a)).
When visualizations were displayed in full screen, Side by Side was the optimal
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Table 8.3: Frequency of Arrangement Styles by each pair. GIG = grey shaded rows
and IGG = white rows. Largest row value = yellow. Outlier values = red.
Pair Together Kitty Side by Side End Side Opposite Apart SUM
Corner Ends
1 15 1 15 7 11 15 64
2 12 2 16 5 15 24 74
3 1 12 4 28 10 19 74
4 17 3 12 6 13 16 67
5 27 1 25 9 11 21 94
6 16 5 15 8 10 24 78
7 17 1 17 17 19 31 102
8 21 0 27 1 0 18 67
9 13 0 17 7 13 19 69
10 1 1 10 3 13 18 46
11 27 7 26 4 9 23 96
12 19 4 21 5 6 23 78
13 11 15 11 16 13 25 91
14 4 5 11 12 1 16 49
15 11 3 12 6 13 22 67
16 10 2 13 5 4 17 51
17 19 2 14 3 0 7 45
18 10 3 11 11 4 17 56
19 18 12 12 6 3 25 76
20 11 14 19 6 4 27 81
21 9 3 9 7 7 6 41
22 11 2 14 4 9 21 61
SUM 300 98 331 176 188 434 1527
Category: Closely: 729 Loosely: 798
position for multiple participants to view and interact with the visualizations. Side
by Side and Together show similar variance in values. Together was used for when
participants were in discussion. End Side and Opposite Ends were used about the
same amount, but End Side had a larger variance in values. Kitty Corner was the
least frequently used.
We ran pairwise Wilcoxon rank sum tests at 95% confidence to compare if there
were any statistical significant differences between the frequency of arrangement
styles using a Bonferroni correction to the p-value. Table I.7 in Appendix I shows
the results from these tests. We found statistical differences the following styles:
Together and Kitty Corner (W = 407, p = 0.00162), Together and End Side (W =
368.5, p = 0.04563), Kitty Corner and Side by Side (W = 42.5, p = 0.00004263), Kitty
Corner and Apart (W = 10, p = 7.90×10−07), Side by Side and End Side (W = 406, p
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(a) Frequency of Arrangement Styles.
(b) Frequency of Arrangement Styles by Condition Type Combination (e.g. GIG = blue, IGG = red)
Figure 8.8: Observed Frequency of Arrangement Styles.
= 0.0018105), Side by Side and Opposite Ends (W = 385.5, p = 0.011412), End Side
and Apart (W = 45.5, p = 0.000060765), Opposite Ends and Apart (W = 36.5, p =
0.000021645). These tests show that Apart, Side by Side, and Together were quite
similar. Opposite Ends, End Side, and Kitty Corner were similar as well.
Figure 8.8(b) shows the observed frequency of the arrangement styles by
condition type combination. GIG pairs used 819 arrangement styles and IGG
pairs 708 styles. The Figure shows a similar pattern for both combinations. For
both combinations Apart was the most used arrangement style 26% for GIG and
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31% for IGG. GIG had a larger variance in values for Apart. Side by Side was used
20% for GIG and 24% for IGG. Together was used 21% for GIG and 19% for IGG.
End Side was used 13% for GIG and 9% for IGG. Opposite Ends was used 13% for
GIG and 11% for IGG. Kitty Corner was used 7% for GIG and 6% for IGG.
We ran the Wilcoxon rank sum test at 95% confidence to compare if there
were any statistical significant differences between the different condition type
combinations (e.g. GIG and IGG) with the frequency of arrangement styles. We
found no significant differences between any of the combinations. Given the box
plot in Figure 8.8(b) we thought that there maybe a significant difference for Apart
and Kitty Corner but this was not the case (W = 64, p = 0.8435).
8.4.2 Time Spent in Arrangement Styles
Table 8.4 shows the raw data for the observed amount of time spent in the ar-
rangement styles by each pair. The longest time was spent in the Side by Side
arrangement style (17110 seconds, approximately 4 and three quarter hours), then
Opposite Ends (10230 seconds, just under 3 hours), Apart (6703 seconds, just
under 2 hours), Together (5664 seconds, just over 1 and half hours), End Side (8809
seconds, approximately 1.5 hours), and Kitty Corner (4276 seconds, approximately
45 minutes). More time was spent in arrangement styles that supported closely
coupled collaboration styles (25562 second) than styles that supported loosely
coupled (22502 seconds). Pairs spent on average 2185 second approximately 36
minutes in the arrangement styles. Pair 4 spent the longest time in the arrange-
ment styles (3214 seconds), followed by Pair 6 (2757 seconds), and both of these
pairs were in the IGG condition. 16 pairs spent the longest time in Side by Side.
Five pairs spent the longest time in Opposite Ends. Pairs 8 and 17 spent no time in
Opposite Ends, but were the two pairs that spent the most time in Side by Side.
Pair 14 spent a very short amount of time in Opposite Ends too. Pair 4 spent more
time in Opposite Ends compared with other pairs, but spent the longest time in
Side by Side. Pairs 8 and 9 spent no time in Kitty Corner. Pair 3 spent the longest
time in End Side and the shortest time in Together (5 seconds) and Side by Side (56
seconds). Table I.4 in Appendix I shows a more detailed table of the arrangement
styles separated by the Group and Individual conditions.
Figure 8.9(a) shows the observed amount of time spent in the arrangement
styles for all pairs. The longest time was spent in Side by Side 36%, Opposite
Ends 21%, Apart 14%, Together 12%, End Side 11%, and Kitty Corner 6%. Side by
Side was the style most of the time was spent in and had the largest variance in
values. Most pairs used more arrangement styles than they spent time in them
except for Side by Side and Opposite Ends. This was partly due to pairs spending
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Table 8.4: Time spent (seconds) in the Arrangement Styles by each pair. GIG =
grey shaded rows and IGG = white rows. Largest row value = yellow. Outlier
values = red.
Pair Together Kitty Side by Side End Side Opposite Apart SUM
Corner Ends
1 216 18 669 363 740 214 2220
2 317 32 1255 149 529 314 2596
3 5 359 56 808 336 133 1697
4 291 103 1292 174 1056 298 3214
5 450 7 869 183 761 277 2547
6 334 176 880 460 557 350 2757
7 309 17 438 412 1032 419 2627
8 364 0 1498 39 0 261 2162
9 303 0 469 63 996 241 2072
10 18 36 956 55 635 360 2060
11 360 87 593 86 847 327 2300
12 257 61 718 204 322 263 1826
13 350 489 280 255 687 400 2461
14 78 297 637 433 3 320 1768
15 233 31 443 326 424 325 1782
16 278 75 794 265 248 233 1893
17 398 26 1461 218 0 57 2160
18 211 23 925 690 200 379 2428
19 325 553 767 141 103 347 2236
20 217 289 539 82 68 371 1566
21 110 73 726 118 320 83 1430
22 240 37 844 45 366 731 2263
SUM 5664 2789 17110 5569 10230 6703 48064
Category: Closely: 25562 Loosely: 22502
long periods of time in Side by Side and Opposite Ends during the Group and
Individual conditions. Both of these styles show the largest variance in values.
Opposite Ends increased in percentage from its frequency use as it was the style
most used during the Individual Condition (Pairs 7,9, and 13), even though Pairs
8 and 17 spent zero time and Pair 14 did not much time in this style. Pairs were in
Apart for both conditions and only spent a small amount of time in this style at
any one time.
We ran pairwise Wilcoxon rank sum tests at 95% confidence to compare if
there were any statistical significant differences between the time spent in the
arrangement styles using a Bonferroni correction to the p-value. Table I.8 in
Appendix I shows the results from these tests. We found statistical differences
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(a) Time spent in Arrangement Styles.
(b) Time spent in Arrangement Styles by Condition Type Combination (e.g. GIG = blue, IGG = red)
Figure 8.9: Observed Time Spent in Arrangement Styles.
between six of the styles: Side by Side and Together (W = 33, p = 7.5735×10−07),
Side by Side and Kitty Corner (W = 23, p = 0.000004371), Side by Side and End
Side (W = 438, p = 0.000008508), Side by Side and Apart (W = 440, p = 0.000006024),
Kitty Corner and Opposite Ends (W = 102, p = 0.01581), and Kitty Corner and
Apart (W = 86, p = 0.0039315). These tests show that Side by Side was quite
different from all other styles and pairs spent more time in this style. Kitty Corner
was also quite different from Side by Side, Opposite Ends, and Apart, and the
shortest time was spent in this style.
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Figure 8.9(b) shows the observed amount of time spent in the arrangement
styles by condition type combination. The Figure shows a similar pattern for both
combinations. For both combinations Side by Side was the style pairs spent the
longest time in, GIG 29% and IGG 42%. GIG had a larger variance in values for
Side by Side. For Opposite Ends GIG spent 27% and IGG 16%. For End Side GIG
spent 13% and IGG 11%. For Apart GIG spent 12% and IGG 16%. For Together
GIG spent 13% and IGG 11%. For Kitty Corner GIG spent 7% and IGG 5%.
We ran the Wilcoxon rank sum test at 95% confidence interval to compare if
there were any statistical significant differences between the different condition
type combinations (e.g. GIG and IGG) with the amount of time spent in the
arrangement styles. We found no significant differences between any of the
combinations, except Side by Side. There was a significant difference between
GIG and IGG for Side by Side (W = 24, p = 0.01577). This shows that IGG pairs
significantly spent more time in Side by Side than GIG pairs.
8.4.3 Temporal Sequence of Arrangement Styles
Figure 8.10 shows the temporal sequence of arrangement styles by pairs including
how much time was spent in each arrangement style. GIG pairs (odd numbered)
are located at the bottom half of the Figure, and IGG pairs (even numbered)
located at top half of Figure. No Interaction (NI) was for when participants
switched between the different conditions as part of the user tasks.
When pairs were loosely coupled they were primarily in the Individual condi-
tion and working at Opposite Ends of the table. This is illustrated by GIG pairs
(1, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, and 21) that have Opposite Ends coded for their middle
section (Individual Condition) in their respective rows. This is similar for IGG
pairs (2, 4, 6, 10, 12, 16, and 22) that have Opposite Ends coded at the start of their
row. Some pairs (3, 6, 14, 15, 16, and 18) spent quite a bit of time in End Side
during the Individual condition too. Pair 6 used End Side late in the Individual
condition. The other pairs sporadically used End Side, which was quite often
when a participant launched a new visualization from the Startup Screen. Some
pairs either rarely spent any time (14, 19 and 20) or no time (8, 17) at Opposite
Ends which goes against the trend of the style used by all other pairs during the
Individual condition. Apart was used in all condition types and was mainly used
when one participant was writing down an answer and apart from their colleague.
When pairs were closely coupled they were primarily in the Group condition
and working Side by Side at the table. When pairs were in Side by Side they
mostly transitioned to the Together arrangement. Some pairs (4, 10, 17, and 21)
had large stretches of being in Side by Side without transitioning to another style.
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These pairs did discuss with each but instead of facing each other (e.g. Together),
continued to look at the table. Pairs used Together for short periods as this style
was mainly used to discuss an aspect of the visualization or clarify with their
colleague about a question. Some pairs (1, 7, and 9) used Together for short
periods during the Individual condition. Kitty Corner was used for short periods
primarily in the Group condition, where there were lots of transitions between
arrangement styles by some pairs (3, 6, 13, 14, 19 and 20). Other pairs occasionally
used Kitty Corner and two pairs (8 and 9) did not use this arrangement style at all.
Figure 8.10: Temporal Sequence of Arrangement Styles.
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8.4.4 Frequency vs. Time Spent in Arrangement Styles
Figure 8.11 shows comparing frequency versus time spent in each of the arrange-
ment styles by pairs. The Figure shows all styles were more frequently used than
the amount of time spent in them, except Side by Side and Opposite Ends. Side by
Side was frequently used at 22% and time spent 36%. Apart was used 28% and
time spent 14%. Together was used 20% and time spent 12%. Opposite Ends was
used 12% and time spent 21%. End Side was used 12% and time spent 11%. Kitty
Corner was used 6% and time spent 6%.
This shows that pairs slightly used more arrangement styles that support
loosely coupled collaboration at 52% (Apart, Opposite Ends, End Side), than
closely coupled collaboration at 48% (Side by Side, Together, Kitty Corner). More
time, however, was spent in the arrangement styles that support closely coupled
collaboration at 54% , than loosely coupled collaboration 46%.
Apart was an arrangement style that did not have both participants located
around the table at once and is not one of the original arrangement styles from
Tang et al. [320]. Excluding Apart, arrangement styles that support closely cou-
pled collaboration were 67% frequently used and 62% time spent in those styles.
Excluding Apart, arrangement styles that support loosely coupled collaboration
were 33% frequently used and 38% time spent in those styles.
Figure 8.11: Frequency vs. Time Spent in all Arrangement Styles by pairs.
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8.4.5 Collaborative Coupling and Physical Arrangement Styles
Table 8.5 shows the percentage of time working in each coupling style and ar-
rangement style. The most amount time was spent in VE (32.1%) and Side by Side
(39.3%), with the combination of time spent in both styles being 22.2%. DPDA
(25.8%) and Opposite Ends (19.4%) had a combination of 18.6%. VD (15.1%) and
Apart (15.1%) had a combination of 14.7%. When pairs were working Side by Side
and not in VE they were either in DISC (8.2%) or SPDA (6.4%). If pairs were in
DISC but not Side by Side they were Together (6.6%). When participants worked
on different questions and not standing at Opposite Ends they were in End Side
(6.0%). Note that SPSA and DPSA were the least used coupling styles, and Kitty
Corner was the least used arrangement style.
Figure 8.12 shows the percentage of time working in each coupling style by
arrangement style for all pairs. VE was the coupling style pairs spent the most
time in while in the Side by Side arrangement style. DPDA was the coupling style
paris spent the most time in while at Opposite Ends. DISC was the coupling style
pairs spent the most time in while Together. VD was the coupling style pairs spent
the most time in while Apart. DPDA was the coupling style pairs spent the most
time in while in End Side. VE was the coupling style pairs spent the most time in
while in Kitty Corner.
Table 8.5 and Figure 8.12 can be summarised as follows. When pairs worked
closely coupled they were more closely arranged. When pairs worked loosely
coupled they were more loosely arranged.
Table 8.5: Percentage of time working in each coupling and arrangement style for
all pairs. White: <1%, Light grey: 1–5%, Dark grey: >5%. Yellow cells indicate the
largest values. Red cells indicate outlier values.
Coupling:
Arrangement: DISC SPSA SPDA VE VD DPSA DPDA Total Category:
Together 6.6 0.0 0.0 3.6 0.1 0.0 0.0 10.4
Kitty Corner 0.9 0.2 0.4 3.4 0.0 0.0 0.1 5.2 Closely: 55%
Side by Side 8.2 1.4 6.4 22.2 0.1 0.0 1.0 39.3
End Side 0.7 0.2 1.1 2.5 0.1 0.1 6.0 10.6
Loosely: 45%Opposite Ends 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.0 18.6 19.4
Apart 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.1 14.7 0.0 0.1 15.1
Total 16.9 1.9 8.0 32.1 15.1 0.2 25.8 100.0%
Category: Closely: 58.8% Loosely: 41.2%
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Figure 8.12: Percentage of Time Spent in Coupling and Arrangement Styles.
8.5 Perceived Effectiveness of Techniques
Q9 - Which visualization techniques did the participants perceive to be the most effective?
(§6.1.4)
Figure 8.13 shows a boxplot of the perceived effectiveness of the individual
visualization techniques each participant stated in the post-survey questionnaire
(§6.3). The range was 0 for least effective and 10 for most effective. Most of the
visualizations rank somewhere between 6.5 and 8.5 for the average. The overall
perceived effectiveness of the visualizations is 7.5 for the average. The Startup
Screen is 7.7 for the average.
The visualization perceived most effective was the System Class Evolution
View (8.4 average). Three other evolution visualizations (System Evolution, System
Package Evolution, and System Class Evolution, all above 8.0 for average) rank
slightly below the System Class Evolution. The other two evolution visualizations
(Individual Package and Individual Class) rank very similar (7.5–8.0 average) and
have a similar range of values. The chart based visualizations rank well (7.5–7.8
average), with the Toxicity Chart (7.8 average) being the most effective of these
chart visualizations. The visualizations that employ Polymetric View encodings
(the evolution visualizations, and Class Blueprint), rank well, except the System
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Hotspots View. The Metrics Explorer (7.4 average), Class Dependency (7.4 average)
Vocabulary (7.1 average) all rank about the same.
The System Class Evolution View had the least spread of values. Neither the
System Hotspots View nor the overall effectiveness had values that ranked 10. The
Metrics Explorer, System Evolution, and Individual Class Evolution had a similar
spread of values. The System Dependency View has the largest spread of values.
The System Dependency View and Startup Screen had the lowest values (1 and 2).
The visualizations perceived least effective were the System Explorer (6.5
average), System Dependency View (6.8 average), and System Hotspots View (6.8
average). Participants struggled with the System Dependency View especially
when trying to find and read the name of a class (§7). The System Hotspots View
was large and some participants got lost in this visualization especially if they
were trying to find a specific class. The System Explorer was a simple visualization
and had two scrollable lists, but ranked the lowest of all the visualizations.
Figure 8.13: Professional User Study - perceived effectiveness of each visualization
technique by participants, including the Startup Screen and Overall Effectiveness.
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8.6 Summary
In this chapter we presented the quantitative findings from the user study involving
professional software developers (§6).
All participants had the opportunity to work in both condition types, Group
and Individual. All pairs selected the Group condition for Section 3 of the user
tasks. This resulted in there only being two combinations GIG and IGG. Each of
these combinations had 11 pairs. Neither GII or IGI combinations eventuated.
The most frequently used coupling category was closely coupled (78%) then
loosely coupled (22%). The longest time was spent closely coupled (57%) then
loosely coupled (43%). When participants were in the Group condition they were
closely coupled and when in the Individual condition loosely coupled.
The most frequently used coupling styles were VE (36%), DISC (29%), and
VD(14%). The longest time spent in the coupling styles were DPDA (32%), VE
(30%), and DISC (17%). When pairs were in the Individual condition they were
mainly in DPDA where they stayed a long time and only transitioned to VD.
When pairs were in the Group condition they were mainly in VE and then quickly
transitioned to other closely coupled styles such as DISC, SPDA, and seldom SPSA.
Pairs frequently used more coupling styles than spending time in each coupling
style. This was except DPDA which had a low frequency but more time was spent
in that style due to the Individual condition.
The most frequently used arrangement styles were Apart (28%), Side by Side
(22%), and Together (20%). The longest time spent in the arrangement styles were
Side by Side (36%), Opposite Ends (21%), and Apart (14%). When pairs were in
the Individual condition they were mainly in Opposite Ends or End Side as they
were the optimal locations for utilizing the screen real estate for multiple users
working on different tasks. When pairs were in the Group condition they were
predominantly Side by Side and quickly transitioned to Together and occasionally
Kitty Corner. Pairs frequently used more arrangement styles than spending time
in each arrangement style. This was except Side by Side and Opposite Ends which
were the dominant styles in the Group and Individual conditions.
When pairs were in VE they were arranged Side by Side (22.2% of total time).
When pairs were in DPDA they were arranged at Opposite Ends (18.6% of time).
If pairs were arranged Side by Side and not in VE they were in DISC (8.2% of time)
or SPDA (6.4% of time). If pairs were in DPDA but not at Opposite Ends they were
arranged End Side (6.0% of time). If pairs were Apart they were in VD (14.7% of
time). Our findings show that when pairs worked closely coupled they were more
closely arranged, and when they worked loosely coupled they were more loosely
arranged.
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The perceived effectiveness of the visualizations rank somewhere between 6.5
and 8.5 for the average (10 = most effective and 0 = least effective). The overall per-
ceived effectiveness of the visualizations is 7.5 for the average, and Startup Screen
7.7 for the average. The visualization perceived most effective was the System
Class Evolution View (8.4 average). Three visualizations rank on average above 8
(System Class Evolution, System Evolution and System Package Evolution). The
visualizations perceived least effective were the System Explorer (6.5 average),
System Dependency View (6.8 average), and System Hotspots View (6.8 average).
The next chapter presents the conclusions, research contributions, key findings,
limitations, and future work for this thesis (§9).
Part V
Conclusions
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In this thesis we have explored the design of software visualization systems for
collaborative co-located software development teams on large multi-touch tables.
We built our own multi-touch tables, designed a collaborative software visual-
ization application, and conducted user studies. In this chapter we summarise
our research contributions, present key findings, discuss limitations, and look at
potential directions future work.
9.1 Research Contributions
The thesis contributes a richer understanding of how pairs of developers make
use of shared software visualizations on large interactive multi-touch tables to
gain insight into how existing software systems are structured and how they have
evolved over different versions.
9.1.1 Designing Collaborative Software Visualizations
We built two multi-touch tables following existing multi-touch table hardware
guidelines [287, 321]. The first table was medium sized (28 inches, 1024x768
resolution) but was not large enough for collaborative group work, hence we built
a much larger sized (48 inches, 1280x800 resolution) table (§3).
We developed multi-touch collaborative software visualization prototypes
following an iterative approach [144]. To improve the design of these prototypes
we conducted preliminary user studies during the development life-cycle with 18
students (§5). These user studies helped to inform the design of SourceVis and to
develop the user study protocol for our subsequent professional user study.
9.1.2 SourceVis: Software Visualization Application
We designed SourceVis which is a collaborative software visualization application
for use on large multi-touch tables within a co-located environment (§4). SourceVis
allows multiple users to interact simultaneously or separately with the table either
as joint group work or parallel individual work.
SourceVis is designed for visualizing two key areas of software systems: the
structure and evolution. We adapted 13 information and software visualization
techniques to multi-touch interaction [10, 77, 312]. These visualizations allow
developers to explore the contents of a system, to examine how a system has been
structured, and to see how the structure of a system has evolved over different
versions. Multiple visualizations can be displayed at once, displayed in rotatable
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and scalable windows, oriented in different directions, and support navigation ges-
tures for zooming and panning. The visualizations provide a high level overview
of a system and have features for filtering, searching, and drilling down for details
about package and class entities. New visualization techniques can be added by
extending existing SourceVis classes.
We demonstrated SourceVis with some Java open source systems from the
Qualitas Corpus (Version 20101126) [325]. The systems ranged in size from small
(< 10K LOC) to very large (> 200K LOC), and some contain more than 10 versions
(see Table 4.1). New systems to be visualized can be added.
9.1.3 Evaluation of Collaborative Software Visualization
To evaluate our multi-touch table and collaborative software visualization designs
we conducted a user study with professional software developers (§6).
We recruited 44 participants as 22 pairs. Each pair work or worked in the same
team within same organisation. In all 18 organizations from Wellington, New
Zealand provided participants. We specifically recruited participants from the
same team as we wanted them to have experience working with each other in a
professional environment.
The participants in the study worked in pairs performing software understand-
ing tasks with SourceVis and the large multi-touch table. The tasks involved
participants answering questions about the software systems from the Qualitas
Corpus (Version 20101126) using SourceVis. The questions are similar to the
kinds of questions that developers ask within industry [101, 170, 333, 334, 302].
Participants answered the questions either working in a group or as individuals.
We wanted to find out if participants preferred to work as a group or as
individuals. We observed which collaborative coupling categories, coupling styles,
and physical arrangement styles participants used and how much time was spent
in these styles. We asked participants to provide feedback on the strengths and
weaknesses of SourceVis and the multi-touch table and to suggest improvements.
We asked participants how the multi-touch table helped with team collaboration
and what visualization techniques they perceived to be the most effective.
The user study took up to two hours to complete. We video recorded the user
study with multiple cameras and asked participants to think aloud so we could
capture their thoughts for post-study analysis. We obtained both qualitative (§7)
and quantitive findings (§8).
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9.2 Key Findings
We present the key findings of this research thesis, and the implications for collab-
orative software visualization using multi-touch tables. Our research revealed key
findings for collaborative group work, designing collaborative software visualiza-
tions, and designing multi-touch tables. The findings are based on the qualitative
(§7) and quantitative findings (§8) from our user study (§6).
9.2.1 Collaborative Group Work
We wanted to find out if participants preferred group or individual work (§8.1),
what coupling categories they used (§8.2), what coupling styles they used (§8.3),
and what physical arrangement styles they used (§8.4).
Design for joint group work over parallel individual work
We found that pairs preferred to work in groups rather than individuals to complete
the user tasks (§8.1). Groups worked jointly together and individuals worked
separately in parallel. Pairs experienced working in groups and as individuals.
All participants preferred to work as a group as evidenced by all 22 pairs working
together as a group in Section 3 of the user tasks.
We required pairs to work as individuals for either Section 1 or Section 2 and
alternated the order of pairs in which they performed the Individual condition.
We found the order in which the pairs performed the Individual condition had no
impact on their decision to work as a group for Section 3. Participants claimed that
working as a group was easier and more effective. We observed pairs completing
questions in the Group condition faster than in the Individual condition.
Some participants appreciated that the multi-touch table allowed them to work
as individuals at the same time, but they preferred group work. We observed that
most participants struggled performing parallel individual work on the the table.
Some pairs even completed the Individual condition as a group.
The key finding is that collaborative software visualization systems should
primarily be designed to support joint group work. Individuals working separately
should be a secondary design consideration. This reinforces the findings from
Isenberg et al. [141, 142] as applied to collaborative software visualization.
Support a flexible variety of coupling styles.
We found that pairs used more closely coupled categories to complete the user
tasks (§8.2). We recorded almost 80% of categories used were closely coupled and
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20% loosely coupled. We recorded almost 60% of time spent in closely coupled
categories and 40% loosely coupled. When pairs were in the Group condition they
were mostly closely coupled. When pairs were in the Individual condition they
were almost exclusively loosely coupled.
We found that pairs used more closely coupled styles (Viewing Engaged -
VE, Discussion - DISC, Same Problem Different Area - SPDA, Same Problem
Same Area - SPSA) than loosely coupled styles (Different Problem Different Area
- DPDA, Viewing Disengaged - VD, Different Problem Same Area - DPSA) to
complete the user tasks (§8.3). Pairs spent the most time in closely coupled styles
then loosely coupled styles. When pairs were in the Group condition they were
mainly viewing engaged (VE), with one participant controlling the interface, and
regularly discussed questions or aspects of the interface (DISC). Occasionally pairs
would separate the task and work in different areas on the table (SPDA). When
pairs were in the Individual condition they were mainly working on different
questions and different areas of the table (DPDA), and occasionally switched to
writing answers down (VD). Pairs seldom spent time touching the interface in the
same area while working on the same or different questions (SPSA, DPSA) except
for learning purposes.
The key finding is that collaborative software visualization systems should
support a flexible variety of coupling styles. This reinforces the findings from Tang
et al. [320] as applied to collaborative software visualization.
Support fluid transitions between coupling and arrangement styles
We found the most frequently used arrangement styles by pairs were standing Side
by Side, standing at Opposite Ends, and standing Apart (§8.4). The most time was
spent in the Side by Side and Opposite Ends arrangement styles. When pairs were
in the Group condition they were mainly Side by Side and regularly transitioned to
Together but rarely to Kitty Corner. When pairs were in the Individual condition
working on different questions they were mainly in Opposite Ends and sometimes
End Side as these styles were the optimal locations for utilizing the screen real
estate. Pairs frequently used more arrangement styles than spending time in each
arrangement style. This was except Side by Side and Opposite Ends which were
the dominant styles in the Group and Individual conditions respectively.
We compared coupling styles to arrangement styles. Our findings show that
when pairs worked closely coupled they were more closely arranged, and when
they worked loosely coupled they were more loosely arranged. When pairs were
closely coupled they were arranged Side by Side, frequently transitioned to other
closely coupled styles, and occasionally transitioned to one loosely coupled style
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(VD). When pairs were loosely coupled working on different questions they were
arranged at Opposite Ends of the table and less frequently transitioned to other
loosely coupled styles.
The key finding is that collaborative software visualizations systems and multi-
touch tables should support fluid transitions between both coupling styles and
arrangement styles. This reinforces the findings from Tang et al. [320] and Isenberg
et al. [141, 142] as applied to collaborative software visualization.
9.2.2 Designing Collaborative Software Visualizations
We wanted to find out from participants their perceptions of the strengths (§7.1)
and weaknesses (§7.2) of the visualizations and to suggest improvements (§7.3).
Design visualizations for closely coupled arrangements with rotation features
The preferred coupling style was viewing engaged (VE) and arrangement style
Side by Side. This meant one participant was mainly controlling the interface most
of the time, the other participant viewing, and both participants standing next to
each other on the longer side of the table. When pairs were working on parallel
individual work, participants displayed visualizations in windows and manually
rotated them to face their direction. This meant participants had the freedom to
stand in different arrangements.
The key finding is collaborative software visualizations should primarily be
designed to be viewed from a Side by Side arrangement with features to rotate
the visualizations. When visualizations need to be viewed from different view
points such as in parallel individual work there should be lightweight options for
rotating visualization windows to face different directions. There should also be
automatic options to perform the rotation operations. This reinforces the findings
from Kruger et al. [180] as applied to collaborative software visualization.
Provide functionality in the appropriate locality.
When participants were displaying a visualization and wanted to launch a new
overview visualization they they had to navigate to the start up screen rather
than having a display on demand menu to launch a visualization. Participants,
however, could launch new detailed visualizations through the on demand pie
menu by tapping and holding elements in a visualization. When a visualization
was at full screen and a participant were on one side of the table and wanted to
select an option from a menu on the other side of the table they had to ask their
colleague to perform the action for them.
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The key finding is collaborative software visualizations should provide func-
tionality in the appropriate locality. For example global functionality like menu
options should be available from anywhere in the visualizations and irrespective
of where users are physically located. Local functionality should only be avail-
able for a single user and close to where they are physically located such as in
personal visualization windows. This reinforces the findings from Scott et al. [291]
as applied to collaborative software visualization.
Provide consistent user interactions and visual interface design.
We found that the design of the user interactions and visual interface was not as
consistent as we expected.
Some participants found the navigation gestures for zooming and panning
performed differently across the suite of visualizations. Sometimes the naviga-
tion gestures did not perform consistently when more than one participant was
interacting simultaneously.
Multiple visualization windows could be displayed at once. Participants found
manipulating windows by dragging, resizing, or rotating them not that easy.
Occasionally resizing a window to very small made the window disappear.
The pie menu allowed participants to easily switch between visualizations for
packages and classes. When participants used the pie menus many participants
tried to select a menu item by dragging their finger to a pie segment to perform
gestural activation [191], but a separate touch was required.
At times some menus (pie menu and entity properties) were displayed at dif-
ferent zoom levels and occasionally displayed half off the screen. When elements
are displayed on demand they need to be displayed at an appropriate zoom level
that is consistent with other elements on display.
Many participants found entering text using the virtual keyboard difficult,
as the keys did not perform as expected, especially the enter key. Participants
suggested using a more familiar consistent physical keyboard to enter text.
This was the first time participants had used SourceVis before and there were
many visualizations. We observed that participants occasionally lost context of
which visualization they were currently looking at. Adding titles and breadcrumb
navigation to the visualizations would aid users in understanding the context of
the visualizations.
Some visualizations used charts to display information, which participants
perceived to be very effective. Many visualizations utilized Polymetric encodings
and colour coded classes by type. Some participants forgot what these visual
encodings represented. Adding information such as a legend to the user interface
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and visualizations should help users to remember what the visual encodings
represent.
The key finding is collaborative software visualizations should provide con-
sistent user interaction and visual interface design across all visualizations. Pro-
viding consistent gestural interactions and visual interface design will potentially
increase the usability and improve the user experience of a collaborative software
visualization system.
9.2.3 Designing Multi-touch Tables
We wanted to find out how the multi-touch table helped with team collaboration
when participants completed the user tasks (§7.4).
Provide high resolution workspace.
We found that the resolution of the table impacted displaying multiple visual-
ization windows next to each other. When pairs were at Opposite Ends and
visualization windows were oriented to face each end, windows quite often over-
lapped each other. To prevent windows from overlapping, participants reduced
the size of the windows with scale gestures. When pairs were Side by Side visu-
alization windows were displayed over the top of each other which prevented
seeing the visualization below.
We found that text was readable when visualizations were displayed at full
screen. We found that reading text displayed in visualization windows was
difficult when windows were reduced in size.
The key finding is multi-touch tables should provide a high resolution workspace.
The resolution of our multi-touch table was limited by the output of the projec-
tor which was 1280x800 pixels. The resolution should be equal or greater than
contemporary desktop computers. Providing a high resolution workspace would
reduce windows overlapping and make text easier to read. This reinforces the
findings from Tang et al. [320] as applied to collaborative software visualization.
Provide appropriate table space.
We found that when pairs were performing joint group work the physical size
of the multi-touch table was appropriate. The table allowed participants to per-
form different roles when interacting. It was a seamless process for participants
to coordinate swapping roles. Working together as a group made participants
more aware of what each other was doing compared with working separately as
individuals, and encouraged participants to communicate with each other.
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We found that when pairs were performing parallel individual work the size
and resolution of the table was not appropriate. This forced pairs to mainly
physically be arranged at opposite ends of the table.
The key finding is multi-touch tables should provide appropriate table space.
Depending on the task and number of users interacting there should be appropri-
ate table space for joint group work or parallel individual work. The physical size
should not prevent users from reaching all parts of the table from any side [331].
This reinforces the findings from Scott et al. [291].
Differentiate between simultaneous user interactions.
While the multi-touch features of the table allowed multiple users to interact
at once, we observed that most of the time one participant was controlling the
interface. When pairs were interacting simultaneously the system could not
differentiate between the touch points of the participants. When pairs performed
simultaneous navigation gestures on the canvas of a visualization or manipulated
the same element within a visualization the system was confused as to what action
to perform, so the navigation gestures and manipulation of elements did not
perform as the pairs expected. These issues were partly due to the multi-touch
table suffering from an inconsistent touch experience, and on occasions there were
problems with the precision and accuracy of detecting touch points.
The key finding is multi-touch tables should differentiate between simultane-
ous user interactions to detect different users interacting with the system. Differen-
tiating between user interactions will offer a better user experience for multi-user
multi-touch table applications. Many approaches have tried to differentiate be-
tween multiple users touching a multi-touch table simultaneously by shadows of
the arms of users [377], shoes of users [276], fingerprints [129], skin sensing [274],
and assigning users to specific physical seats [79].
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9.3 Limitations
We now discuss the limitations of our professional user study (§6) with respect to
the qualitative findings (§7) and quantitative findings (§8). These limitations relate
to the participants, procedure, and apparatus used in the study.
9.3.1 Participants
We recruited 44 participants who worked in 22 pairs. 41 of the participants were
male. We would have liked to have recruited more diverse participants. Our
participants ranged in age from 18-45+. 60% of our participants were intermediate
developers or higher and had more than 5 years of software development experi-
ence. We would have liked to have recruited exclusively intermediate developers
and higher as they would have more experience. Given how time consuming it
was to recruit the participants, and that the study was partly qualitative, we felt
we had enough participants. If we were to do a purely quantitative comparative
study with SourceVis and another software visualization tool we would hope to
recruit more participants.
Most participants were recruited from Wellington. We could have recruited
from more locations but that would have been more expensive. We could have
conducted the user study in another city but we felt that this would be too time
consuming and again more expensive to run.
This was the first time participants had used SourceVis and a large multi-touch
table before, hence they were all novice users. Most participants had limited
experience with software visualization tools, although some participants had
experience with the Gource [59] software evolution visualization tool as it was
used within their organisation.
9.3.2 Procedure
The user study had limited time in a fixed location. We gave participants only 15
minutes to explore SourceVis with training systems before conducting the user
study. One participant explicitly stated that the study was not enough time to learn
SourceVis in full, which is what we expected. The user study was in a lab, and not
in the participants’ familiar working environment. We asked participants to think
aloud which may have changed the way they performed. In the future we would
like to conduct field studies over a longer period of time to allow participants to
become more familiar with SourceVis and to observe how they perform.
The questions we asked in the study were reflective of the types of questions
developers ask about software within industry [101, 170, 333, 334, 302]. The ques-
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tions, however, may not necessarily have been the types of questions participants
would ask about their own software. The user tasks did not consider the following
maintenance tasks: debugging of code, adding in new features to a system, or
performing a refactoring as these tasks were not currently supported by SourceVis.
Instead the questions we asked were to do with analysis and identifying certain
aspects of a system such as large packages and classes. We envisaged that de-
velopers would then use other tools like IDEs to perform these aforementioned
tasks.
This was a study on understanding software systems participants’ may not
have been familiar with. We did not confirm if any of the participants were familiar
with or had made any contributions to the software systems used in the study.
Deploying SourceVis on software developed by participants’ and letting them use
SourceVis outside a lab study would help them to decide what to look for within
a system and determine which visualizations to utilize.
We forced pairs to work in certain conditions either as groups or as individuals.
If we had not forced the pairs to works as individuals it is likely they would have
completed the user study working as a group as that was the preferred option.
Forcing the pairs to work in certain conditions may have affected which coupling
and arrangement styles they used.
9.3.3 Apparatus
The multi-touch table suffered from inconsistent touch detection at times. Some
participants had problems with the touch detection while others didn’t. For
participants that did have problems with the touch detection this affected the way
they interacted with the table and lead a few pairs to take turns when interacting
with the table. Some participants felt the resolution of the table was too low
compared with contemporary desktop computer screens. We would like to explore
commercial multi-touch tables such as the Microsoft PixelSense1 table to see if
they would alleviate the touch detection, low resolution, and performance issues.
Due to the design of our multi-touch table, we only used three sides of the
table because the fourth side was used for the video and audio equipment. If we
were to run a similar study again we would like to use a table that allowed all four
sides to be utilized.
1http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/pixelsense/default.aspx
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9.4 Future Work
As part of the post-study questionnaire (§6.3) we asked participants for any further
feedback and followed up with a post-interview as the last activity in the study.
We would like to implement new software visualizations. We would like to apply
a framework for visual information analysis to see how the participants engaged
with the visualizations. We would like to conduct further user studies, to compare
SourceVis against existing software exploration tools and an ethnographic field
study of SourceVis being used by developers in their workplace environment.
9.4.1 New Software Visualizations
Our evolution visualizations focused on structural changes between different
versions of a system. Many of the participants were interested with tracking
how many contributions they had made on a software development project. We
would like to create visualizations of code contributions by developers on a project
based on commits to version control systems. We would envisage implementing
something similar to Gource [59] or Code Swarm [229] for multi-touch tables.
SourceVis was developed for multi-touch tables. Some participants suggested
that a vertical display may fit better with a work environment as software devel-
opment teams are familiar with whiteboards for visualizing work flow.
We conducted a user study of software visualization prototypes using a large
visualization wall but at the time there were issues with the hardware and running
software applications [10]. We would like to adapt SourceVis to our large visual-
ization wall since our visualization wall is now more mature and better supports
client applications.
We did not compare a horizontal tabletop to a vertical display wall. We would
like to conduct a quantitative study with SourceVis between the multi-touch table
and visualization wall to see how the physical orientation of the display affects
collaborative software visualization and if there are any advantages to using a
large visualization wall.
Working as individuals on certain development tasks such as programming is
critical for the success of a project. Given our study concerned parallel individual
work we would also like to explore personal displays as well as shared surfaces
within a multi-surface environment for software analysis tasks.
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9.4.2 Apply Visual Information Analysis Framework
We would like to perform further data analysis of how the pairs in our professional
user study engaged with our visualizations during their information analysis
process to answer the questions. We would like to apply the visual information
analysis framework from Isenberg et al [143]. The aim of this framework is to help
inform the design of collaborative information visualization applications. The
framework involves eight processes: Browse, Parse, Discuss Collaboration Style,
Establish Task Strategy, Clarify, Select, Operate, and Validate. We would like to
see if these processes are the same for collaborative software visualization and to
discover any new ones.
9.4.3 Evaluation of Collaborative Software Visualization
Wettel et al. [362] conducted a quantitative comparative user experiment with
their software visualization tool CodeCity which utilizes Polymetric View tech-
niques against two state of the art exploration tools (Eclipse and a spreadsheet
of metrics data). The experiment involved only single users. The results of the
study validated that CodeCity outperformed Eclipse and the metrics data in both
correctness and completion times. We would like to conduct a similar controlled
quantitative comparative user experiment between SourceVis, state of the art
software exploration tools (e.g. Eclipse and metrics data), and CodeCity to see if
pairs of developers using SourceVis outperform these tools.
Our professional user study was in a controlled lab (§6). In the future we
would like to conduct ethnographic field studies of SourceVis in a workplace
environment similar to the field study conducted with IMPROMPTU [34]. We
would like to deploy SourceVis and our multi-touch table to see how teams of
professional software developers would use them over a set period of time.
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9.5 Summary
Most software visualization systems and tools are designed from a single-user
perspective and are bound to the desktop, IDEs, and the web. These design
decisions do not allow users to collaboratively analyse software or easily interact
and navigate visualizations within a co-located environment at the same time.
This thesis has presented an exploratory study of collaborative software vi-
sualization using multi-touch tables in a co-located environment. The thesis
contributes a richer understanding of how pairs of developers make use of shared
visualizations on large interactive multi-touch tables to gain insight into how soft-
ware systems are structured and how they have evolved over different versions.
We designed a collaborative software visualization application, called Source-
Vis, that contained a suite of 13 visualization techniques adapted for multi-touch
interaction. We built two large multi-touch tables (28 and 48 inches) following
existing hardware designs, to explore and evaluate SourceVis. We then conducted
both qualitative and quantitative user studies, culminating in a study of 44 profes-
sional software developers working in pairs.
We found that pairs preferred joint group work, used a variety of coupling
styles, and made many transitions between coupling and arrangement styles. For
collaborative group work we recommend designing for joint group work over
parallel individual work, supporting a flexible variety of coupling styles, and
supporting fluid transitions between coupling and arrangement styles.
We found that the preferred style for joint group work was closely coupled
and arranged side by side. We found some global functionally was not easily
accessible. We found some of the user interactions and visual interface were not
designed consistently. For the design of collaborative software visualizations
we recommend designing visualizations for closely coupled arrangements with
rotation features, providing functionality in the appropriate locality, and providing
consistent user interactions and visual interface design.
We found sometimes visualization windows overlapped each other and text
was hard to read in windows. We found when pairs were performing joint group
work the size of the table was appropriate but not for parallel individual. We found
that because the table could not differentiate between different simultaneous users
that some pair interactions were limited. For the design of multi-touch tables we
recommend providing a high resolution workspace, providing appropriate table
space, and differentiating between simultaneous user interactions.
We plan to improve SourceVis by creating new visualizations, perform further
data analysis of how the pairs engaged with our visualizations, and conduct
quantitative comparative user experiments between SourceVis and Eclipse.
Part VI
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Appendix A
Human Ethics Approval
The following documents are our approved human ethics application for con-
ducting user studies on software visualization tools at Victoria University of
Wellington, New Zealand.
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research into developing better tools to support software visualisation. 
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Appendix B
User Study Information and Consent
Forms
The following documents are information and consent forms for participants to
read and consent to participate in our user studies.
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School of Engineering and Computer Science 
 
User Studies of Software Visualization Tools  
Information Sheet 
Introduction 
This study contributes towards the overall completion of a PhD. The topic of the PhD is Multi-
touch Table User Interfaces for Collaborative Software Visualization. Craig Anslow from the 
School of Engineering and Computer Science is conducting this study. The purpose of this 
particular study is to better understand how developers use collaborative software visualization 
techniques and tools when developing and analyzing software. 
An enhanced understanding of the use of visualization techniques and tools will facilitate research 
into building better software visualization tools and multi-touch user interfaces. 
This study is part of larger multi-University research collaboration. This study is being undertaken 
by Victoria University of Wellington as part of the Software Process and Product Improvement 
(SPPI) project led by the University of Auckland. The Ministry of Science and Innovation (MSI) 
now called The Ministry of Business, Innovation, and Employment (MBIE) fund the SPPI project. 
For further information see, https://wiki.auckland.ac.nz/display/csisppi 
The study will be conducted with the approval of the Victoria University of Wellington's Human 
Ethics Committee. 
Participation 
This study will consist of you interacting with a software visualization tool. We will video and 
audio record your activities and encourage you to “Think Aloud”. We will take photos of you during 
our study to illustrate how users interact with our visualizations.  We will conduct a questionnaire 
and de-brief session at the end of the study regarding the use of the software visualization tool. 
Your participation in the study will take about 90 minutes, though may take longer if agreed. Your 
participation is completely voluntary.  
In terms of protecting your anonymity, you will be assigned a unique ID so that your identity will 
only be accessible to the research investigators. The unique identifiers will be used to aggregate 
your submissions but will in no way be used to identify you personally or your company. No names 
or other methods of identifying you in reports will be used. At no time will anyone be able to 
identify any of the participants by using any of the reported material. 
All data disclosed to researchers in this project is confidential. Only researchers on this project will 
be analyzing the data. The researchers are neutral third parties and are not responsible for any 
evaluation of your work. The data will be used to improve future tools to support software 
visualization and multi-touch user interfaces. The data may also be presented in aggregate form in 
academic papers and presentations. All data will be kept secure and protected at all times in 
password-protected files on a secure server. The results of the study data will be kept for three 
years. At the end of this time electronic data files will be deleted.  
Please do not hesitate to ask any questions you may have about this study at any time. 
Withdraw 
If you choose, you can withdraw from the study up to one month after your participation in the 
study. Please contact the principal investigator to withdraw.  
Results 
Aggregated results from the study will be published in academic journals, conferences, and 
technical reports. Those participants who are keen to see the overall results may supply their email 
address via the consent form. 
 
The results of the user studies will also contribute towards a PhD thesis. 
 
We would like to sincerely thank you for your participation in this user study.  
Researchers 
Principal Investigator 
Craig Anslow 
PhD Student 
School of Engineering and Computer Science 
Victoria University of Wellington 
Email: craig@ecs.vuw.ac.nz 
 
Investigator 
Dr. Stuart Marshall 
School of Engineering and Computer Science 
Victoria University of Wellington 
Phone: 463 6730 
Email: stuart@ecs.vuw.ac.nz 
 
Investigator 
Professor James Noble 
School of Engineering and Computer Science 
Victoria University of Wellington 
Phone: 463 6736 
Email: kjx@ecs.vuw.ac.nz 
 
Investigator 
Professor Robert Biddle 
Department of Computer Science 
Carleton University Canada 
 
Investigator Assistant 
Roger Cliffe 
School of Engineering and Computer Science 
Victoria University of Wellington 
 
 
School of Engineering and Computer Science 
 
User Studies of Software Visualization Tools  
Written Consent Form 
 
I have been given and have understood an explanation of this research project and the 
confidentiality conditions. I have had an opportunity to ask questions and have had them answered 
to my satisfaction. 
 
I agree to participate in a user study session and follow-up debrief session for the purpose of this 
research and resulting publications. I consent to the collection, recording, and use of observations of 
my behaviour, my perceptions, experiences, opinions, and information in this research. 
 
I understand that I may withdraw from this study up to one month from today's date without 
explanation and that in that case no data relating to my participation will appear in the final results. 
 
(Please circle) 
 
Do you agree to have this session digitally video-recorded?    YES NO 
 
Do you agree to have this session and debrief session audio-recorded?   YES NO
  
Do you agree to have one or more photographs of you taken during this session?  YES NO 
 
Do you agree to the data of this user study being released to other investigators   YES NO 
working on this project?  
 
Would you like to receive publications resulting from your involvement in this study? YES NO 
 
If so, please provide and email address and/or telephone number at which you can be contacted to 
arrange sending you a copy of the publications in question: 
 
__________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________ 
 
Please sign below to indicate your agreement to the all of the above. 
 
Date: 
Participant ID: 
  
Participant Name:  
 
Signature:    __________________________________________________ 
Appendix C
User Study Recruitment Email
Subject: Request for Participants: Study on Tools for Co-Located Software Development Teams
using large iPad like devices
Dear Sir/Madam,
I got your contact details from VicCareers at Victoria University if Wellington.
I was wondering if any software developers at your company XYZ would be interested in partici-
pating in my exciting research project? It would be fantastic to get some participants from your
company!
Would anyone like to come and play with some big shiny interactive toys (e.g. large MS Surface /
Apple iPad tablet like devices)?
My name is Craig Anslow and I am doing a PhD at Victoria University in software engineering
within the School of Engineering and Computer Science. I am looking for some software develop-
ers (programming language agnostic), software architects, or experienced technical people with
software development experience to come and test out my PhD research software tool. If people
are interested or know someone who might be could you please let me know as that would be
much appreciated. Below is a blurb about what I am looking for.
———————–
Most software development is conducted within teams and are quite often in co-located environ-
ments. The tools used by these teams, however, are single-user focused (e.g. Eclipse). We are
researching ways to help improve software development teams collaborate and have developed
a multi-user, multi-touch tool for teams to help analyse their software. We want to observe how
teams could potentially use technology such as our tool for their own software development
projects. If you would like to participate in the user study please contact us.
Details:
We require pairs of participants (software developers - programming language agnostic, software
architects, or experienced technical people with software development experience) from the same
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organisation who work in the same team and know each other to voluntarily participate in the
study. The study will take up to 90 minutes. A small reward will be given for participation in the
study.
When and Where:
Anytime participants are available, either during or after work hours or weekends, throughout
October-December 2012. The study will take place in the School of Engineering and Computer
Science at Victoria University of Wellington.
Contact Details:
Please contact Craig Anslow email craig@ecs.vuw.ac.nz or phone 04 463 9998 to arrange a time to
participate in the user study.
About:
This research is being conducted by Victoria University of Wellington with Human Ethics Approval
as part of the New Zealand Ministry of Science and Innovations Software Process and Product
Improvement project.
No software from your organisation will be used. Instead a baseline of example open source
software will be used in the study. We are looking at how participants use our tools and how they
collaborate together as a proof of concept, not on how skilled participants are with our tools. All
participants and organisation details will be anonymous in the reporting of the results.
The investigators on the project are Craig Anslow (PhD Student), Dr. Stuart Marshall, Professor
James Noble from the School of Engineering and Computer Science at Victoria University of
Wellington, New Zealand, and Professor Robert Biddle from the Department of Computer Science,
at Carleton University, Canada.
More info:
http://homepages.ecs.vuw.ac.nz/˜craig/Site/Study.html
Many thanks.
Kind regards,
Craig
Craig Anslow
PhD Thesis Student
School of Engineering and Computer Science
Victoria University of Wellington
New Zealand
http://homepages.ecs.vuw.ac.nz/ craig
Appendix D
User Study Questionnaires
The following are the pre-survey and post-survey questionnaires participants completed for our
user studies.
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SourceVis Pre-Study
Please complete the following pre-study questionnaire.
* Required
Participant ID *
Gender *
Are you Male or Female?
 Male
 Female
Age *
How old are you?
 18-24
 25-34
 35-44
 45+
Height *
How tall are you?
 5ft 4in (162cm)
 5ft 5in (165cm)
 5ft 6in (167cm)
 5ft 7in (170cm)
 5ft 8in (172cm)
 5ft 9in (175cm)
 5ft 10in (177cm)
 5ft 11in (180cm)
 6ft (183cm)
 6ft 1in (185cm)
 6ft 2in (187cm)
 6ft 3in (190cm)
 6ft 4in (193cm)
 6ft 5 in (195cm)
 greater than 6ft 5 in
 Other: 
SourceVis Pre-Study https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/viewform?formkey=dEc...
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Highest Level of Education *
What is your highest level of Education?
 High School
 Bachelors
 Honours
 Masters
 PhD
 Other: 
Subject of your degree *
If you have a degree what subject was it in? e.g. computer science, engineering, physics
Occupation *
What is your current occupation and/or job title? e.g. student, programmer, developer
Development Experience *
How long have you been developing software professionally?
 Less than 2 years
 3-5 years
 5-10 years
 10-20 years
 20+ years
Programming Language Experience *
What programming languages do you develop in?
 PHP
 Perl
 Python
 Ruby
 Java
 C/C++
 C# / VB / .Net
 Scala
 Objective C
 JavaScript
 Other: 
SourceVis Pre-Study https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/viewform?formkey=dEc...
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Team Collaboration - Personel *
How many years have you known your fellow colleague? If less than year type number of months
Team Collaboration - Location *
Is your team located co-located or distributed? Co-located is in the same building, distributed is
people on your team working from different buildings and or different cities
 Co-located
 Distributed
Team Collaboration - Programming *
How often do you program with others on your software development team at the same time? e.g.
Pair Programming
 Never
 Daily
 Weekly
 Monthly
 Other: 
Team Collaboration - Meetings *
How often do you meet with others on your software development team at the same time? e.g. in the
same room or video conferencing
 Never
 Hourly
 Daily
 Weekly
 Monthly
 Other: 
Code Review Experience - By Developers *
How often do you review your code with other developers on your software development team?
 Never
 Hourly
 Daily
 Weekly
 Monthly
 Other: 
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Code Review Experience - By Management *
How often do you review your code with project managers or management within your company?
 Never
 Hourly
 Daily
 Weekly
 Monthly
 Other: 
Code Review Experience - Tools *
What software tools / tools do you use for reviewing and analysing your code? e.g. meeting room with
projector or large display screen, IDEs, bug tracking tools, code review tools, version control software
tools
Software Visualization Tools Experience *
Have you used any software visualizations techniques or tools before? If so please list.
Mobile Phone - Touch *
What kind of mobile phone do you own / use that is **Touch** enabled?
 Apple iPhone
 Samsung
 Nokia
 RIM Blackberry
 Huawei
 Sony
 HTC
 None
 Other: 
SourceVis Pre-Study https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/viewform?formkey=dEc...
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Touch Screens - Work *
Do you use touch screens for your daily work tasks? other than mobile phones but including tablets
 Yes
 No
Touch Screens - Personal *
Do you use touch screens for personal or home use? other than mobile phones but including tablets
 Yes
 No
Tablet - Touch *
What kind of tablet do you own / use?
 Apple iPad
 Samsung Galaxy
 Asus Nexus 7
 Microsoft Surface
 RIM Playbook
 Amazon Kindle
 Sony
 None
 Other: 
Touch Screens - Experience
What kind of touch screens do you use on a regular basis (work or personal) other than mobile
phones or tablets? Please list the names of the touch screens if known.
Submit
Powered by Google Docs
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SourceVis Post-Study
Please complete the post-study questionnaire.
* Required
Participant ID *
Effectiveness *
Overall how effective do you find these software visualizations for answering the questions in the user
study? (1 - poor, 10 effective)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Poor Effective
Startup Screen *
Rate Effectiveness (1 - poor, 10 effective)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Poor Effective
1. System Explorer *
Rate Effectiveness (1 - poor, 10 effective)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Poor Effective
2. Metrics Explorer *
Rate Effectiveness (1 - poor, 10 effective)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Poor Effective
3. Toxicity Chart *
Rate Effectiveness (1 - poor, 10 effective)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Poor Effective
4. Vocabulary *
Rate Effectiveness (1 - poor, 10 effective)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
SourceVis Post-Study https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/viewform?formkey=dG...
1 of 4 7/11/12 12:42 PM
Poor Effective
5. System Hotspots View *
Rate Effectiveness (1 - poor, 10 effective)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Poor Effective
6. System Dependency *
Rate Effectiveness (1 - poor, 10 effective)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Poor Effective
7. Class Dependency *
Rate Effectiveness (1 - poor, 10 effective)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Poor Effective
8. Class Blueprint *
Rate Effectiveness (1 - poor, 10 effective)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Poor Effective
9. System Evolution *
Rate Effectiveness (1 - poor, 10 effective)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Poor Effective
10. System Package Evolution *
Rate Effectiveness (1 - poor, 10 effective)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Poor Effective
11. System Class Evolution *
Rate Effectiveness (1 - poor, 10 effective)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
SourceVis Post-Study https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/viewform?formkey=dG...
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Poor Effective
12. Individual Package Evolution *
Rate Effectiveness (1 - poor, 10 effective)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Poor Effective
13. Individual Class Evolution *
Rate Effectiveness (1 - poor, 10 effective)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Poor Effective
Strengths *
What were the strengths of these software visualizations? e.g. how did they help you answer the
questions?
Weaknesses *
What were the weaknesses of these software visualizations?
Improvements *
What could be improved for these software visualizations?
SourceVis Post-Study https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/viewform?formkey=dG...
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Multi-touch Table - Team Collaboration *
How did the Multi-touch Table device help with team collaboration? What were the strengths and
weaknesses?
Multi-touch Table - Work in Practice *
If you had access to a large multi-touch table for your work how would you envisage your team using
a device of this nature? (select all that apply)
 planning - team development tasks
 meetings - face-face / video conferencing
 design - architecture / modelling
 implementation - programming / pair programming
 analysis - code review
 testing - debugging
 not at all
 Other: 
Any other feedback?
Submit
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Appendix E
Preliminary User Study 1 Questions
Imagine a scenario where you are working on a co-located software development team to maintain
some existing software in Java. You have been asked to improve the software so that it is more
easily maintainable by identifying places in which the code could be refactored (e.g. identifying
large classes).
Please answer the following questions using SourceVis on the multi-touch table.
Word Cloud Visualization (in terms of font size)
- What are the 2 largest words in the packages word cloud? (java.awt, java.util)
- What are the 5 largest words in the classes word cloud? (conurrent, regex, pattern, (anon 1),
image)
Wordle Visualization (in terms of font size)
- What is the largest word? (AttributeList)
- Name the three classes that start with the letter “B”. (BindingType, Binding, Bounds)
Metrics Explorer
- How many classes does java.awt.font contain? (29)
- How many fields does java.awt.image.ColorModel contain? (13)
Class Blueprint
- How many accessor methods are called? (1, setHasUnsavedChanges)
- Which method refers to both the “file” and “prefs” attribute? (setFile)
System Hotspots View
- What is the biggest class? (java.awt.Component)
- How many methods does this class contain? (323)
- How many methods does java.awt.Window contain? (135)
- How many classes in java.util contain more than 1000 lines of code? (8)
Javadoc Web Browser
- How many classes does org.jhotdraw.samples.javadraw contain? (9)
- The package org.jhotdraw.samples.pert.PertFigure contains a class called PertFigure which
has a method called read(). What kind of exception does read() throw?
(java.io.IOException)
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Preliminary User Study 2 Questions
Imagine a scenario where you are working on a co-located software development team to maintain
some existing software in Java. You have been asked to improve the software so that it is more
easily maintainable by identifying places in which the code could be refactored (e.g. identifying
large classes, classes with many dependencies).
Please answer the following questions using the SourceVis application on the multi-touch
table. First load the JHotDraw system by selecting the load menu option. Then answer the
following questions about the JHotDraw System using the visualizations noted in the question.
Some questions will involve using a different system, notably JUnit.
1. System Explorer Visualization
In JHotDraw version 7.5.1, select package org.jhotdraw.geom, how many classes are there
in package org.jhotdraw.geom?
2. Metrics Explorer Visualization
What is the largest Package in JHotDraw version 6.0.1 (total metrics)
3. Metrics Explorer Visualization
How many interfaces does the largest package in JHotDraw version 6.0.1 contain?
4. Metrics Explorer Visualization
From that package what is the largest class in JHotDraw version 6.0.1? (total metrics)
5. Toxicity Chart Visualization
In JHotDraw version 7.5.1 how many classes have a toxicity score greater than 5.0 for the
metric value “File Length”?
6. Vocabulary Visualization
In JHotDraw version 7.5.1 what are the four largest words used in “Class Names”?
7. Vocabulary Visualization
In JHotDraw version 7.5.1 what are the two largest “Classes”?
8. Systems Hotspots View
In JHotDraw version 7.5.1 what is the largest “Package”? (total metrics)
9. Systems Hotspots View
In JHotDraw version 7.5.1 in the largest Package (same package as previous question), what
is the largest “Class”? (total metrics)
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10. Class Blueprint Visualization
In JHotDraw version 7.5.1 in the largest Package and then largest Class (same class as
previous question), how many acccessor methods are called by the public method “re-
paintHandles”?
11. Class Blueprint Visualization
In JHotDraw version 7.5.1 in the largest Package and then largest Class (same class as
previous question), how many interfaces does this class depend on?
12. Individual Class Evolution Visualization
In JHotDraw version 7.5.1 in the largest Package and then largest Class (same class as
previous question), how many versions does this class appear in?
13. System Dependency Visualization
Load JUnit system. In JUnit 4.8.2 how many classes have no dependencies?
14. System Evolution Visualization
In JUnit what major version contains the most amount of classes?
15. System Class Evolution Visualization
In JUnit how many versions contain class junit.swingui.TestRunner?
16. System Class Evolution Visualization
In JUnit how many versions contain “annotation classes”?
Appendix G
Professional User Study Participant
Demographics
This appendix presents the demographics of the participants from the Professional User Study
(§6) including participant demographics, participant’s education, participant experience and skills,
participant’s devices, and participant’s team details.
(a) Age.
(b) Height.
Figure G.1: Participant Characteristics.
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(a) Qualification.
(b) Subject.
Figure G.2: Participant Education.
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(a) Software development experience.
(b) Job Description.
(c) Programming Languages. (d) Typed Programming
Languages.
Figure G.3: Participant Experience and Skills.
279
(a) Number of years known colleague.
(b) Location.
(c) Meetings.
Figure G.4: Team Details.
280
(a) Collaborative Programming.
(b) Code Review by Developers.
(c) Code Review by Management.
Figure G.5: Team Programming and Code Review Experience.
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(a) Mobile Smart Phone.
(b) Tablet.
Figure G.6: Participant Devices.
Figure G.7: Tools for Software Visualization.
Appendix H
Professional User Study Questions
H.1 Group Questions
Imagine a scenario where you are working on a co-located software development team to maintain
some existing Java software system. You have been asked to improve the software so that it is more
easily maintainable by identifying places in which the code could be refactored (e.g. identifying
large classes, classes with many dependencies).
Please answer the following questions using the SourceVis application on the multi-touch table.
First load the JHotDraw system by selecting the load menu option. Then answer the following
questions about the JHotDraw System using the visualizations noted in the question.
1. System Explorer Visualization
• Load JHotDraw System
• Open the System Explorer Visualization
• Select JHotDraw Version 7.5.1
• Select package org.jhotdraw.geom
How many classes are there in this package?
2. Metrics Explorer Visualization
• Open the Metrics Explorer Visualization
• Select JHotDraw version 6.0.1
• Select All Metrics
What is the largest package?
3. Metrics Explorer Visualization
• Using the same Metrics Explorer Visualization
• Using JHotDraw Version 6.0.1
How many interfaces does the largest package from the previous question contain?
4. Vocabulary Visualization
• Select JHotDraw Version 7.5.1
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What are the two largest Classes?
5. Toxicity Chart Visualization
• Open Toxicity Chart Visualization
• Select JHotDraw Version 7.5.1
How many classes have a toxicity score greater than 5.0 for the metric value File Length?
6. Systems Hotspots View
• Load JHotDraw System
• Select JHotDraw Version 7.5.1
• Select All Metrics for packages
What is the largest package (by all metrics)?
7. Class Blueprint Visualization
• From the same Systems Hotspots Visualization
• Using JHotDraw Version 7.5.1
• In the largest package
• Select the largest class (by all metrics)
• Open Class Blueprint Visualization
How many accessor methods are called by the public method repaintHandles()?
8. Class Dependency
• From the same Systems Hotspots Visualization
• Using JHotDraw Version 7.5.1
• In the largest package
• Select the largest class (by all metrics)
• Open Class Dependency Visualization
Which class does the largest class depend upon the most?
9. System Evolution Visualization
• Open the System Evolution Visualization
• Using JHotDraw
Approximately how many lines of code has JHotDraw increased by between version 6.0.1
and version 7.5.1?
10. System Class Evolution Visualization
• Open the System Class Evolution Visualization
• Using JHotDraw
How many versions does the largest class (by all metrics) in version 5.2.0 appear in?
11. System Dependency Visualization
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• Load JHotDraw
• Open System Dependency Visualization
• Load JHotDraw Version 5.2.0
How many interfaces have no dependencies?
12. Class Dependency Visualization
• From the same Systems Dependency Visualization
• Using JHotDraw Version 5.2.0
• Open Class Dependency Visualization for class
CH.ifa.draw.application.DrawApplication
How many interfaces does the class CH.ifa.draw.application.DrawApplication depend on?
13. Individual Class Evolution Visualization
• From the same Systems Dependency Visualization
• OR Class Dependency Visualization
• Open Class Evolution Visualization
Which version of the class CH.ifa.draw.application.DrawApplication is the largest (by all
metrics)?
14. System Package Evolution Visualization
• Open System Package Evolution Visualization
What version has the most amount of packages?
15. Individual Package Evolution Visualization
• From same System Package Evolution Visualization
• Open Package Evolution for package CH.ifa.draw.standard
How many versions contain the package named CH.ifa.draw.standard?
H.2 Individual A Questions
Imagine a scenario where you are working on a co-located software development team to maintain
some existing Java software system. You have been asked to improve the software so that it is more
easily maintainable by identifying places in which the code could be refactored (e.g. identifying
large classes, classes with many dependencies).
Please answer the following questions using SourceVis application on the multi-touch table.
First load the JUnit system by selecting the load menu option. Then answer the following questions
about the JUnit System using the visualizations noted in the question.
1. System Explorer Visualization
• Load Junit System
• Open the System Explorer Visualization
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• Select JUnit Version 4.8.2
• Select package junit.framework
How many classes are there in this package?
2. Vocabulary Visualization
• Open the Vocabulary Visualization
• Select Junit Version 4.8.2
What are the five most frequently used words in classnames?
3. Vocabulary Visualization
• Open the Vocabulary Visualization
• Select Junit Version 4.8.2
• Select Size of Packages
What are the two largest Packages?
4. Metrics Explorer Visualization
• Open the Metrics Explorer Visualization
• Select Junit version 4.8.2
• Select All Metrics
In the largest package, how many concrete classes are there?
5. Toxicity Chart Visualization
• Open Toxicity Chart Visualization
• Select Junit Version 4.8.2
Which class has a large file length?
6. Systems Hotspots View
• Load Junit System
• Open Systems Hotspots View
• Select JUnit Version 4.8.2
How many packages have the word ”runner” in the package name?
7. Class Blueprint Visualization
• From the same Systems Hotspots Visualization
• Using Junit Version 4.8.2
• In the org.junit.runners package
• Select the class BlockJUnit4ClassRunner
• Open Class Blueprint Visualization
How many different accessor methods are called?
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8. System Dependency Visualization
• Open the System Dependency Visualization
• Select JUnit Version 4.8.2
• Use the slider
What two classes have the highest dependency weight?
9. System Evolution Visualization
• Open the System Evolution Visualization
What major version of JUnit contains the most amount of classes?
10. System Package Evolution Visualization
• Open the System Package Evolution Visualization
How many versions does junit.framework appear in?
11. System Dependency Visualization
• Load Junit System
• Open System Dependency Visualization
• Select JUnit Version 4.8.2
How many concrete classes have no dependencies?
12. Class Dependency Visualization
• From the same System Dependency Visualization
• Select JUnit Version 4.8.2
• Open the Class Dependency Visualization for
org.junit.runners.BlockJUnit4ClassRunner
What many abstract classes does this class depend on?
13. System Evolution Visualization
• Open the System Evolution Visualization
What major version of JUnit contains the most amount of classes?
14. System Package Evolution Visualization
• Open the System Package Evolution Visualization
After what version does junit.ui stop appearing in?
15. System Class Evolution Visualization
• Open the System Class Evolution Visualization
How many versions in JUnit contain annotation classes?
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H.3 Individual B Questions
Imagine a scenario where you are working on a co-located software development team to maintain
some existing Java software system. You have been asked to improve the software so that it is more
easily maintainable by identifying places in which the code could be refactored (e.g. identifying
large classes, classes with many dependencies).
Please answer the following questions using the SourceVis application on the multi-touch
table. First load the JUnit system by selecting the load menu option. Then answer the following
questions about the JUnit System using the visualizations noted in the question.
1. Metrics Explorer Visualization
• Load Junit System
• Open the Metrics Explorer Visualization
• Select Junit version 4.8.2
• Select All Metrics
What is the largest package?
2. Metrics Explorer Visualization
• Open the Metrics Explorer Visualization
• Select Junit version 4.8.2
• Use Keyboard search and then sort
How many packages have the word ”runner” in the package name?
3. Toxicity Chart Visualization
• Open Toxicity Chart Visualization
• Select Junit Version 4.8.2
How many classes have a toxicity score greater than 2.0?
4. Toxicity Chart Visualization
• Open Toxicity Chart Visualization
Since version 4.0 (including) of Junit how many versions have number of classes greater
than 60 with a toxicity score of 1.0?
5. Vocabulary Visualization
• Open the Vocabulary Visualization
• Select Junit Version 4.8.2
What are the three largest classes?
6. System Dependency Visualization
• Load Junit System
• Open System Dependency Visualization
• Select JUnit Version 4.8.2
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• Select no dependencies
How many concrete classes have no dependencies?
7. Class Dependency Visualization
• From the same System Dependency Visualization
• Select JUnit Version 4.8.2
• Open the Class Dependency Visualization for
org.junit.runners.BlockJUnit4ClassRunner
How many abstract classes does this class depend on?
8. System Evolution Visualization
• Open the System Evolution Visualization
What major version of JUnit contains the most amount of classes?
9. System Package Evolution Visualization
• Open the System Package Evolution Visualization
After what version does junit.ui stop appearing in?
10. System Class Evolution Visualization
• Open the System Class Evolution Visualization
How many versions in JUnit contain annotation classes?
11. Systems Hotspots View
• Load Junit System
• Open Systems Hotspots View
• Select JUnit Version 4.8.2
How many packages have the word ”runner” in the package name?
12. Class Blueprint Visualization
• From the same Systems Hotspots Visualization
• Using Junit Version 4.8.2
• In the org.junit.runners package
• Select the class BlockJUnit4ClassRunner
• Open Class Blueprint Visualization
How many different accessor methods are called?
13. System Dependency Visualization
• Open the System Dependency Visualization
• Select JUnit Version 4.8.2
What two classes have the highest dependency weight?
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14. System Evolution Visualization
• Open the System Evolution Visualization
What major version of JUnit contains the most amount of classes?
15. System Package Evolution Visualization
• Open the System Package Evolution Visualization
How many versions does junit.framework appear in?
Appendix I
Quantitative Findings - Additional
Tables
This Appendix shows additional tables for Coupling Styles, Arrangement Styles, and Wilcoxon
Rank Sum Tests that were performed for Chapter 8:
• Frequency of Coupling Styles (Table I.1).
• Amount of Time spent in Coupling Styles (Table I.2).
• Frequency of Arrangement Styles (Table I.3).
• Amount of Time Spent in Arrangement Styles (Table I.4).
• Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test for Frequency of Coupling Styles (Table I.5).
• Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test for Time Spent in Coupling Styles (Table I.6).
• Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test for Frequency of Arrangement Styles (Table I.7).
• Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test for Time Spent in Arrangement Styles (Table I.8).
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Glossary
Apart participants were standing apart, physical arrangement style.
CCV Community Core Vision, detection software.
Closely Coupled Category coupling styles that are closely coupled (DISC, VE,
SPDA, SPSA).
DISC participants were in discussion, coupling style.
DPDA participants were working on different problems and different areas of
the table, coupling style.
DPSA participants were working on different problems and same area of the
table, coupling style.
End Side participants were arranged by end side, arrangement style.
Kitty Corner participants were arranged by kitty corner, arrangement style.
Loosely Coupled Category coupling styles that are loosely coupled (VD, DPDA,
DPSA).
MT4j Multi-touch For Java [188], toolkit used for implementing SourceVis.
Opposite Ends participants were arranged at opposite ends of the table, arrange-
ment style.
Side by Side participants were arranged side by side, arrangement style.
SPDA participants were working on the same problem different area, coupling
style.
SPSA participants were working on the same problem same area, coupling style.
Together participants were arranged together, arrangement style.
VE one participant was interacting while the other was viewing engaged, cou-
pling style.
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